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Abstract

The focus of this thesis is the Reformed doctrine of the will of God and its
pastoral application in the theology of Thomas Boston (1676-1732). The
objective of this thesis is to establish Boston’s doctrine of the will of God and
how he applies that doctrine pastorally. We shall argue that one significant key to
understanding Boston and his theology is the use he makes of the doctrine of the
will of God, particularly in relation to God’s providence. This is a common theme
in Reformed theology but the way in which Boston worked the theme out in his
practical theology and in his pastoral care marks him out as significant.
We shall begin (chapter 1) with a brief introduction to the life and thought of
Thomas Boston, before concentrating (chapter 2) on his Memoirs, in which it
becomes very clear that his understanding of the doctrine of the will of God,
particularly in relation to God’s providence, is not only a theological idea but an
intensely personal way of understanding his own life and circumstances and those
of his parishioners.
In order to understand Boston’s doctrine of the will of God in its context within
the wider Reformed tradition, we shall consider (chapter 3) very briefly the
contribution of the Fathers, before focussing in on the writings of John Calvin
(1509-64). We shall then consider the use of the doctrine of the Westminster
Confession of Faith (WCF), which was adopted as the Principal Subordinate
Standard of the Church of Scotland in 1647 and to which Boston, as a Minister in
that Church, would have been required to subscribe. We shall also consider in
passing the influence upon Boston of John Flavel’s The Mystery of Providence
(1676-77).
With that background and context we shall then (chapter 4) examine closely
Boston’s doctrine of the will of God, particularly in relation to the doctrine of the
providence of God. This will encompass such themes as God’s being and
attributes; the decrees of God; the problem of evil; election and reprobation; and
free will. The pastoral and practical applications of this theological perspective
will then be examined (chapter 5), demonstrating how significant a theme the will
of God was for the way in which Boston ministered to his congregation in his
preaching and pastoral care, as well as his wider ministry to the church through
his writings.
We shall then draw the threads of the study together and offer some conclusions
as well as some suggestions for further study (chapter 6).
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Thomas Boston and the Doctrine of God’s Will

The focus of this thesis is the Reformed doctrine of the will of God and its
pastoral application in the theology of Thomas Boston (1676-1732). The main
objective of our investigation is to understand Thomas Boston’s doctrine of
providence as the unfolding of the divine will and how he used that doctrine in his
pastoral ministry. To this end we shall first get to know Thomas Boston, looking
at who he was, what he did, where he did it, and how. We shall proceed by
painting a picture of the man, his ministry, his works, and the interest that has
been shown in him. This shall be followed by an introduction to the doctrine of
the will of God and its Reformed context in particular, noting the limitations such
a project entails.

Boston - the man and his reputation

Boston was a Church of Scotland minister who spent the first eight years of his
ministry in the parish of Simprin and the remainder at Etterick, both in the rural
Scottish borders. Boston was primarily a Reformed minister and preacher of the
gospel,1 rather than an academic theologian, 2 although his theological capabilities
in writing were impressive. 3 He became commonly known as the ‘Pastor of
Etterick.’4
1

About 10 of the 12 volumes which make up Boston’s collected works deal with sermons. T.
Boston, The Complete Works of The Late Rev. Thomas Boston, Ettrick, collected papers, edited by
Rev. Samuel M’Millan (London: William Tegg and Co., 1854).
2
Wilson describes Boston the theologian, as being, first ‘biblical, then ‘evangelical,’ thirdly
‘Calvinistic,’ and lastly ‘Witsian.’ J. Wilson, "The Pastor of Ettrick," Sword & Trowel 14
(1878): 26.
3
Boston, CW.
4
Throughout the Morrison edition of his Memoirs, Boston speaks of Etterick, T. Boston, Memoirs
of the Life, Time, and Writings of the Reverend and Learned Thomas Boston, with an introduction
by G. H. Morrison (Edinburgh: Oliphant Anderson & Ferrier, 1899), and Boston includes the
second ‘e’ in his address of his letters, T. Boston, "Letter to Mrs Shiell," letter, CM/B97. MSS Box
2.3.7-8 (Edinburgh, New College, 1732), but it is often referred to as Ettrick, see, W. Addison, The
Life and Writings of Thomas Boston of Ettrick (Edinburgh: Oliver & Boyd, 1936); J. L. Watson,
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Thomas Boston was very much a man of his day, by which I mean he was poor in
both health and wealth for a large part of his life. 5 He was a family man, coming
from a big family and having a large family of his own. 6 Boston describes
himself as being ‘naturally bashful, timorous, and much subject to the fear of man
...’,7 and ‘very little useful in converse, being naturally silent.’8 Boston was
certainly no extrovert.

Physically, Boston was frequently and progressively

unwell, worse in spring, better in the autumn.9 An example of his suffering is
provided on the occasion he said he ‘was seized with a severe fainting fit, and had
almost fainted away, but that I was eased by vomiting, as usual.’ 10 There are
numerous occasions in his Memoirs where Boston makes note of his frequent and
painful maladies but his troubles were not confined only to the physical aspects of
his wellbeing. There were times during his ministry when he became ‘downright
melancholy,’ confused and troubled of mind. ‘Many a heavy and melancholy day
have I had, through various causes and occasions, which holy providence hath laid
before me.’11

However, he relates how he ‘does better’ spiritually when in

company where he has observed that he is less inclined to fall into temptation. 12
Although Boston was often melancholy he was not pessimistic, he was
exceedingly introspective13 yet incredibly sociable for the rural surroundings of
The Pastor of Ettrick: Thomas Boston (Edinburgh: James Gemmell, 1883); D. J. Innes, "Thomas
Boston of Ettrick," in Faith and a Good Conscience, D. M. Lloyd-Jones, chair (Chiswick: The
Evangelical Magazine, 1962), 32-46.
5
He speaks of his physical pain to others in his private letters. Boston, "Letter to Mrs Shiell"
6
Boston was the youngest of seven children, his youngest sister died before he knew her but all the
others survived into adulthood to have many children of their own. Boston had ten children, six of
whom died while very young.
7
Boston, Memoirs, 29.
8
Boston, Memoirs, 253.
9
Note the curious incident of the pea being inserted into a muscle of his leg as a remedy for
soreness! Needless to say, it added to his pain. Boston recalls, ‘There was hardly a step of the
management of the pea, wherein there was an error committed.’ Boston, Memoirs, 469ff.
10
Boston, Memoirs, 102. Cf. Boston, Memoirs, 135.
11
Boston, Memoirs, 137. In his introduction Low says, ‘probably there never was a man who
carried so uniformly and constantly into practice a belief in the Almighty’s close incessant
supervision of every act and fact of live.’ T. Boston, A General Account of My Life, with an
introduction by Rev. George D. Low (London: Hodder & Stoughton, 1907), xliv.
12
Boston, Memoirs, 145.
13
His final two sermons were on the necessity of self-examination. Boston, CW, II.497ff. Monday
mornings were reserved for self-examination, S. A. Woodruff III, "The Pastoral Ministry in the
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his setting, but seldom given over to mirth. He was not a theorist but a doer, a
man with a practical work ethic who filled his time with a productive workload.
His character was such that he became a leader among the Marrowmen. Despite
his honest self-portrayal, Boston was very much loved by his parishioners,
contempories and commentators.
Whenever works on Scottish Church history emerge,14 Thomas Boston not only
finds a place of significance, but is often heralded as a Reformed Scottish
theologian of great stature.15 Walker provides a glowing appraisal of the man,
Among these I notice, first and foremost, Thomas Boston, whom I
cannot but regard as one of the great figures in our theological
history. Brave, honest, capable, forming his own opinions about
everything, never letting a question lie by him unsettled;
combining with the aspirations or ambitions of a strong and active
intellect, a sense of responsibility which pressed him to work with
his might; in spite of the most unfavourable circumstances, he won
his way to theological eminence, and left his mark both on the
theology and the religion of his country. 16
Thomson says, ‘It would be difficult to name a man who has a higher claim to an
honourable place in the Christian biography of Scotland in the eighteenth century
than Thomas Boston of Etterick.’17

MacLeod also speaks highly of Boston,

saying he was a ‘remarkable man and good divine,’ a ‘gracious and great divine’,
and ‘one of the brightest lights in the firmament of the Reformed Church in
Scotland.18 Innes highlights Thomson’s appraisal of Boston’s pastoral ministry,

Church of Scotland in the Eighteenth Century, with Special Reference to Thomas Boston, John
Willison and John Erskine," unpublished doctoral thesis (Edinburgh: University of Edinburgh,
1966), 98. Woodruff rightly recognizes self-examination as a common occurrence for ministers in
the eighteenth century (113).
14
To situate Boston within his time-frame and tradition, see, J. M. Reid, Kirk & Nation. The Story
of the Reformed Church of Scotland (London: Skeffington & Son, 1960); J. MacLeod, Scottish
Theology. In Relation to Church History (Edinburgh: John Knox Press, 1974); T. F. Torrance,
Scottish Theology. From John Knox to John McLeod Campbell (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1996); J.
Walker, Theology and Theologians of Scotland 1560-1750 (Edinburgh: Knox Press, 1982).
15
MacLeod, 204-20 Cf. Woodruff III, 65.
16
Walker, J., 30.
17
A. Thomson, Thomas Boston. His Life & Times (Fearn: Christian Focus Publications, 2004), 15.
18
MacLeod, 145-46. Cf. Addison calls it ‘one of the housebooks of Scottish piety’ and that it
‘rendered an inestimable service to our country.’ Addison, 169.
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The assertion is not likely to be challenged that, if Scotland had
been searched during the earlier part of the eighteenth century,
there was not a minister of Christ within its bounds who, alike in
his personal character and in the discharge of his pastoral
functions, approached nearer to the apostolic model than did this
man of God.19
Boston’s fame is due primarily to his involvement with the Marrow controversy20
and secondarily, as a result of the popularity of his writing. 21 The popularity of
his books in years gone by and the influence they have had in shaping the
Reformed tradition within Scotland have not been matched with interest in the
man himself, let alone his doctrine of the will of God.22

Boston - his situation and inheritance

Boston was born after his own nation had codified over a century of Reformed
orthodoxy in the Westminster Confession of 1646. Boston had witnessed varied
political and religious changes within Scotland 23 as the,
Glorious Revolution of William of Orange in 1688, the resultant
abolition of episcopacy in 1689, and the restoration of the
Scottish General Assembly in 1690 all occurred during Boston’s
adolescence and shaped the ecclesiastical landscape of his adult
ministry by officially re-establishing Presbyterianism polity and
Westminster Calvinism in Scotland.24

19

Innes, 32.
D. C. Lachman, The Marrow Controversy 1718-1723. An Historical and Theological Analysis.
Rutherford Studies in Historical Theology (Edinburgh: Rutherford House, 1988).
For
misunderstandings surrounding the controversy see also, A. T. B. McGowan, The Federal
Theology of Thomas Boston. Rutherford Studies in Historical Theology (Milton Keynes:
Paternoster, 1997), 43-45. The two other major ecclesiastical controversies of Boston’s day were
to do with the Auchterarder Creed (1717), and the case of Professor John Simson (1717 & 1729).
21
T. Boston, Human Nature in Its Fourfold State (London: The Religious Tract Society, 1839); T.
Boston, The Crook in the Lot. The Sovereignty and Wisdom of God Displayed in the Afflictions of
Men, edited by D. Kistler, with an introduction by M. Bradley (Morgan: Soli Deo Gloria
Publications, 2001).
22
A chapter on Boston’s doctrine of predestination can be found in, McGowan, Ch.4.
23
Boston, CW, IX.229.
24
P. G. Ryken, Thomas Boston as Preacher of the Fourfold State (Edinburgh: Rutherford House,
1999), 3.
20
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Boston lived in a post-Westminster Confession world where ‘Calvinism’ was an
established expression denoting a certain theological tradition. It was in this
political climate and theological tradition that Boston formulates and expresses his
own doctrine of God’s will as the pastor of Simprin and Etterick.

Ryken has sufficiently established the context in which Boston laboured without
the need for detailed repetition. 25 The following points are of importance for this
thesis in establishing Boston’s Reformed doctrine of God’s will. Firstly, Boston’s
continual insertion of biblical texts is immediately apparent in his works,
revealing Scripture as his primary authoritative source. 26 Secondly, Ryken notes
Boston’s ‘grasp of the historical and geographical scope of international
Calvinism,’ but of equal importance he highlights Boston’s ‘Augustinian
pedigree,’27 locating him firmly within the Reformed tradition. Thirdly, Boston
was well read. Although Boston’s knowledge of the Early Fathers appears to be
scant28 and the lack of reference to them in his writing is noticeable, his
knowledge of the works of the Magisterial Reformers and those who followed is
impressive. Ryken points out,
The fact of the matter is that he was familiar with the main currents
of Reformed theology during both of the centuries which preceded
his own. Among the Reformers, Martin Luther (1483-1546;
Wittenberg; Galatians, Thirtie Foure Special and Chosen
Sermons) and John Calvin (1509-64; Geneva; Institutio,
Catechism, Genesis) held pride of place for Boston. Boston’s
affection for Luther’s understanding of law and gospel is
confirmed both by the frequency with which he cited Luther and
by his defence of strongly Lutheran themes in the Marrow. Boston
also read John Knox’s (1514-72) History of the Reformation in
Scotland, of course, and the Common Places of Wolfgang
Musculus (1497-1563; Berne). Boston was equally familiar with
theologians of post-Reformation continental Reformed orthodoxy.
The most prominent of his late sixteenth century sources were
Theodore Beza (1519-1605; Geneva; Confession, Propositions and
Principles of Divinitie), Zacharias Ursinus (1534-83; Heidelberg;
Corpus … Catecheticarum Explicationum), whom Boston ‘read
25

Ryken, Chp 2.
Cf. Addison, 165.
27
Ryken, 6.
28
‘His own reading among patristic sources appears to have been limited to a brief encounter with
Irenaeus (fl. 175-95; Adversus Haereses).’ Ryken, 18.
26

12

over three or four times’ before going to divinity school … and
Hieronymus Zanchius (1516-90; Heidelberg; Opera).29
It is apparent then, how informed and influenced Boston was by Reformed
theologians, how well grounded he was in the knowledge of Reformed ideas, and
how eager he was to understand the Reformed heritage of his church. One of the
major influences of his life preceding his ordination was Flavel’s The Mystery of
Providence.30 Interestingly, when Boston describes himself, the terms ‘Calvinist,’
‘Reformed,’ ‘Orthodox,’ ‘Puritan,’ etc, are scarcely if ever used, instead he labels
himself ‘preacher of the gospel of Christ,’ and as a ‘sinner.’31 In the providence
of God however, when his collected works were published, the very first page of
his twelve volumes clearly reveals his affectionate endorsement of the
Westminster standards.32 The number of quotes from and references to Calvin are
more limited (as are quotes and references in general in the works of Boston), and
yet still the term ‘Calvinist’ is placed upon Boston. 33 It is more accurate to
describe him as a Scottish minister of the Reformed tradition.

Ryken highlights many of the pre-Reformation influences on Boston, influences
that affected the majority of Reformed theology.

For example, Ryken sees

Boston’s Fourfold State originating with Augustine in his De Correptione et
Gratia,34 saying it is a ‘theological construct of noble lineage, sired by Augustine
and propagated first to Peter Lombard and his commentators, then ultimately to
the theologians of Reformed orthodoxy.’ 35 Although Ryken also notes that, ‘As
far as can be determined, Thomas Boston did not have direct contact with writings
29

Ryken, 14-15. In the appendix of the Marrow of Modern Divinity there is listed a whole host of
theologians (Calvin included, being second in the list after Luther), as support for the work, as
evidence that the Marrow men were well read, thorough theologians and knowledgeable about the
history of the Reformed tradition and continuing in that line. Boston, CW, VII.480-81.
30
J. Flavel, The Mystery of Providence. The Works of John Flavel (London: Banner of Truth Trust,
1968). Cf. D. J. Bruggink, "The Theology of Thomas Boston 1676-1732," Ph.D (Edinburgh
University, 1956), 70; 72.
31
Boston, CW, II.671-72.
32
Boston, CW, I.9.
33
‘Considered as a theologian, Thomas Boston was an international Calvinist; considered as
preacher, he was Puritan.’ Ryken, 31.
34
Ryken, 67.
35
Ryken, 57.
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of either Augustine or Lombard.’36 Having not read them does not disqualify
Boston’s doctrine from following in their theology, 37 because ‘He gave close
attention to the systematic works of Ursinus, Sharp, the Leiden professors,
Wendelinus, Essenius, Zanchius, and Turretin, all of which use Lombard’s
fourfold structure as the point of departure for extended theological analysis of the
human will.’

This reveals two things, a) the influence a certain theological

tradition can have on a person’s theology, even unknowingly, and b) the difficulty
that exists in establishing sources for Boston’s theology. On the whole, Boston
rarely mentions other theologians in his written works, there is the occasional
reference to Augustine and irregular mentions of a few philosophers but a
noticeable lack of references to works he has read, used or enjoyed. There are
sporadic hints however, which show just how widely read Boston was in the
Reformed tradition.38

Most noticeably, in his Miscellaneous Questions (VI),

which form some of his earlier works,39 he exhibits the knowledge of a fine
scholar, providing a liberal sprinkling of names, sources, and citations of works
which he has both read and engages with in his discussions.40 This also reveals
that Boston chose to write in a simplistic style, fitted for his country parishioners,
but simplicity coupled with power, as in Luther’s commentary on Galatians which
Boston adored.41

He must have made a conscious decision to write almost

entirely in his own words, reproving arguments brought against his view of
Scripture without, on the whole, referring to the names, schools, or movements

36
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that stood behind those arguments.42 This makes Boston’s works both original
and important, for he is relaying the historical theology of the Reformed tradition
in fresh words, in a way that communicated that theology in relevant ways.
What I have tried to show is that Boston’s doctrine of God’s will, will not have
been formulated void of a theological tradition, a history of theology, nor an
understanding of Scripture, whether his theology originates directly from his
predecessors or whether he inherits it second or third hand from a tradition that
spans centuries.

Boston’s doctrine of God’s will can legitimately be termed

‘Reformed’ in the light of his adherence to the Westminster Confession, 43 his
admiration of the post-Reformation continental Reformed orthodox scholars he
studied, and his interest in the works of the Magisterial Reformers.

The

background to Boston’s doctrine of the will of God is important, but only in as
much as it helps explain the journey, the final destination, Boston’s own
expression of the doctrine of God’s will, is of immense importance, for it is this
doctrine that he pastorally applied and made nationally accessible.
1.3 Boston’s ministry
Boston’s ministry has all the components one would expect to find from a rural
pastor. Etterick life was remote and harsh, Boston himself got lost within his own
parish, 44 and many of his flock were illiterate. ‘Boston and his parishioners were
afforded frequent reminders of human mortality. The most reliable data show that
no more than half of the early eighteenth-century populace survived past their
tenth birthdays.’45 Within that setting, Boston primarily loved to preach. 46 He
42
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43
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preached simply, with earthy illustrations, often agricultural, grounding his
message in recognizable pictures of rural life. One such jewel is found in his
book on repentance where he says, ‘most people even die as they live.
Repentance is a flower rarely seen springing up from a deathbed.’ 47 Apart from
the Sunday service sermons, there were mid-week sermons, Bible studies and
prayer meetings. The vast majority of his written works are transcripted sermons,
with the most influential books resulting from various sermon series, first
delivered as the weekly ‘ordinary,’ that is, the text of Scripture and theme for the
sermon preached. Boston’s sermons are delivered most often according to a set
form, with the subject taken from a single verse. 48

He makes mention of the best sermon he ever preached on the 9th February 1707,
delivered at Simprin on 2 Corinthians 11:2, 49 and was pleased that, despite his
frequent ill health, he never missed a sermon. 50 He was a gifted preacher and
preaching formed the bedrock of his overall ministry but he was also a man of
earnest prayer, as his Memoirs testify, being littered with references to his prayerlife. Boston’s dedication to preaching, prayer and Bible study made him a man of
sensitivity in his pastoral duty, even though he could be confrontational and
forthright at times. His plans to lecture on the WCF were laid aside when he
judged they were too complex for his parishioners. 51 He was active in visitation
work, praying for the sick and catechizing his flock, besides helping with
communion services of other parishes and involvement in the Church of
Scotland’s General Assemblies. His personal character is revealed somewhat in
the following entry from his Memoirs describing his pastoring duties:
I visited the sick, and spent the afternoon in catechising, and
found great ignorance prevailing. On the Tuesday, visiting a
sick woman grossly ignorant, after I had laid out before her
46
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wretched state by nature, she told me she had believed all her
days. I thereupon sat as astonished for a while, lifted up my
eyes to the Lord, and addressed myself to her again for her
conviction; howbeit, nothing but stupidity appeared. Therefore I
saw I had enough ado among my handful. 52
Despite this candid entry of his memoirs, Boston the pastor was loved by a good
many of his parishioners once he was established in the community. However,
Boston first described his parishioners as being stained by adultery, fornication, a
lack of repentance, and a slighting of ordinances. 53 Innes says,
Boston was obviously not only a mighty preacher, but also a
faithful pastor - and he related the one to the other, applying the
preaching in the homes, and gaining suggestions for future
sermons from the homes. It is when we see these two parts of
his ministry combining and co-operating, preaching and pastoral
visitation, and all of course conjoined with prayer, that we can
the more easily account for that rich harvest of souls which he
was again and again called upon to reap. The living sympathy
of the man watered the good seed of the Word which had been
sown. And those home visits, winning the affection and the
confidence of the people, invested his preaching with a double
power, and opened the way for the entrance of the Word.54
It was on one of these home visits that he came across The Marrow of Modern
Divinity, a book that reflects Boston’s approach to theology in that its contents are
simply presented; it is not a technical work. He was a lover of books,55 frustrated
by his limited library, but as we have seen, well read in the works of the
Reformers. 56 His lack of a significant personal library both hindered and helped
him in his ministry, 57 and his life-long practice of providing hospitality (especially
over communion weekends) is described as a trial carved out by the sovereign
pleasure of God, because of the ingratitude of its recipients. 58 Yet it was in the
daily mix of studying, praying, reading and visiting that Boston produced his
52
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powerful sermons, which in time have proved to be of enduring importance to
those who have discovered them.
1.4 Boston’s works59
Most of Boston’s works were published posthumously but his most popular book,
The Fourfold State, was in print during his life-time, with the publication process
being recorded in his Memoirs. It is worth hearing the glowing praises of his
works by renowned theologians in their own right, to show just how highly
Boston’s works have been valued, and to begin to see why they have been
exceedingly influential in years gone by. The Fourfold State is a work which
describes the nature of humanity before the Fall, as fallen, as fallen and redeemed,
and in their eternal destinies. MacLeod provides an outstanding recommendation
of the book,
The work, however, of his pen that has left its mark deepest on
the world is his Human Nature in its Fourfold State. There is no
book of practical divinity, not even William Guthrie’s Trial of a
Saving Interest in Christ, nor Rutherford’s Letters, that was
more read in the godly homes of Scotland than this treatise. It
did more to mould the thought of his countrymen than anything
except the Westminster Shorter Catechism. 60
Morrison is equally enthralled with the work, saying,
It is so orderly and clear, so rich in just and beautiful citation, so
searching, and here and there so softening; it is strong in its
appeals, so full, for all its doctrine, of warmth and human life; it
is so couched in language of the homeliest and truest ring, rising
at times into unquestionable eloquence, that the secret of its
acceptance is not far to seek.61
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Reekie affirms the importance of this work by noting, ‘it became a best-seller for
a hundred years. In many a Scottish drawing-room and shepherd’s cottage the
book lay beside the Bible. The Bible and Boston were considered inseparable.’ 62
T. F. Torrance simply adds that this work was ‘the most published (over 80
editions), the most widely read, and probably the most influential book in Scottish
theology.’63

It is quite clear from the Fourfold State alone, that Boston’s

importance as a theologian ought to be prominent.64
However, it is not only Boston’s Fourfold State that has been spoken of highly,
many of his works have proven to be popular and some are still being published
today. 65 His autobiography, 66 in the words of MacLeod, ‘is one of our Scots
religious classics in the realm of spiritual self-portraiture.’67

In the

recommendatory note of Morrison’s edition, 68 Alexander Whyte says,
The issue of this scholarly and artistic edition of Thomas
Boston’s Autobiography is an event of national importance. His
sound and commanding commonsense, his immense industry,
his great learning attained to amid unparalleled difficulties, his
sometime Shakespearean style, his life of faith and prayer, and
his pulpit and pastoral efficiency and success, all combine to
make Boston’s Memoirs of his Life, Time and Writings a book to
be always at hand in every Scottish Manse, as well as in every
well-read, patriotic, and pious Scottish home. 69
Whyte’s use of the term ‘Shakespearean style’ matches Wilson’s evaluation of the
Memoirs when he says, ‘though prolix and antiquated in style, and sometimes too
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morbidly subjective, is yet, we venture to affirm, one of the most valuable
autobiographies to the Christian minister ever written’.70 Although the style of his
Memoirs may be a negative point, it does not detract from the overwhelmingly
positive evaluation of its content, which in itself reveals a significant
understanding of Boston’s theology of providence under God’s will.
Other of his famous works include, The Crook in the Lot,71 ‘a book once
extensively read and prized by afflicted persons in Scotland,’ 72 and still in print
today is A Soliloquy on the Art of Man-Fishing,73 which Packer introduces as a
work ‘constantly hailed by evangelicals as a masterpiece on ministry, worthy to
stand on the same shelf as Baxter’s Reformed Pastor.’74 A lesser known work is
Boston’s A View of the Covenant of Grace,75 which highlights his indebtedness to
federal theology, and ‘ranks among the best works ever written on the Covenant
and deserves the widest possible readership.’76

In Boston’s Tractatus

Stigmologicus Hebraicus, 77 he produced a detailed and thoroughly researched
work into the Hebrew accents.78 Walker observes that he ‘was the best Hebrew
scholar in Scotland, as he was the freshest and most powerful of Scottish living
theologians.’79 The extent of positive reviews about Boston’s works makes the
glaring neglect of interest in them all the more noticeable.
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The Marrow controversy is the event which took Boston from his secluded rural
setting and placed him in the fore of ecclesiastical debate and politics. 80 Boston is
central to this controversy as it was he who ‘rediscovered’ 81 the little book called
The Marrow of Modern Divinity82 (most probably written by Edward Fisher) as he
notes in his Memoirs and defended its contents.83 Boston had actually been
studying the book for a number of years with some delight and in complete
ignorance of any potential danger for controversy, before it became a major public
debate within the church.84 He delighted in the book so much, he had it republished adding his own notes to the text.85 The book was condemned by the
General Assembly of the Church of Scotland in 1720 for being Antinomian in
nature86 but in its defence stood twelve ministers of which Boston was one. 87
More has been written on the Marrow controversy88 than on Boston himself and
the actual controversy falls outside the confines of this study except when
Boston’s teaching and notes from the Marrow impact his doctrine of God’s will. 89
Ralph Erskine penned the following words three years after the Marrow
controversy:
The great, the grave judicious Boston’s gone,
Who once like Athanasius stood alone,
Whose golden pen to future times will bear
His fame, till in the clouds his Lord appear.90
The estimation of Boston’s contemporaries, concerning his character, conduct and
works, was that his fame would remain as an enduring testimony within Scottish
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history.91 The reality is, most Scottish theologians know little, if anything, about
him today. 92
In light then of Boston’s works and influence within Scottish theology and the
Reformed tradition, one is left to raise the question over why so little attention has
been paid to him and his theology? In 1878, Wilson explicitly states, ‘No Scottish
writings on practical religion were more extensively read a generation or so back
than those of Boston. At one time it is said there was on average one book of
Boston’s to every Scottish family.’93 Therefore, seventy years after Wilson’s
remarks, Reekie’s description of Boston is correct, ‘In Scotland’s gallery of
forgotten greatness none have faded so far into the shades as Thomas Boston who,
though he spent most of his life in the lonely vale of Etterick, won a national
reputation which placed his work next to the Bible and Shakespeare.’ 94 Thomson
further lamented the fact that a century and half after Boston’s death no biography
of his life had been written.95

1.5 Works on Boston

Why has Boston faded so far from the fame that his contemporaries thought him
so worthy of retaining? In the last century only three significant works have been
produced with a specific interest in Thomas Boston, taking the total to six, 96 since
his death in 1732. On the biographical front, Thomson’s work, Thomas Boston:
His Life and Times,97 is still accessible, whereas Addison’s The Life and Writings
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of Thomas Boston of Etterick98 and Watson’s The Pastor of Etterick: Thomas
Boston,99 are both no longer in print. The two major works which are currently
available focus on different aspects of Boston’s theology, these are McGowan’s
The Federal Theology of Thomas Boston100 and Ryken’s Thomas Boston as
Preacher of the Fourfold State,101 but there also exists an unpublished Ph.D thesis
by Bruggink entitled The Theology of Thomas Boston 1676-1732, this also
focuses on covenant theology.102 Of the six primary works on Thomas Boston,
four are the result of Ph.D dissertations or theses. 103 Thomson’s biography of
Boston and Watson’s The Pastor of Etterick, are the only pieces of literature
written on Boston to reach a popular audience and both of these were written in
the late eighteen hundreds.

One other unpublished thesis deals in part with

Boston’s pastoral ministry.104 Apart from these few significant contributions to
the study of Boston there remain only a handful of journal articles, none devoting
more than a few pages to their worthy subject.105

The literature dedicated to Thomas Boston does not reflect the significance he has
had on Scottish Reformed theology nor do justice to a man of his achievements.
As someone who is described as one of the most influential Scottish theologians,
whose works for over a hundred years proved more popular in Scotland than any
other single author, renowned for his preaching ability and Hebraic achievements,
one cannot help noticing the void that exists in the academic interest in him. This
study into Boston’s doctrine of God’s will and its pastoral application is therefore
necessary on a number of levels. Firstly, to foster renewed interest in one of
Scotland’s most influential theologians and his works. Secondly, for attaining a
better understanding of the doctrine of God’s will within the Scottish Reformed
98
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tradition. And, thirdly, to inform our understanding of how one of Scotland’s
most renowned and influential theologians applied that doctrine in his pastoral
ministry, since the doctrine of God’s will has been important within Reformed
theology.

1.6 The Doctrine of the Will of God
The literature relevant to the field of God’s will in Reformed theology is both
diverse and impressive. This is due to the number of centuries in which Reformed
theology has existed and the number of themes this doctrine encompasses. It is
helpful therefore, to begin by briefly highlighting the general concept of ‘God’s
will’ for the Reformed faith. This shall be followed by a survey of the literature
relevant to the specific topic of God’s will, rather than the multitude of works that
are connected to or impact that doctrine. There appears to be a vast imbalance
between the amount of works related to God’s will and the actual literature
dedicated specifically to that subject. The works related to God’s will, those on
providence, election, free will, etc, are absolutely necessary for understanding the
will of God, but only when they are viewed in relation to each other as well as to
the will of God. Lastly, it is necessary to identify the limitations of this study
given the scale of the subject and the confines of any thesis.
1.7 The general concept of God’s will in Reformed theology
The term ‘God’s will’ is open to a number of interpretations and its relationship to
God’s being and act of creation can be very problematic to define. A Reformed
theology on the will of God must be based upon Scriptural revelation, 106 given the
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Reformed standard of Sola Scriptura. 107 Nevertheless, Shedd in his Dogmatic
Theology rightly says, ‘The phrase God’s will is ambiguous,’108 and any attempt
to gain a complete understanding of God’s will is difficult because the biblical
revelation is multifarious and complex. 109 The terms ‘God’s will’ and ‘will of
God’ are used extensively in and outside of the Reformed tradition, often
describing different aspects of how God works in relation to his creation.
Berkhof, in his Reformed Systematic Theology, aptly demonstrates this;
The word “will” as applied to God does not always have the
same connotation in Scripture. It may denote (1) the whole
moral nature of God, including such attributes as love, holiness,
righteousness, etc.; (2) the faculty of self determination, i.e., the
power to determine self to a course of action or to form a plan;
(3) the product of this activity, that is, the predetermined plan or
purpose; (4) the power to execute this plan and to realize this
purpose (the will in action or omnipotence); and (5) the rule of
life laid down for rational creatures. 110
There also exists a common contemporaneous use of the phrase ‘God’s will’ in
literature, denoting solely the exploration of personal guidance.111 This current
trend is a clear moving away from how the subject has traditionally been
approached. Historically, God’s will has been discussed within the context of
God’s being and attributes,112 as in Charnock’s The Existence and Attributes of
God,113 or in relation to philosophical dilemmas, such as the relationship between
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God’s sovereignty and mankind’s freedom, 114 or God’s relationship to evil. 115
God’s will has also been discussed in connection with the closely associated
themes of providence116 and predestination, 117 both of which help form part of the
unique identity of the Reformed tradition. 118 Therefore, contemporary Christian
literature engaging with the theology of God’s will is noticeably different from
older documents dealing with the same subject; the former looking at God’s
guidance for our lives, the latter looking at God’s will in relation to his being. 119
It is this latter sense which we are interested in. One exception to this recent trend
is Waltke’s Finding the Will of God, A Pagan Notion? which convincingly shows
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that God’s will for our lives is to live according to righteousness and that trying to
‘divine’ God’s will by other means is unbiblical. 120
The phraseology surrounding God’s will is a terminological minefield. This is the
case simply because the terminology used to speak about God’s will is used in
different ways, at different times, by different people, sometimes using different
terms to describe the same thing, other times using the same terms to mean totally
different things. For example, take the sentence ‘The cause of election is God’s
will.’ On the surface it is a straight forward sentence but Zanchius (1516-1590)
points out that ‘election’ can be understood in four different ways, 121 then Calvin
uses the fourfold scheme of causation pioneered by Aristotle, besides the notion
of ‘cause’ being associated with ‘blame,’ then there are the numerous ways
‘God’s will’ has been understood as detailed above. The example sentence can
therefore be interpreted to mean something other than the intention of the original
writer of the sentence. This all goes to show the need for an in depth study on the
will of God, that some form of consensus may be reached regarding what
language is used to discuss the doctrine.

1.8 Literature specifically on the will of God
The subject of God’s will is taken up as part of a wider discourse in countless
books, articles and theses, ranging from interaction with God’s will in a whole
chapter to a passing paragraph, revealing the importance of the doctrine.
However, in terms of works directly engaging with God’s will and how it
comprehensively works, there remains a void. An important point to notice is that
works with ‘the will of God’ in the title do not necessarily focus on God’s will per
se. For example, Rainbow’s The Will of God and the Cross, is at heart an
investigation of its subtitle, An Historical and Theological Study of John Calvin’s
120
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Doctrine of Limited Atonement.122 Rainbow’s book of course touches on the
subject of election, which is relevant to the study of God’s will but its primary
focus is the doctrine of limited atonement. Hoitenga’s John Calvin and the Will123
is a Reformed study of Calvin and the human will, not the divine, as is Leith’s The
Doctrine of the Will in the Institutes of the Christian Religion.124 Hoitenga looks
at the will in its various states, as created, fallen and under grace, dealing with a
similar subject area to Boston’s Fourfold State.125
Riddell’s article on God’s Eternal Decrees126 has a promising title but is
concerned merely with the doctrine of predestination in connection with the WCF.
It does however make some early comments of the importance and determinative
nature of God’s decrees in and throughout the Westminster Confession. He notes
that the section of God’s eternal decrees is an addition in comparison to the earlier
Scots Confession between the chapters on the Trinity and Creation.

Riddell

believed the WCF and its emphasis on God’s eternal decrees were unhelpful,
stating, ‘we are at least more likely to avoid disastrous shipwreck if we abandon
the doctrine of the divine decrees in its traditional form, and seek to give the work
of Christ, to the action of God in history, its true and Biblical place.’ 127 A number
of works have been produced which also see a clear moving away from the
theology of Calvin in the theology of the WCF. 128 Riddell’s article is another case
of a work being connected to the doctrine of God’s will but indirectly, God’s will
122
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is not its primary focus.

Shedd argues the opposite case to Riddell in his

Calvinism: Pure & Unmixed. A Defense of the Westminster Standards.129 In this
brief defence, Shedd deals with the need to reaffirm the WCF’s chapter of the
divine decrees, and does so with some success.
In contrast to the titles above, Zanchius’ Doctrine of Absolute Predestination
contains an extended introduction of God’s attributes with a particular emphasis
on the will of God.130

Yet, again, Zanchius himself acknowledges that his

introduction focusing on God’s attributes is designed to clear the way for
understanding the singular doctrine of predestination. Another article which deals
with the will of God is Strehle’s Calvinism, Augustinainism, and the will of
God.131

Although Strehle deals briefly with the concept of a ‘revealed’ and

‘hidden’ will in God, he too, focuses on election and arrives at a few strange
conclusions. Strehle sees a ‘discrepancy between the work of the Father and the
work of the Son’132 in the will of God in Reformed theology, saying,
The freedom of God in limiting the work of Christ, assigning
merit through covenant, imputing righteousness to sinners and
guilt to the innocent all bespeak of a divine will dissevered from
that which is true and just and exacting. The Father who
according to scripture could not spare his own Son actually
works here above and beyond what as been revealed and
wrought in Christ. The work which Christ offered to the Father,
while allegedly sufficient in value to cleanse the sins of the
whole world, does not really suffice to propitiate the Father in
this regard, but is immediately limited in value to the purposes
for which the Father accepts and intends it, i.e., the salvation of
the elect.133
Strehle therefore concludes that the God that is revealed in Christ is not the real
God of Reformed theology; the real God is the one that stands behind Christ - the
hidden God, the Aristotelian ‘unmoved mover’. 134 He sees a separation between
129
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the secret will of God and the God of revelation in Christ in Reformed theology.
Needless to say, Strehle does not show much sympathy for the Reformed position
regarding God’s will; even so, his final words do not reflect any Reformed writing
I have seen on this subject.
The will of God in Calvinism is thus extended to all but a
limited to a few, united to its essence but free from its demands,
revealed in Christ but hidden within the Father’s most free will
(liberum arbitrium). His freedom allows him to act one way in
creation and another way in redemption, one way in
righteousness and another way in mercy, one way in Christ and
another way in the Father. His ways are not one and narrow,
simple and smooth, but even at odds with himself. 135
Now consider Williamson’s words in his commentary on the WCF regarding the
divine decrees, ‘It is the Reformed teaching that all the works of God, and of the
three Persons of the God-head, are in perfect harmony. The plan of God is never
contradicted by the works of God by which the plan is executed.’136

The

conclusions could not be more polar. It is regrettably the case that many who
oppose Reformed theology present its teachings in a way that Reformed
theologians would not recognize. As we seek to understand Boston’s doctrine of
the will of God, a level of clarity regarding his Reformed position will hopefully
help combat views such as Strehle’s, which makes considerable claims in a
relatively limited article.

Muller is more significant for this study because he consistently engages with
Reformed theology, God’s will and Calvin. Muller’s Christ and the Decree137
focuses on Christology and predestination within Reformed theology, with other
works concentrated on predestination.138 Muller has engaged with the formative
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years of the Reformed tradition, 139 providence in the theology of Arminius, and
possibly one of the best articles ever written in his The Myth of Decretal
Theology.140

His most important work for this thesis however, is his Post-

Reformation Reformed Dogmatics - The Divine Essence and Attributes.141 In this
volume Muller directly explores the Reformed theology of God’s essence and
attributes in relation to God’s will, the terminology used to describe these
relationships, the distinctions related to God’s will, and those attributes revealed
in the manifestation of God willing. This is probably the most comprehensive
treatment of God’s will to date, Reformed tradition or otherwise, but it is in a
more compendium-like approach, interacting with a wide-ranging cross section of
Reformed theologians between 1520 to 1725. There is nothing here which relates
the doctrine of God’s will to Boston, and although it has a focus on tracing the
rise and development of God’s essence and attributes, which cannot be faulted for
depth, it does not relate with equal measure to the doctrines of providence, free
will, election, etc, and hence a comprehensive understanding of God’s will in
particular remains to be sought.

In light of the above literature we can see two things. Firstly, very few works
specifically deal with the will of God in Reformed theology even when the term
‘will of God’ is in the title.

Secondly, no work currently exists that looks

specifically at the doctrine of God’s will, relating that doctrine comprehensively
to the major areas of interest that impact and inform our knowledge of that
doctrine. This thesis aims to provide a detailed, in depth, study on God’s will in
Reformed theology as expressed and applied by Thomas Boston, with the purpose
of revealing how a full understanding of Boston needs to comprehend his doctrine
of providence as proceeding from the divine will. Bruggink suggests that the
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over-riding framework of Boston’s theology is the federal scheme, 142 to which
himself and McGowan dedicate their PhD’s. Although federal theology is a
dominant theme for Boston’s theology, in his preaching and everyday life, and to
an extent in his doctrinal theology, I would argue that providence as the unfolding
of God’s will is an equally essential aspect of Boston’s over-all theology. If the
former is crucial for Boston’s theological schemes, the latter is certainly more
prevalent in his everyday life. I agree with Bruggink that the divine decrees do
not dominate Boston,143 his is not a ‘decretal theology,’ in the sense that his
theology does not always originate from the decrees; they are not the starting
point for his theology. The providence of God, as the actualizing of the divine
will, does however seem to dominate how he lives his daily life. 144

1.9 Thesis limitations

Given the scope of the objective above, it is essential to emphasize the necessary
limits of the task ahead and to indicate how the investigation shall be structured.
1) Although the Reformed doctrine of God’s will encompasses such things as free
will, election and God’s attributes, we shall focus on Boston’s doctrine of
providence as flowing from God’s will, whilst engaging with the other areas that
compose God’s will in its unity and entirety. Our primary doctrinal concern is
always God’s will as this is where providence originates for Boston.

2) The focus of this investigation is to understand the will of God in Thomas
Boston’s theology. Although we shall set the historical context for the doctrine in
Reformed history by seeking to understand John Calvin’s (1509-64) doctrine of
God’s will, and the importance of the WCF’s doctrine (1646),145 this shall be done
142
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only so far as they show Boston’s doctrine to be soundly in the Reformed
tradition, and that Boston himself understood this as so.

3) Given the scope of the thesis and its focus upon Reformed theology, we shall
limit the study strictly to that confine. This means not engaging to great extents
with Reformed off-shoots such as Arminianism146 or Amyraldianism147 (both of
which are important developments within the history of Reformed thought), nor
the more recent interaction of Reformed theologians with Open Theism. 148
4) Fourth, I shall not be attempting a defence of Thomas Boston’s Reformed
doctrine of God’s will, I am no Milton, ‘That to the height of this great argument I
may assert Eternal Providence, and justify the ways of God to men.’149 We are
seeking to ascertain what the Reformed doctrine of God’s will is as expressed by
Boston, and how he applied that knowledge pastorally.
5) Finally, it would be too great a task to look into every aspect of Boston’s
pastoral ministry, so we are specifically limiting our focus to how he applied his
doctrine of the will of God.
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1.10 Conclusion

What have we established? Thomas Boston was a Reformed parish minister of
the Church of Scotland. He is a lover of the WCF, writing commentaries on it,
lecturing on it, adhering to it, and frequently quoting its theology. Boston loves it
because he understands it and views it as a wonderful achievement of precision
and definition regarding Reformed theology, captured, codified and established as
his Church’s national standard. Boston had great affection for the magisterial
Reformers, was well versed in the theology of the continental Reformed orthodox
theologians that preceded him, and his commitment to the Westminster
Confession bears his personal testimony that the Scottish Reformed tradition had
reached a crescendo in its formal expression of its faith. We have established that
there is an imbalance between Boston’s achievements and the interest that is
shown in him, and his ability to extensively popularize Reformed theology has
largely gone unnoticed. We have also seen that Boston was a dedicated and much
loved pastor of his rural flock. Given his Reformed credentials, his reputation as a
preacher, and his ability to communicate with the masses, it is with great interest
that we shall explore his doctrine of the will of God as it manifests itself in
providence and see how he utilized that doctrine in his pastoral ministry. We
have also seen how works specifically on God’s will are very limited, leaving a
double void concerning our choice of doctrine and personal subject. We have
then, a specific doctrine (the will of God), in a specific subject (the theology of
Boston), with a specific purpose (to see how Boston applies his doctrine of God’s
will pastorally).
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Chapter 2
Boston’s Memoirs

The personal memoirs of a man of integrity are an indispensable source of
information for understanding that person. The argument of this chapter is to
show that providence as part of the sovereign will of God is a key factor for fully
understanding Boston. I am not suggesting that if a person understands Boston’s
doctrine of God’s will as it unfolds in providence they therefore fully understand
Boston. I am arguing that if a person neglects this aspect of Boston’s theology
and life they will have a deficient understanding of how Boston thought, lived and
practiced theology on a daily basis. No-one would deny that Federal theology is
of critical importance for understanding Boston’s conceptual framework for his
theology, indeed, three of the four theses on Boston deal with his Federal
theology.150 Federal theology is vital for understanding Boston’s theology, but of
equal importance and universal neglect, is the argument that providence is as
indispensable. The content of Boston’s Memoirs is important because they reveal
his love of providence and how he lived his life in relation to providence.
Another question to answer is what motivated Boston to write such a document
that is so heavily orientated towards recording God’s sovereign ways in his life?
We shall therefore aim to show the following:
1. Boston’s Memoirs exhibit sufficient evidence to suggest providence is an
essential component for understanding Boston’s life and doctrine.
2.

We shall examine to what extent John Flavel’s book The Mystery of

Providence, influenced Boston’s Memoirs.
Taken together, these should reveal just how crucial the subject of divine
providence is towards a comprehensive understanding of Boston’s life and
ministry.
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2.1 Divine Providence in the Memoirs of Thomas Boston
In order to understand Boston’s doctrine of the will of God as it unfolds in
providence it is necessary to see how he applied his knowledge of that doctrine to
his own life. Boston’s Memoirs provide a unique insight into the character of the
man, his belief in the sovereign will of God, and how he managed to live in
accordance with that doctrine.

Boston only taught others things he himself

practised or strived for in his own life, so his pastoral application of God’s will is
one borne from personal experience and carried along in empathy for his fellow
believers. Boston’s firm belief in the will of God and divine providence is evident
from his introductory address to his children. ‘My dear children, - I apprehend,
that by the time it is designed, under the conduct of all-disposing Providence, this
should come into your hands, ye may be desirous to know your father’s manner of
life.’151 His opening words152 are therefore, an insightful indication of the tone
and content of the work to follow, best summarized perhaps by his statement that
he has, ‘an awful regard to the sovereign disposal of holy Providence, to which I
desire to submit all.’153 Boston’s Memoirs could conceivably be viewed as a
commentary or record of God’s providential dealings in his life. The postscript
aptly highlights with what gusto Boston sought to recall God’s sovereign ways in
his life:
It will be obvious to the intelligent reader, that the radical
principle upon which the narrative in these Memoirs is founded,
is, “That God hath foreordained whatsoever comes to pass.”
This principle the author believed with his whole heart: it was
often an anchor to his soul; and every minister of the Church of
Scotland is bound, by his subscription, and ordination vows, to
maintain it. This, kept in view, will account for the author’s
ascribing to an over-ruling Providence many incidents, which
some may think might be resolved into natural causes. 154
This is a succinct description packed full of subtle indications as to the overall
tenor of the work. Firstly we see that there is something ‘obvious’ going on in
151
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this document and that is its foundational belief that ‘God ordains whatsoever
comes to pass.’ There is a clear declaration that this founding principal is viewed
as a ‘radical’ principle. There is no indication as to what is meant by the term
‘radical’ to describe a stalwart statement taken from the Westminster Confession
of Faith. Nevertheless, it remains ‘obvious’ that the content of the Memoirs has
such an emphasis on an ‘over-ruling Providence’ that this is viewed as the
foundation of the work. It would be one thing to trawl through Boston’s Memoirs
in the hope of discerning some indication of the influence of providence in his
life, it is quite another to have such an open declaration in the postscript that
Boston’s life was governed by the radical principal that God ordains all things by
his providence. In order to understand this radical principle in the Memoirs more
fully and provide evidence that providence is a key factor for understanding
Boston and his theology, we shall examine from the Memoirs;
a. Boston’s personal characteristics and providence.
b. Boston’s observation of providence.
c. Boston’s view of providence with regard to his trials in life.
d. Boston’s submission of his heart to God’s will and providential ways.
e. Boston’s understanding of the will of God in relation to his attributes.

2.2 Personal characteristics

There is evidence to suggest that Boston was the type of person who would be
well suited to noting and recording God’s providence in his life. Boston was
introspective by nature and this was accompanied by a tender conscience so that it
appears in his Memoirs that he almost finds pleasure a difficulty to bear. He notes
the time that a new parcel of books were coming for him and, ‘Ere I got them
home, they had stolen away my heart, and I was extremely fond of them. This
raised in me a great fear ... And it sent me to God ... This was a piece of trouble to
me for two or three days.’155 He had a tender conscience that is troubled for a few
days over enjoying some new books. At times, Boston’s patience is admirable as
155
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he waits upon the Lord but occasionally we find him waiting out of a fear of
taking action because he cannot observe what God’s will is in a matter. For
example, regarding the publishing of the Fourfold State, he says his thoughts were
being tossed about, he did not want to place before readers a substandard work
and yet he thought providence was leading him to write it. He described this
process as being a substantial burden that he could barely cope with, and so
decided to wait on God for a ‘token of his mind.’ 156 When Boston can observe
God’s providence in his experience it brings him a great sense of comfort and
assurance, a confirmation to press on despite opposition or confrontation, yet at
times, Boston’s desire to know the hidden will of God almost cripples him,
resulting in confusion and fear.

Retrospectively, 157 Boston can always find

something good in the lot God has dealt him, as he testifies, ‘I had a heart-melting
view of the conduct of holy Providence towards poor me, from my childhood
even until now. O! How am I deeply indebted to a gracious God preventing me
with kindness, and working about me for ends I knew nothing of in the time!’ 158
This is one of the strengths of Boston’s doctrine of God’s will, the ability to look
back and give thanks to God for every circumstance of life. Both these positive
and negative aspects of his theology of providence reveal that it was a subject
central enough to govern how he lived day by day. Watson bears testimony to
this when she says, ‘He intensely realizes that he [Boston] has a work for God to
perform, and as an ambassador cannot fulfil his mission without being intimately
acquainted with the will of his sovereign, his first care was in every circumstance
of his life, even the minutest, to ascertain the mind of God about it.’159
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Boston views his entire pastoral ministry as being overshadowed by the guiding
hand of his heavenly Father.160 There is no surprise to find him relating that ‘an
amazing conduct of Providence’161 directs his preaching the word, regarding the
subjects he is led to and the people present to hear his preaching. He states his
amazement just how the Lord leads his texts for preaching so that there is a
continual sermon to move onto once he has finished one, emphatically attributing
this conduct of providence to the finger of God.162 Indeed, much of Boston’s
pastoral ministry is an application of the lessons he has learnt himself through life,
and his emphasis on the observation of providence and the ways and means of
coping with trials, are a direct result of how his Father has moulded his own life
experiences, adjoined to his natural disposition.

Boston was aware of his

tendency to fall into the ‘woe is me’ mentality, ‘for I considered, that unto the
trials God lays in men’s way, they often add much of their own, which makes
them far more bulky and weighty than otherwise they are in very deed; and here I
was convinced, that I had laid too much of my own, suffering some things to sink
into my spirit, which were not so much to be regarded.’163 This is a repeated
confession of Boston’s, it appears he has an extremely tender disposition
regarding introspection, and recognizes that he magnifies his own trials, 164 and at
times is filled with terror and confusion ‘having a native tendency to heighten my
great trial.’165
Boston’s physical, mental and spiritual make-up, set within the post-Westminster
Reformed tradition of rural Scotland, produced an industrious, godly, and serious
individual, whose knowledge and doctrine of the will of God brought great
comfort and thankfulness as he surveyed the life he had lived. It also proved a
160
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tremendous help in pastoring people during the trials of their own lives.
However, the same doctrine also caused Boston to read erroneously into situations
and to pastor inappropriately at times. 166 It could also cause him to be fearful,
which is a product of a deficient view of God’s love (‘There is no fear in love, but
perfect love casts out fear. For fear has to do with punishment, and whoever fears
has not been perfected in love.’ 1 Jn. 4:18). There are therefore times when
Boston’s doctrine of God’s will becomes divorced from the being and attributes of
God.

Nevertheless, this is the man (with said temperament), that God used

mightily to help the people of Scotland in their own particular trials in his popular
The Crook in the Lot,167 the driving force of which was his strong doctrine of
God’s will as it unfolds in providence. On the personal level, it is clear from the
record of his life that God’s providence is a key factor for understanding Boston.
2.3 Boston’s observation of providence
Providence appears to be almost a fixation in Boston’s life, 168 but on the whole,
not one that he recognizes as being troubling, rather a joyful, constant help.
Listen to his own words recalling some time spent discussing the subject.
The evening-exercise, on the question concerning the
providences of God, was sweet to me: and in converse after it, it
was a pleasure to think and speak of the saints’ grounds of
166
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encouragement from that head, under trouble, particularly, how
it is their God that guides the world; and nothing do they meet
with but what comes through their Lord’s fingers; how He
weighs their troubles to the least grain, that no more falls to their
share than they need; and how they have a covenant-right to
chastisements, to the Lord’s dealing with them as with sons, to
be rightly educated, not as servants, whom the master will not
strike, but put away at the term.169
It is simply a pleasure for Boston to discuss the providence of God. His entire
mind set is geared towards the observation of providence, how it unfolds, the
blessings that flow from it, attributing to it many of the successful aspects of his
pastoral ministry.

He views the books that come into his hand as being

providentially sent,170 as well as the ordering of Church services. 171 He preached
a series of sermons on observing providence 172 which he calls ‘the sweet
subject,’173 also preaching on the slow conduct of providence against the wicked
from Eccl. 8:11.174 Regarding Boston’s good friendship with Mr Wilson he says,
‘In the which mixture, whereby he served as a spur to me, and I as a bridle to him,
I have often admired the wise conduct of Providence that matched us together.’175
In his private letters he encourages one woman with the simple words, ‘Trust him
with his conducting of you.’176

The observation of providence is a central theme in the pastoral ministry and
personal application of God’s will in Boston’s life. 177

Boston learned to be

comforted in his trials by observing providence, knowing that God had done all
things well in the past gave him confidence for the future. His delight in the will
of God is evident from his Memoirs, where he speaks about God’s decree as
having always been wonderful in his life, and although he doesn’t understand
169
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God’s ways he trusts them. Left to himself, Boston says, he would never have
chosen the good things God has blessed him with though the hard and difficult
times, ‘It is the Lord’s way with me, to shake me out of myself, and to make me
renounce my own wisdom, or rather folly.’ 178 Here we have a clear recognition
that God’s ways are incomprehensible yet welcomed; an acknowledgement that
God brings him into unwanted paths in order for him to learn the most valuable
lessons and draw him closer to himself.

At one point Boston makes the

observation that even seemingly trifling things in life that we count as mere
annoyances also come providentially from the sovereign hand of God with the
intention of imparting patience to the one who would learn, and the ability to wait
on the Lord.179
Below follows a list of examples concerned with Boston’s varied and frequent
descriptions of providence, it may appear a little excessive but it is necessary to
drive home the absolute centrality of how the doctrine of God’s will as it unfolds
in his life was constantly at the forefront of Boston’s mind. The list confirms how
central the observation of providence was in Boston’s life. The variety of terms
and use of adjectives adds to the sense of Boston’s indulgence of the subject. He
speaks of a ‘Holy wise providence,’180 calls himself ‘a child of providence,’181
describes it saying ‘Wonderful, wonderful, is the conduct of providence,’ 182
recognizing it can appear as ‘cross providences,’ 183 as a ‘kind and watchful
Providence,’184 an ‘all-wise providence,’185 a ‘good Providence of God,’186 an
‘early providence,’187 a ‘special providence,’188 and a ‘foreseeing Providence.’189
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There can be the ‘means of Providence,’ 190 and ‘the method of Providence,’191 a
‘determination of Providence,’192 a ‘surprising conduct of providence,’193 a ‘kind
disposal of Providence,’194 an ‘admirable conduct of Providence,’195 a ‘kind
management of Providence,’196 a ‘beauty of providence,’197 and a ‘moving of
providence.’198 There can be a ‘call of providence,’ 199 a ‘strange conduct of
Providence,’200 a ‘course of ordinary providence,’201 the ‘merciful conduct of
Providence,’202 or a ‘wonderful stroke of Providence,’ 203 the ‘awful steps of
Providence,’204 and an ‘awful voice of Providence,’205 and ‘the beautiful step of
providence,’206 places where ‘Providence thus quickly began to move,’ 207 and so
‘The upshot of all was, to follow the conduct of Providence.’ 208 Often you will
notice ‘providence’ is spelt with a capital ‘P,’ being a descriptive term for God
himself or shorthand for the God ‘who ordains everything that comes to pass.’
Boston readily admits to be an observer and applier of providence, 209 although
strangely, he was reluctant to venture on teaching the subject (of the unfolding of
the divine will), seemingly unaware of his abilities in this area. He notes, ‘I
preached on the observing of providences, from Ps. cvii. and I observe how the
Lord led me to it, through several difficulties, drying up to me another subject I
thought to have been on. I was afraid to venture on this subject, not knowing how
190
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to manage it; but the Lord was pleased to lay to my hand liberally, for all the
scrimpiness I feared.’210

It is clear from his Memoirs that it was while he was writing his diary that he
pondered the ways of God in his everyday life. 211 As Boston looks back over his
life he understands nothing to have been a mistake.

When in his youth he

bypassed an open coffin with a dead body turning black inside, he recalls how that
sight of decaying dust stuck in his mind as a reminder of his own mortality. 212
Sometimes things that were at the time very perplexing, especially regarding their
goodness or usefulness, only reveal their true colours years afterwards. Regarding
a job that Boston took as a notary, he says that although at the time he would
rather have been elsewhere, he can now look back at the blessed hand of
providence that taught him how to style papers which has proved useful ever
since.

He testifies to how providence had been helping him from the

beginning.213 Regarding his job with the Kennet family, he says that it was
providence that led him to it, and from his subsequent work, and when that
employment terminated, it was providence again that was the guiding hand. 214
Boston’s high view of providence is seen by him as a very positive thing.
Not only are there no mistakes in the unfolding of God’s will but there are always
lessons to be learned from observing providence, and Boston looked for them at
every opportunity, often in fine detail.

One day, around the time of their

infrequent communion, one of Boston’s servant boys had gone missing, presumed
drunk. Boston concludes from this one small incident, that the devil was trying to
cause havoc at that communion time but had in fact missed the mark since it
caused everyone to become more focused on the sacrament, and Boston notes that
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he had learned to be more dutiful in looking after the boy after that trial. 215 This is
a good example of how Boston’s belief in the sovereign will of God could change
the perspective on a dire situation into one of usefulness and hope.

Despite his frequent observations of providence, Boston never consciously placed
the revelation of providence above Scripture; rather it was always subservient to
it. He once noted that if he was to act according to the reading of his current
circumstances, that would have made ‘a Bible of providence,’ something he was
clearly opposed to, opting instead to follow his duty. 216

By providence’s

observation Boston can see how God has kept him from certain sins, 217 and that
the unfolding of God’s will in providence was not just a ‘teacher’ but also an
‘encourager.’ Being laden with a ‘dampish sadness and unbelieving heaviness’
Boston remembered Isa. 1:10 and says, ‘By the above word and providence, I got
my heart somewhat elevated again. And by what I had seen and observed that
day, I perceived, that God had well ordered my lot, in the place where I was, as
most meet for me.’218
Boston’s observations of providence appear as if he is reading providence like a
book, and often reading between the lines. During the time when his sermons
were under consideration of publication Boston reads into every event either
positively or negatively, recalling the steps of providence in the whole affair, the
providential transportation of manuscripts, providential conversations about the
issue and providential letters too.219

Yet despite these apparent steps of

favourable providence Boston continues, ‘Though these steps of Providence
seemed to have something in them, yet I could never get the matter closely laid to
heart.’220 This is followed by his struggle in not knowing whether to print the
sermons or not, so that his legs trembled and his heart quaked. This is the most
215
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negative aspect of the application of Boston’s doctrine of God’s will in his own
life, his observations of providence (read rightly or wrongly), could hinder him
from doing his duty, and reduce him to fear. Yet again, the Memoirs repeatedly
indicate that the observation of providence was a key factor in Boston’s life and
therefore important for understanding his theological outlook.

2.4 How Boston behaved under his own trials
Given Boston’s introspective nature it is no surprise to find that he looks upon his
own life in great detail (hence such a large Memoirs), managing to recall God’s
providential dealings with him in the many trials he endured. 221 Evidence for this
is found from Boston’s own pen when he opens period two of his life’s account
with the following words. ‘Between my leaving of the grammar-school, and my
entering to the college, two years intervened. And here began more remarkably
my bearing of the yoke of trial and affliction, the which laid on my youth, has, in
the wise disposal of holy Providence, been from that time unto this day continued,
as my ordinary lot; one scene of trial opening after another.’222 Trials, either large
or small, were a constant part of the diet of his life. All that we highlighted so far
naturally flows together: Boston had an introspective character that observed
providence, alongside a habit of heightening his trials, it is little wonder then that
so many of his trials and afflictions were recorded in his Memoirs.

Boston goes on to interpret the events surrounding the start of his studies at
Edinburgh, in a way which he views as the usual conduct of God’s will in his life.
He says God brought about the opportunity for his study amid great difficulties
and multiple disappointments, to the point where he gave up all hope of starting,
only then did God open up the way for him to start his academic life. This
bringing Boston quite low before suddenly raising him up, he records as being
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God’s normal way with him, especially in important matters.223 Regarding his
call to Simprin he also notes, ‘This way of Providence with me I have so often
observed, that I have thought indeed such or such a thing would come to pass, just
because I was adverse to it.’224 That is to say, whenever Boston’s heart was not
submitting to God’s will in a matter, God would always train Boston in that very
point. Boston saw the common conduct of God’s sovereignty in the lives of his
creatures unfolding in a way whereby God brought people very low immediately
before raising them up to new heights.225 He plainly states, ‘It is the usual way of
Providence with me, that matters of moment come through several iron gates,’ 226
a repeated phrase of Boston’s.227 He also says God often casts him down for the
very purpose of raising him up with his hand. 228 This is another important theme,
that the trials of life are placed upon us by the hand of God himself. Regarding
the death of their first child, Boston realized that people often add extra burdens to
the person under the refining fires of God. He recalls how at the very time of the
infant’s death a friend of theirs spoke unjustly of them which increased their grief
noticeably. Yet even in this instance Boston clearly sees this added grief as
coming from the ‘holy sovereign hand’ towards them whom ‘the Lord
wounded.’229 Boston had no qualms about saying his trials come from the hand of
God, or that it is God who afflicts him. 230 We can see that Boston’s trials were
many, the greatest of which touched on matters concerning his heart not being in
submission to God, whereby God would bring him into times of near hopelessness
before raising him up by his own mighty hand. This is the cyclical pattern of
trials in Boston’s experience.
As an example of this cyclical pattern, take the accounts of Boston’s different
calls to various parishes. Regarding a possible call to Dunse, Boston notes the
223
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tough struggle he had in submitting his heart to God’s will, and admits that he
desired a submissive heart more than getting his own way. 231 Boston’s desire to
submit to the mighty hand of God in the matter, even though he found it hard,
becomes one of Boston’s repeated exhortations to his readers in the Crook in the
Lot when he is an experienced pastor of many years service - the need for
submission before God whose will is sovereign. This submission to the will of
God appears to be something Boston managed to master in increasing degrees
throughout his life.232 When Boston found out that he was not going to the parish
of Dollar to be their minister, even though the elders had applied twice to the
presbytery for him, he says, ‘After which, providentially falling on Flavel’s
mystery of providence, 233 I got my own case seasonably discussed therein. And
by the means of resignation there proposed, I endeavoured to bring my heart to
that disposition; and so went to prayer with confidence in the Lord.’ 234 Boston
constantly strives to submit his heart and life to God’s will in the knowledge that
‘he does all things well.’

He struggled with the initial call to Simprin (of which he would become
minister),235 recognizing his fault of pride and therefore desired to submit to God,
saying, ‘The will of the Lord be done.’ 236 Boston goes on to mention how the
Lord further humbled him in the matter until his heart was content, being made ‘to
wait on the Lord’ and ‘follow the conduct of His providence.’ 237 When Boston
was visited by a man from Simprin with the letter of his call, he says he prayed,
thought about the call and made sure he was willing to submit to God in the
matter, after which he felt strengthened by God to be both patient and trust in
God’s providence.238

These few points, contentment, waiting, and following
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providence, prove to be reoccurring themes in Boston’s personal application of
God’s will to his life.

When Boston was later removed from Simprin to Etterick, the same themes of
submission, observing providence, and waiting on the Lord, re-emerge. Boston’s
belief that everything was governed by the ordaining will of God comes out
clearly in his own account of his call to Etterick.

Every detail of life is

encompassed within the all-knowing, all-seeing, eternal will of God, and so in a
two page account239 we read of the ‘course of providence,’ and God ‘sealing His
design,’ Boston setting himself to ‘view the several steps of providence,’ and
noticing the ‘particular design of providence,’ concluding that, ‘by such a train of
providences, the Lord had sealed His design of my not going to Etterick,’ and so
he was not able to pray about the situation ‘seeing the affair as it were already
determined.’ He says,
At length I came to this conclusion, that seeing all the
dispensations seeming to cross the design of Etterick (excepting
one) may be in some measure accounted for, and appear not
inconsistent with the Lord’s design of sending me there, and that
the most remarkable of these made plainly for it; seeing that by
a train of cross providences, Providence made it grow darker
and darker, and then suddenly and unexpectedly made such a
turn in it; seeing it hath been brought this length through several
difficulties, and the Lord seemed to open two doors for my
removal at one time, and then shut one of them again, and with
that I designed for the one sent me to the other; seeing the
dispensations of Providence ....240
Boston views his call to Etterick as a trial, he desires to go there and observes
providence to that end, but is unsure if all his reasons are pure, so he struggles
with submitting his heart to God.241 God produces an unpromising picture of the
call before installing him in Etterick parish as the minister. So we can see the
cyclical pattern mentioned above in action: trying circumstances producing
239
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situations where Boston struggles with submitting his heart to God, which bring
Boston low as he is caused to wait and observe the dispensations of providence,
when at their darkest point God over-rules by his mighty hand to accomplish his
will. Boston’s observation of providence and submitting his heart to God’s will,
become two key factors in the success of his pastoral application of the will of
God in his ministry, as the popularity of his Crook in the Lot bears testament.

2.5 Submission to the will of God

As we have seen emerging from the Memoirs, Boston is a strong advocator and an
applier, of submission to the will of God. On many occasions within his Memoirs
we find sentences which talk about resolving such and such situation to
providence. 242 Alongside Boston’s observing of providence, there was the equally
central concept of submission to the will of God (they are really two sides of the
one coin). In every occasion, great or small, 243 Boston is at pains to get his heart
submitted to God’s will and to implore others to do the same. A fine example on
how Boston viewed the sovereign will of God in his life, and his desire to submit
to it, is seen in the incident of the near loss of his eye.
I went out to the garden, and there was a spit sticking in the wall
of the house, with the small end of it outmost. I rushed
inadvertently my face on it, and the wound I got was about a
straw-breadth beneath the eye. I was stupefied with it, and knew
not but it had gone into the eyeball. It swelled to a great
bigness, and covered a great part of my eye. I was afraid of
losing my eye. It sent me to the Lord, confessing my sin, and
taking with the punishment of my iniquity; and I got a patient,
quiet, submissive, and contented frame under the rod,
endeavouring to trust God come what would ... And noticing the
way of Providence with me, I kissed this rod, for there was a
deal of kindness in it.244
The rod came from God, Boston submits to it, he even sees goodness in it despite
the inconvenience, fear and pain, acknowledging his own sinfulness and causing
242
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him to trust God more. In many ways, all sin is in effect a refusal to submit to the
will of God. Whenever Boston failed to get his heart brought to a ‘submission to
the will of God’ he recognized he was spiritually, in a dangerous position, and that
his ‘willful will was a spectacle of horror’ to him. 245 Boston goes on to say that it
was his desire to give up his will to the will of God, submitting to the trials that
are sent by his hand, noting, ‘short-lived are mercies that fall off the tree of
Providence ere they be ripe.’246 God’s timing is perfect, and our submission to
that time scale is what is required if we would ever reap the benefits of affliction.

Submission and timing become two of the defining applications of his doctrine of
the will of God in his pastoral ministry, stemming from his own experience. The
submission of Boston’s will to God’s was clearly one of the great trials of his own
life. 247
I had met with a temptation that put me out of frame.
Afterwards I met with another of the same kind, but sharper;
with which I went to God, and it issued in quickening me again.
I was turned off the thing that raised my corruptions, and turned
in against myself, that I could not get my will to comply with
the will of God in this, without fretting, and cheerfully to submit
to providence in that particular. It was stinging to think, that
whereas I have several evidences for heaven, this one thing is
like to blot them all out. I have found a satisfaction in seeing the
Lord, by His providence, set me on my trials for my humiliation
in other cases; but I think I can never get over this. I wrestled
with the Lord to get my will melted down, that at length in this I
might be as a weaned child. This cured me in another case, and
made me fear the being taken off my trials before some good
metal should appear.248
Boston continues his account with the struggle of his own unsubmissive will
saying, ‘it lay on me as a giant bearing down a little child.’ 249 In contrast, there
are also times when Boston records receiving help from the Lord to submit to
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particular trials, 250 and the confession that he would rather not have a crown of
blessing on a matter if God ordained for him a cross to bear instead. 251
Boston’s continual observations of and desires for submission to ‘Providence’
could appear to the casual observer to be somewhat deistic. Underlying his belief
‘that God ordains everything that comes to pass’ however, there is a deep-seated
love for Christ and his model for dealing with trials is in reality, an identification
with how Christ lived his earthly life - obeying God and submitting to his Father’s
will, in patience, trust and love. 252 He speaks at one point about longing to be
free from sin and to love Christ more, desiring and longing for Christ, and that in
certain trials which he could not make straight himself or worsened things in
trying, Boston recognized the need to submit to Christ, preferring Christ and trial
to being burden-less and Christ-less. 253 And regarding his preaching ministry, he
speaks about how God taught him to preach Christ, and how the doctrine of Christ
helped him understand what it meant to be dead to law. 254 Christ is at the centre
of Boston’s life and religion.

Although it appears that Boston refers to

‘providence’ almost as a force in itself, it must always be remembered that
‘Providence’ is shorthand for the plans and governing of his heavenly Father, 255
250
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who has revealed himself in Christ. He says, ‘I know that nothing can fall out
without the supreme management of my Father; and from His hand I take it, as a
deep of holy Providence.’256

As Boston aged, he increasingly lived a life of continuous trial, brought about by
his failing health and his wife’s deteriorating condition. His desire to submit to
God’s will during his difficulties helped to remove bitterness towards God
according to his Memoirs entries. Of his own health he says,
On the Friday’s night, by reason of the scurvy struck out on me,
I slept little; on the Saturday’s night none at all; which made me
very heavy on Sabbath morning. But I remember my great
concern was for the efficacy of the word. God mercifully
helped me; so that I minded not my want of sleep during the
work, till it was over. Thus my troubles and trials increased; but
the hand that laid then on, helped.257
Of his wife’s illness, although counting it a trial, he sees many positive things
resulting from it. Although as an affliction he admits it was a heavy burden to
him, yet his being kept around the house was providential for helping him get so
much work done. Besides that blessing, Boston also recalls how God used his
wife’s illness to justly correct him, train him in humility (especially regarding his
work on the Hebrew accents), and to be a benefit to his parishioners in the public
work.258 These considerations from the observation of providence helped Boston
to submit to the will of God in the incident of his wife’s health. Therefore,
Boston’s main trial of his own life, submitting his will to God’s will, seemed to
have produced fruit in his maturity. Again, the writing of The Crook in the Lot
being one evidence of this. For a full understanding and appreciation of Boston’s
theology it is necessary to acknowledge his self-confessed greatest trial in life was
submitting his will to the will of God.
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2.6 God’s will as related to his being and attributes
It appears that Boston’s reflex action, when faced with a trial, is to consider the
sovereign will of God - it simply governs his thoughts, which is seen in the
incident of his daughter’s illness below. Secondly, Boston appears to focus on the
will of God to the detriment of God’s other attributes such as his love or mercy,
etc, which may well stem from his intense introspection and tender disposition.
Regarding the time Boston’s daughter became very sick, he says he rode all night
to be with her and was very anxious along the way, but he was resolute that
whatever God determined to do in her situation, that would be not only the right
thing but also the best thing, and Boston would approve of it.259 A very strong
resignation to the will of God comes though in that passage, although again, it led
him positively to prayer that the Lord may rebuke the fever. His daughter’s
illness however degenerated.
Her pox were many, and of a dangerous kind. On the Thursday,
the pox being about their height, she fell feverish. Fears of her
death came then to an extremity; and while I was thus hardly
bestead, awful impressions of the sovereign God sitting on His
throne in the heavens, having the matter in His hand wholly, to
turn it what way He pleased, were seasonably, by His grace,
fixed on my spirit, commanding me silently to wait the issue. 260
Again we see that Boston’s focus is on the sovereign will of God, and also, there
is a submission to that will.
It is certainly the case that some of Boston’s calculations regarding the workings
of God’s will were more than a little misguided. When his son Ebenezer died, he
concludes that it was the result of his delight in him the previous week: ‘one thing
was as plain as the sun to me, that that day eight days before, my heart was
excessively led away from God towards the creature; and I had not visited my
pillar so often and seriously as I ought to have done.’ 261 That Boston concluded
that God killed his son over a moment of his strong loving delight in him certainly
259
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makes God appear capricious and cruel. There is a divorce at this point between
God’s will and justice from his mercy and love, which is why it is so important to
locate the divine will firmly within the perfections of God’s being and attributes.
This tragic example is thankfully the exception rather than the rule in Boston’s
application of the divine will, and is perhaps better attributed to being a product of
his grief rather than his pastoral and theological skill.
When Boston’s second Ebenezer died, we see him again looking for the cause of
his death in his own sinfulness but with greater difficulty. He acknowledges he
has many sins, only this time he fails to put his finger on any one in particular as a
cause for his son’s death. Boston even prays to God in this instance to protest his
wickedness, after which there immediately comes a resignation to God’s will. At
that point, in his child-like state of dependence, Boston sought the Lord’s
presence as his comfort in his loss. 262 We see then, when one of his children die
he automatically tries to find which one of his own sins led to their death. This is
a fearful way of living, if our sins and shortcomings can result directly (and often,
soon after), in the death of one’s children. Woodruff highlights how Boston
related other of his afflictions directly to personal sins. 263 These tragic instances
are rare in the overall scheme of Boston’s pastoral ministry264 but it just goes to
highlight how damaging a strong belief in the sovereign will of God can be if it is
divorced from the love of God as revealed in Jesus Christ. Calvin was wise to
advise against prying into the divine will and seeking causes for everything that
happened - the distinction of God’s will as being ‘secret’ is so called for good
reasons. Boston’s understanding of the will of God within his theology of the
being of God did have major consequences for how Boston lived his life.
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2.7 The influence of Flavel’s The Mystery of Providence on Boston

In this part of the thesis we shall seek to ascertain what influenced Boston to write
his Memoirs with such an acute focus on the providence of God. It is my belief
that John Flavel’s book on The Mystery of Providence played not a sole but
certainly an influential part in Boston’s life and theology. The first question to
answer is why no-one has ever suggested Flavel’s work on providence was of
great influence for Boston. Thomson’s 265 account of Boston’s life does not even
mention Flavel, neither does Addison266 or McGowan267 in their theses. Ryken
does not place any emphasis on Flavel’s work on providence but concerning
Boston’s sources he does note that on other of Flavel’s works Boston ‘is clearly
dependent.’268 Ryken also mentions that in some instances where Boston uses
Flavel word for word, there is no mention of Flavel cited by Boston. Compare the
two following extracts, the first by Flavel, and the second by Boston:

this assumption of which I speak, is

this assumption of which I speak is that

that whereby the second Person in the

whereby the second person of the glorious

Godhead did take the human nature into a

Godhead did take the human nature into a

personal union with himself, by virtue

personal union with himself, by virtue

whereof the manhood subsists in the

whereof the manhood subsists in the

second person, yet without confusion,

second person, yet without confusion, as I

both making but one person, Θεαυθρωπο,

shewed already, both making but one

or Immanuel, God with us.269 Flavel

person Immanuel, God with us.270 Boston
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This at least shows that Boston was familiar with Flavel who was almost a
contemporary of Boston.271 Bruggink suggests that it is impossible to know
whether Flavel’s work on providence influenced Boston or not, 272 the reason
being that they both had similar views of providence. This is not altogether true
though, they did not just have similar views on providence, they are in fact
practically identical in every respect. I would argue that their similarity is a result
of Flavel’s influence on Boston and not as Bruggink suggests, that Boston was
simply confirmed in what he already adhered to. The reason Bruggink suggests
this is that Boston’s account of his life in the Memoirs is the same before and after
reading Flavel. Two points need to be made here, firstly, Boston often wrote
retrospectively in the Memoirs,273 and secondly, Boston wrote his Memoirs over a
period of about thirty-six years, starting before he was twenty years old and
writing almost up until his death. 274 For the vast majority of these years Boston
was well acquainted with Flavel, having discovered his work on providence with
great delight in 1699, before Boston had even entered the ministry at Simprin, and
less than three years after he started to record his life.
Before looking at the content of Flavel’s book on providence to see in what ways
he influenced Boston, we need to consider an important point. There is evidence
to suggest that prior to reading The Mystery of Providence, Boston showed little
interest in the subject, which we have noted from the Memoirs dominated his
theology and daily thinking for the vast majority of his life. Some of the evidence
271
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is irrefutable fact, other things have been deduced from the Memoirs, but the
reasonableness of the two together make for a compelling argument. We know
for certain that Boston did not come across Flavel’s work on providence until 19th
July 1699, 275 and was a great help to him. We also know that Boston borrowed
books and later bought those that he liked, 276 such as when he borrowed The
Marrow and later bought it from the owner. 277 Boston clearly records that the
very first parcel of books he bought was in 1702: ‘Most of the books mentioned in
the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th pages of my catalogue yet in retentis, whose prices are set
down with them, were purchased in that year, and the following 1703.’ 278 Why
are these dates important?

All of Boston’s works after 1702 have a major

emphasis on providence and those written before that date do not, in fact he
scarcely mentions the subject. It is my belief that Boston, having read Flavel’s
book on providence loved it so much he later acquired it when he started to
purchase books in 1702. Boston wrote The Art of Man-Fishing in January 1699,
six months before reading Flavel and there is nothing about providence in that
book.

More importantly, Ryken (re)discovered a rare Boston manuscript in

Aberdeen University, the vast majority of which was unpublished material not
included in Boston’s Complete Works, it did however, include a hand-written
copy of The Art of Man-Fishing.279 The comparison between this document and
the Memoirs or Boston’s sermons is striking.

The latter refer to providence

almost on every page, yet in this 350 page manuscript there are only two
references to providence.280

This rare unpublished manuscript was written

between 1695-1702, exactly up until the very year Boston started to buy his
books.
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Someone may question why Flavel did not immediately impact Boston’s written
works since he read him in July 1699, and I think the reason is twofold. Firstly, as
we have suggested, Boston probably did not buy Flavel until 1702, and secondly,
between the years 1699-1702 Boston faced a number of pressing issues. Within
this time period Boston had entered his ministry at Simprin and was settling in
there, having to wait two years until 1702 for his manse to be completed, 281 a few
months after which Boston bought his first books.282 Between these years Boston
was married to Katherine Brown on the 17th July 1700,283 had to contend with the
death of his father on the 13th April 1701 284 followed immediately by the death of
his first child.285 From Boston’s writing and the circumstances recorded, it seems
that Boston first read Flavel in 1699, purchased a copy in 1702, 286 and from that
point on was heavily influenced by it.
This hypothesis adequately explains Boston’s noticeable emphasis on providence
after the year 1702, and if Flavel was not the influence on Boston as I have
suggested, from where did his preoccupation with providence derive from 1702
onwards? The other books Boston mentions being of importance to him do not
have any emphasis on the observation of providence or the need to submit to
God’s will, such as Zanchy, 287 Luther, Calvin, or the Marrow.288 Nor do books
like Richard Baxter’s The Reformed Pastor289 which was influential in its day, nor
do other Reformed memoirs. 290 Whereas there is evidence for Boston being
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influenced by Flavel, Calvin uses the illustration of the sun shining on a corpse to
illustrate that the sun is not to blame for the stench of the corpse in the same way
God is not to be blamed for mankind’s sin. 291 Flavel uses the same illustration but
exchanges the corpse for a dung hill, saying, ‘Though he permits, limits, orders,
and over-rules many unholy persons and actions; yet in all he works like himself;
and his holiness is no more defiled and stained by their impurity, than the sunbeams are by the noisome exhalations of a dung-hill.’292 When Boston comes to
speak on the same subject he uses Flavel’s dung hill rather than Calvin’s corpse,
suggesting that he had Flavel’s copy of The Mystery of Providence to hand.
Boston says, ‘All the evil that is in sinful actions proceeds and flows from the
wicked agent, as the stench of the dunghill does not proceed from the heat of the
sun, but from the corrupt matter contained in the dunghill.’ 293
Having shown how Boston’s Memoirs are a record of God’s providential dealings
in his life and how important the subject is to him, let us now turn to Flavel’s
work on providence to see what Flavel emphasized. The first thing we have to
note is that Flavel stands firmly within the Reformed tradition along with Boston,
making references to Calvin and Luther for support.294 More important for our
discussion is the very reason Flavel wrote his work on providence, as it was not a
doctrinal work per se, but a pastoral work with the aim of encouraging others to
record God’s acts of providence in their lives. He begins by saying,
And, as it is most honourable to serve, so you will find it most
comfortable to observe, the ways of God in his providence: To
compose ourselves to think of the conduct of providence through
all the stages of life we have hitherto passed: To note the results
of its profound wisdom, the effects of its tender care, the
distinguishing fruits of its special bounty: To mark how
providences have gone along step by step with the promises, and
both with us, until they have now brought us near to our

to the truth. There is something in his mind that I can enter into,’ (6). And so Bonar, who was
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everlasting rest. Oh! how delectable! how transporting are such
meditations as these!295
The idea that the observation of providence is important is as strong in Flavel as it
is in Boston, in fact, I cannot think of anyone who comes close to matching the
emphasis on observing providence that is found in Flavel and Boston respectively.
Flavel’s opening declaration of the Epistle reads, ‘To the ingenuous READERS,
those especially who are the heedful OBSERVERS of the WAYS of
PROVIDENCE.’296 It is his express aim to encourage297 his readers to keep a
memorial of providence in their lives, 298 and the fuller the record the greater the
benefit. Flavel says,
Labour to get as full and thorough recognition of the
providences of God about you, from first to last, as you are able.
O fill your hearts with the thoughts of him and his ways. If a
single act of providence be so ravishing and transporting, what
would many such be, if they were presented together to the view
of the soul? If one star be so beautiful to behold, what is a
constellation! Let your reflections, therefore, upon the acts and
workings of providence for you, be full, extensively and
intensively.299
Boston, it appears, took Flavel at his very word and produced precisely what he
was encouraged to do, a memoirs packed full of extensive and intensive
reflections on the providence of God in his life.

Given Boston’s tender

conscience and introspective character it is no surprise to find him following
Flavel’s advice, especially in light of the strong language Flavel uses to present
his appeal.

Flavel categorically says that it is a sin not to record God’s

providence, 300 that it ‘is a vile slighting of God’ 301 to neglect recording his
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providence and that a person could not pray appropriately without doing so.
Flavel’s influence would also explain Boston’s retrospective reflections
throughout the Memoirs,302 and the many times of trial Boston includes. 303 Given
the focus Boston has on providence throughout his Memoirs and how frequent and
detailed his entries on providence are, it appears Boston used Flavel’s work on
providence as a template for his own work, which was Flavel’s self-confessed
intent:
I am greatly mistaken if the history of our own lives, if it were
well drawn up, and distinctly perused, would not be the
pleasantest history that ever we read in our lives … But, reader,
thou only art able to compile the history of Providence for
thyself, because the memorials that furnish it are only in thine
own hands. However, here thou mayest find a pattern, and
general rules to direct thee in that great and difficult work which
is the very end and design of this manual.304
When a completed product matches a set of instructions it clearly indicates the
end product was influenced by the instructions. This is the case with Boston’s
Memoirs. The Memoirs appear unique in the nature of their biographical account
mixed with an intense focus on providence, but they make perfect sense read as a
product of Flavel’s manual.

In addition to the above, there are so many points made by Flavel which become
echoed by Boston, that reinforce the argument that Flavel influenced Boston.
Like Boston, Flavel emphasized the need for providence to submit to the word of
God,305 he refers to the wheels of Ezekiel that Boston uses as shorthand for
providence, 306 and his work is accompanied by a host of scriptural references so
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that their writings becoming very difficult to distinguish. 307 Boston shares with
Flavel the view that providence is available to ‘read,’308 and that God’s afflicting
providences are for the good of his people. 309 Surely it is no coincidence that
Flavel’s repeated emphasis on the need for submission to the will of God 310 is
taken up as a primary interest of Boston’s? After coming across Flavel’s work
Boston specifically mentions, ‘by the means of resignation there proposed, I
endeavoured to win my heart to that disposition, and so went to prayer with
confidence in the Lord. I found also spiritual advantage in this case, by reflecting
on former experiences; so that I came to be content to follow the Lord implicitly
...’.311 There appears to be a direct correlation of reading Flavel’s work followed
by Boston’s interest in and desire to submit to the will of God, after which he
records how helpful it then was to start ‘reflecting on former experiences.’
Boston’s declaration that submission to God’s will was his life long trial is
similarly and first heard in Flavel who describes it as ‘that great and difficult
work.’312 There is simply too much evidence to deny that Flavel’s work on
providence appears to have been a significant influence on Boston.

2.8 Conclusion
The main points of this chapter have been to show, i. that Boston’s personal
characteristics, being introverted and contemplative, especially in the observance
of providence, instinctively led him to a deeper understanding of the will of God
until it was the leading principal of his natural thought processes. This was seen
307
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most clearly in the vast array of references to God’s will unfolding in providence
throughout his Memoirs, alongside his open declarations of love for the doctrine.
Boston’s personal experience of trials gave him great insight into the subject as a
whole, playing a significant part in his successful pastoral ministry. 313 As a result
of his personal admissions we found the repeated triad of submission, patience
and silence as Boston’s preferred medicine for bearing the afflictions which come
from the hand of God.

His own great trial being his life-long battle with

submitting his will to God’s. ii. The evidence derived from the content of Flavel’s
work on providence, coupled with the dates and circumstances revealed in
Boston’s Memoirs, suggests that Flavel was a significant influence on Boston.
Providence is therefore a key factor for a full appreciation of Boston’s life and
theology.

Having inherited such a robust doctrine of providence from the mainstream
position of Reformed theology at that time, it is not surprising that it features in
his writings in a way that ‘tows the party line.’

What is surprising is his

overwhelming love for and emphasis on providence, which he chooses to express
in clear terms throughout his Memoirs. He loves it as a subject to discuss, as a
topic to preach, as an act to observe, as a tool to be trained by, as an instrument of
hope, and as an expression for God himself.

Boston departs from Calvin’s

personal practice of not seeking reasons for every event of life, Calvin’s motto for
the subject according to Waltke was, ‘love God and do what you please,’ 314
whereas Boston’s could be summed up as ‘observe providence and fall in line
with it.’ The former stance is very liberating, the latter more prone to produce
anxiety, or as in Boston’s case, quite often, fear. Although Boston says he does
not want to make a Bible out of providence, this shows that he was aware of
coming close to doing just that, his own confession betraying his problem. From
the human perspective, providence will always be best understood as revealing
313
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God’s will retrospectively, the Bible reveals what God’s will is for the present,
and the future will of God is known only to God himself. Boston had selfassurance in his ability to interpret providence, and had expectations for his flock
to do the same. What is clear in all of this is, providence was central to Boston’s
life and pastoral ministry, having been shaped by it himself he shapes others in his
writings, preaching and personal visitations. ‘Providence’ however, is a narrow
focus of the larger subject of the doctrine of the will of God, and it is necessary to
understand Boston’s doctrine of God’s will in its entirety to place the subject of
providence within its proper Reformed context.
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Chapter 3
Boston’s Reformed Context
Boston’s theology of providence as part of his doctrine of God’s will stood firmly
within the Reformed tradition.

The Westminster Confession of Faith was a

central source in his ministerial career, forming and reconfirming his theological
position as a pastor of the Church of Scotland. He was steeped in its theology,
never hiding his admiration for its wisely crafted statements. Yet this significant
codification of Reformed thought was the product of over a century of Reformed
development.

It was expressed after numerous Reformed confessions were

drafted in Europe, after the continental Reformed orthodox divines had discussed,
mellowed and crystallized Reformed thinking, after the debates surrounding
Arminianism, Amyraldianism, infralapsarianism and supralapsarianism, had
unfolded. The works of those who were involved in these refining processes,
Boston engages with and relishes, right back to the period of the Magisterial
Reformers and their initial work in establishing that tradition. The works of
Calvin and Luther however, were not introducing novel ideas into Christendom;
indeed, the origins of their main theology were stated by many who preceded
them. They were fighting for the faith once delivered to the saints, not a new
version of that faith. We can clearly see then, that Boston’s theology comes at the
end of a hotly debated process, after initial ideas are thought out and defended to
the point where agreement can be stated and codified, which arguably left Boston
the easier part of popularizing the fruit of his tradition’s labours.

In order, therefore, to set Boston and his doctrine of the will of God in its proper
historical and theological context, we shall briefly trace the influences of the main
Patristic and Medieval sources on Calvin’s theology, 315 before turning to see
315
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Calvin’s own doctrine of the will of God. This is important because too often
people tackle Calvin’s theology without any indication of what preceded him, and
then go on to draw conclusions about how Calvin’s theology led to certain
things. 316 This shall lead us into an exploration of the WCF’s doctrine of God’s
will.

At each stage we shall be establishing the context for Boston’s own

Reformed credentials and doctrine of God’s will. We shall work our way towards
Boston’s doctrine of the will of God in a chronological fashion. 317 It is because
Boston was unmistakably Reformed that I have chosen Calvin and the WCF as
two unmistakably Reformed benchmarks for providing the context for Boston’s
rich indulgence in providence and his doctrine of God’s will. 318 This context is
important for comprehending Boston’s varied pastoral applications of providence
as part of the will of God. It is only because God ordains all things in his
sovereignty that Boston had so much confidence in his providence.

Part of

understanding Boston in a full and comprehensive way is understanding the rich
and complex Reformed tradition in which he laboured and from which his
doctrine of God’s will was formed. We shall therefore offer some sketches of the
historic path and journey that led to Boston’s own doctrine of the will of God.
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3.1 Aristotle
On the path towards the context for Boston’s doctrine of God’s will, two of
Aristotle’s ideas (384-322 BC) are important,319 firstly, his metaphysical
deduction of what he termed the ‘unmoved mover,’ and secondly, his teaching on
‘causes.’ The argument of the unmoved mover positions God as the First Cause,
as ‘there must be something which originates motion, and this something must
itself be unmoved, and must be eternal, substance, and actuality.’ 320 From this
‘First Cause,’ flow all other causes. ‘There are, according to him, four kinds of
causes, which were called, respectively, material, formal, efficient, and final.’ 321
The material cause deals with the matter of what something is made from, i.e., the
silver of a ring. The formal cause refers to the form of an object, i.e., the shape of
the ring. The efficient cause describes the one who brings about change in the
object, i.e., the craftsman of the ring. Lastly, there is the final cause ‘the end or
purpose for which one does something ... Thus the desired goal may be said to be
the cause of an action,’322 i.e., to make the ring for someone’s marriage ceremony.
In Aristotle’s thinking, the first cause is the end of all other causes, when all other
explanations have been explained. 323 These ideas, that there is a Being from
whom all things originate and that things happen in relation to this Being in
differing ways sow the seed for the concept of a God who ordains all things.
Calvin, as we shall see, adopted Aristotle’s fourfold scheme of causation.
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3.1.2 The Early Church Fathers
Calvin was widely read in the Early Church Fathers, as Lane’s detailed research
shows. 324 Our main interest here is Augustine who wrote prolifically, 325 and
engages with the issues that contribute to Calvin’s doctrine of the will of God
such as predestination, grace and free choice, the problem of evil, election and
providence.

Augustine’s contribution and influence on Christian thought in

general and on Calvin in particular is unparalleled.326
Augustine’s doctrine of the will of God was formed from his doctrine of God. 327
God’s will, being one of his attributes, helps to reveal something of God’s essence
for Augustine, because the will of God is understood in relation to God’s essence
and exists only in relation to God’s other attributes.328 Therefore, since God is
eternal329 and immutable, so his will. 330

When Augustine speaks of God’s

essence, will, knowledge and immutability, they are therefore, inseparable. 331
Augustine believed that God's will included his foreknowledge of all things, 332 but
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this did not imply that the world was subject to fate. 333 This does mean, however,
that the fall of mankind 334 and of angels335 was included in his will, and he views
the denial of God’s foreknowledge as ‘the most obvious madness.’ 336 God’s
immutable will and foreknowledge are one with his knowledge and providential
design, but this does not negate human freedom to will freely, 337 rather the
opposite, God’s foreknowledge and sovereignty ensures our freedom to will. 338
Augustine firmly believed in free will. 339

Augustine simply holds to the two

truths: that God has foreknowledge and that mankind has free will. 340 Although
God directs everything via his providence and humans are completely dependent
on God for their existence, God does still provide for humanity ‘a certain
independence.’341 It was through this independence that mankind first sinned,
causing the fall. 342 ‘For it was by the evil use of free will that man destroyed both
it and himself.’343 Although the capacity for ‘always’ willing good perished at the
fall, human free will did not perish. 344 He concludes that sin and evil committed
by mankind originate in the human will. 345
Augustine most of his life.

346

The problem of evil plagued

Augustine believed that all evil could ultimately
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trace its source back to good,347 because all things that had the capacity to will
evil were originally created good, so that pure evil could not really exist, for that
would lack any good and be non-existent.348 Evil occurs when a will rejects good
by its own choice, 349 and in Augustine’s thought, evil can only exist as a defect in
a good nature.350
Predestination in Augustine’s thinking was simply the ‘foreknowledge and
preparation of God’s kindnesses,’351 whereby some are chosen and others not.
The elect are chosen in Christ their head, 352 through God’s grace.353 His theology
of predestination changed within his own life time as is noted by Evans,
Warfield,354 and himself. 355 How God makes his choice without being arbitrary is
a mystery according to Augustine;356 why some people are chosen and others are
not, is too great to comprehend with our finite minds. 357 Augustine limits his
views on predestination to the positive side, those who are chosen, scarcely
mentioning reprobation.358
Augustine’s doctrine of the will of God consists of the following theology. God’s
will, inclusive with all of God’s attributes, cannot be separated from God’s
essence, for when he wills, it is his essence willing. 359 Being therefore eternal,
powerful, 360 and immutable, it directs the whole of creation in providence. God’s
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foreknowledge neither strips mankind of free will nor causes mankind to sin,
rather in his foreknowledge and by his providence God establishes the existence
of free will in humans. God’s will predestines some people to everlasting life.
Evil is a result of deficient wills which depart from doing good, because the
natures needed for evil to take place were originally created good. God is and was
fully aware of the evil that would accompany his good creation but restrains its
presence, bringing good out of it.361 Even those beings that will things contrary to
God’s will, God uses in his omnipotence to conform to his will. 362

The

underlying current of all Augustine’s theology on the will of God is that God is
firmly in control, and being good, he produces good, even out of evil. 363

3.1.3 The influence of the Medieval Church Fathers

Calvin was influenced by various medieval theologians but concerning the
doctrine of God’s will, few seem to have impacted him as much as Bernard of
Clairvaux (1090-1153), Peter Lombard (1100-59) and Thomas Aquinas (1224/61273), who were all sympathetic to Augustinianism. Bernard of Clairvaux 364
preceded Calvin and the Reformation by almost four centuries, but his treatise On
Grace and Free Choice, finds many overlaps with Calvin’s Augustinian
viewpoint. Peter Lombard’s Four Books of Sentences were also influential, being
the standard text book at the time of the Reformation. 365 Thomas Aquinas366 also
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has a part to play in the establishing of the Reformed tradition. 367 Aquinas’
Summa Theologica contains twelve articles devoted to the topic of God’s will, 368
as well as his Summa Contra Gentiles,369 and on providence and predestination. 370
Calvin therefore benefited from a rich and informative history. Given Calvin’s
influence on the Reformed tradition, it is important to recognize that those sources
which influenced him have ultimately influenced the history of that tradition,
albeit indirectly at times.

3.1.4 Bernard of Clairvaux
It is specifically in the area of free will and God’s sovereignty that Bernard helps
us understand Calvin. 371 Bernard is incontrovertibly a firm believer in human free
will. 372

Free will and free choice, along with voluntary consent 373 (which

distinguishes humanity from animals), seem to be used interchangeably by
Bernard. He defines voluntary consent as, ‘a self-determining habit of the soul.
Its action is neither forced nor extorted. It stems from the will and not from
necessity, denying or giving itself on no issue except by way of the will ... where
you have consent, there also is the will. But where the will is, there is freedom.
And this is what I understand by the term “free choice.”’ 374 Bernard believes
mankind is not forced to will by necessity, for ‘necessity’s presence means
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freedom’s absence.’375 He defines both the term ‘free choice’ and each of the
words in that term.376 According to Bernard, although it is legitimate to speak of
‘free choice,’ the will is not free from its natural sinful condition (Rom.6.20, 22;
8:3)377 but may be restored by grace. He seems to make a distinction between the
sinful human nature and the sinful human will. 378

Bernard formulates a threefold definition of freedom relating to sin, sorrow and
necessity. 379 Firstly, freedom from sin can only occur by the renewing grace of
God. Secondly, a total freedom from sorrow; this is not experienced now, but in
glory. Thirdly, freedom from necessity, which is inherent in our nature being
made in the image of God.380 Every rational creature possesses freedom from
necessity; this cannot be destroyed by sin. Consequently for Bernard, all sin
derives from the rational will, as taught by Augustine. 381 Bernard is keen to
distance himself from the idea that freedom of choice is predetermined, saying
‘Thus there can be no salvation nor damnation without the previous consent of the
will, lest freedom of choice might appear to be in any way predetermined.’ 382 He
stresses the importance of the consent of the will.

The human will, given the freedom of choice and fashioned in the image of God,
yet fallen, 383 procures its end state of misery or glory by its own devising and
subsequent execution of action,384 choosing either to co-operate with grace or
persist in sin. The human will being free, entered into servitude to sin of its own
choice, and therefore it sins because it voluntarily chose to be in bondage to it.
375
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This Bernard calls a ‘strange paradox’ and says it ‘is a slave because it is free.’ 385
Compared to Augustine, Bernard seems to place greater emphasis on the human
capability to choose between good and evil. 386

3.1.5 Peter Lombard
Lombard’s theology is also Augustinian, evidenced in many quotations. 387
Lombard believed God was simple,388 and that his essence was one with his
being, resulting in God’s will being his essence willing. 389 Due to God’s eternal,
simple nature, his will is the first cause of all things. 390 There is no cause behind
the cause of God391 for nothing exists which is greater than God,392 therefore
God’s will can never be defeated.393 Lombard acknowledges the legitimate use of
the word permission when applied to God’s will but on the understanding that
God’s permission is nothing less than God actively willing to permit, and this
includes things good and evil. 394 Evil is willed by God according to Lombard but
only in the sense that its existence is not contrary to God’s will. He quotes
Augustine’s Enchiridion in saying that it is good for evil to exist since God has
chosen that to happen,395 and reasons with Augustine that evil is essentially nonbeing. 396 As God is pure being, that is, existence itself from whom all other being
exists, he does not will that which tends to non-being, such as evil, and since all
being is good which God does will (in the ‘final cause’ sense) he cannot in any
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way will evil (in the ‘efficient cause’ sense). 397

Evil, therefore, exists as a

deficiency of good.398 In many ways his theology of evil reflects Augustine’s. 399
Lombard is clear in his belief that God’s will is always efficacious and that it ‘is
always fulfilled concerning a man, whithersoever he turns himself. For nothing,
as (St.) Augustine says, constituted in free will overcomes the Will of God.’ 400
Although mankind has free will, and for what it freely wills it is responsible, yet
God over-rules every action of humanity to bring to pass the fulfilment of his
will, 401 even in the sinful actions of mankind. 402 Lombard is also a strong
advocate of God’s sovereignty in predestination, 403 in line with Augustinianism.

3.1.6 Thomas Aquinas
There are many parallels and overlaps between Augustine’s and Aquinas’
theology on the will of God.404

Like Augustine and Lombard,405 Aquinas

developed a strong theology surrounding the problem of evil. 406

Unlike

Augustine and more in-line with Lombard, Aquinas went much further
concerning God and the term ‘cause,’407 a development which flowed from his
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interaction with Aristotelian philosophy. 408 This was partly due to an Aristotelian
renaissance, when his writings were translated into Latin in the thirteenth
century.409

Aquinas calls God the ‘efficient, exemplary and final cause of

everything,’410 adding, ‘Thus, then, divine goodness is the final cause of all
things.’411 Aquinas follows through this theology in application to evil. 412 Evil is
a privation, 413 an absence of good existing in a nature which ought to be good.
Aquinas agrees with Augustine and Lombard that being or essence is good, from
which evil results; therefore evil cannot exist without good.414

Again, with

Augustine, he saw that it was impossible to go behind the cause of the cause of
evil, since evil is rooted in good and evil is an indirect consequence of an absence
of good.415 Aquinas shares Augustine’s view that it is the rational will whereby
evil occurs.416 Yet for all of the evil in creation, God in his power directs all
things so that he brings good out of evil, and it was better for God to permit evil
than not, since by evil much good is manifest.417
In Aquinas’ theology, God is the unmoved mover.418 God is purely actual, there
is no potential for God to become anything other than he already is, 419 for it is
impossible to be more than perfect, and being perfect, it is impossible to be less
than perfect.420 Along with Augustine, Bernard and Lombard, Aquinas identifies
God with his essence, 421 so his will is his essence willing and his knowledge is his
408
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essence knowing, etc, therefore he calls God simple.422 There are no causes
behind God,423 nothing sustains God but God.424 The will of God in Aquinas’s
theology is always fulfilled by nature of the God who wills. 425 Aquinas quoting
Augustine, therefore, sees God’s will as the supreme cause. 426 ‘We must hold that
the will of God is the cause of things; and that He acts by the will, and not, as
some have supposed, by a necessity of His nature.’427
Aquinas’ belief in the will of God as the supreme cause did not stop him
establishing second causes. 428 He saw second causes as real causes in which God
unfolds his end plan, so that certain things which are attributable to the second
causes cannot be attributed to God in the same way,

in a similar way that

Aristotle’s ‘final cause’ incorporates ‘efficient causes.’ 429

Aquinas quotes

Augustine in his defence of secondary causation. 430 As the universal cause of all
things, God’s will is always accomplished even when it appears to deviate from
his revealed will. 431 However, God never wills evil so that good may be done;
rather, he wills only good although evil may occur as a consequence and this he
permits in the fulfilment of his good plan.432 This good is executed under the
providence of God.433
Aquinas divides providence into ‘the reason of order’ and ‘government’.
Everything falls under God’s providence. 434 The providential plan of God is
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immutable being a product of his essence. 435 God’s providence is executed in
accordance with the natures of the rational beings he created.436 In this way, free
will still has room to manoeuvre.

Like Augustine, Bernard and Lombard,

Aquinas has no doubt that God has endowed humanity with free will, but it does
not exist outside of God’s providence or immutable decree. 437

Therefore,

whatever God ordains, he does so in a way that is compatible with the nature of
the creature he includes within his providential design. 438
Predestination and providence go hand in hand in Aquinas’ theology. 439

He

understands predestination as being rooted in God’s goodness and love 440 but
agrees with Augustine that we should never search out God’s reasons for his
choices.

Aquinas affirms the doctrine of reprobation from Malachi 1:2-3.441

Aquinas did not believe providence, predestination or reprobation took away the
liberty of choice in rational beings. Aquinas’ doctrine of the will of God is
therefore, Augustinian.
3.1.7 Summary of Pre-Reformation influences on Calvin’s doctrine of God’s
will

Augustine was an influential pre-Reformation theologian, making a dynamic
impact on Bernard, Lombard and Aquinas.

There is a unity of thought

surrounding God’s will in relation to his essence, in that God’s will, as one of his
attributes is identical with his essence because his essence is simple. As such,
God’s will is the ‘First Cause’ of everything which happens, there is no source of
reason or cause behind God’s will. This being the case, God executes his plan by
his providence, electing those to salvation whom he has chosen. God’s will is
435
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one. The desire to comprehend that single incomprehensible will cannot but
result in a definition of multiple parts.
What we have established is that by the end of Aquinas’ life in 1274AD, many
recurring strands of Augustinian theology on God’s will were the accepted norm
and remained so until the time of the Reformation. The doctrine of the will of
God in relation to God’s essence, creation, evil, salvation and providence were
consistently re-established by Lombard and Aquinas.

Their theology was a

foundation on which the Reformers would build. This chapter has shown that
Calvin’s doctrine of God’s will did not materialize in a void but that well
established and widely accepted teaching on the subject was rooted in traditional
Christian thinking well before Calvin was born. It is important to understand the
history of the Reformed doctrine of God’s will in order to identify its
manifestation in Boston’s theology and pastoral practice.

3.2 Calvin’s doctrine of God’s will
The objective of this part of the chapter is to establish Calvin’s doctrine of the will
of God as his theology had a significant influence on Boston. This will be
achieved by looking at Calvin’s theology regarding ‘God’s attributes,’
‘providence,’ ‘free will and causation,’ ‘predestination and reprobation,’ and
‘God’s relationship to evil.’ There is a double intention to this section; to show
that Calvin’s theology of God’s will is in the Augustinian tradition, and to explore
the theology that Thomas Boston later came to inherit. Nowhere in his writings
does Calvin have a chapter or treatise specifically on the doctrine of God’s will;442
neither was it a ‘central dogma’ in Calvin’s theology as has been proposed by
some.443 Calvin’s theology did, however, develop over the course of his life. 444
442

There is the Reply of John Calvin to Article VII., and to the Calumniator’s Observations,
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Calvin’s theology of the will of God can be discerned in his Institutes. In other
volumes however, he looks at some of the subjects which comprise God’s will
separately, such as in The Secret Providence of God,445 Concerning the Eternal
Predestination of God,446 On the Bondage and Liberation of the Will,447 and
Articles Concerning Predestination.448 In Treatises Against the Anabaptists and
Against the Libertines,449 there contains some of Calvin’s clearest teaching on
providence.

Besides these subject specific documents Calvin discloses his

doctrine of God’s will in his many commentaries, letters, sermons, 450 and small
tracts.451 Substantial secondary literature has also been written on many aspects

Doctrine of God, vol. 2.2 of Church Dogmatics. The Doctrine of God, edited by G. W. Bromiley
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sake of bringing order, whether it is order within the Church, or order in the minds of the people he
writes for in his Institutes and other works. Parker opens his biography of Calvin by saying, ‘Our
story is of a man of order and peace who was born into a world of conflict ... The order,
aristocratic in tendency, which he prized and which he devoted his life to establishing, became one
of the platforms for democracy in succeeding centuries.’ T. H. L. Parker, John Calvin
(Berkhamsted: Lion Publishing, 1977), ix. See also the biographical accounts in, F. Wendel,
Calvin. The Origins and Development of His Religious Thought, translated by P. Mairet (London:
Collins, 1976); W. J. Bouwsma, John Calvin. A Sixteenth Century Portrait (Oxford: OUP,
1988), 86; S. E. Schreiner, The Theater of His Glory. Nature and the Natural Order in the
Thought of John Calvin (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1995), 79; W. Walker, John Calvin.
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that cover Calvin’s doctrine of God’s will. 452 This goes to show the importance of
Calvin for understanding the Reformed tradition’s theology of God’s will.
3.2.1 God’s will in relation to his essence and attributes
We shall here try to determine, a) How Calvin understood God’s will in relation
to his being and attributes, and, b) Whether God’s will is one or many? Firstly,
for the sake of clarity, there is a legitimate question over how to classify God’s
will.

Should it be called an attribute of God?

After all, it is something

characteristic of, inherent in, and which belongs to God’s being. 453 God’s will
appears to be bound up with God’s other attributes, functioning within, or as a
part of, or over, other attributes, yet Calvin never speaks of God’s will as an
452
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attribute. Neither does he attempt to define or term God’s will as a ‘something,’
the so called ‘secret’ will of God454 is self-defining, it is what it is, God’s will is
God’s will. This approach is different to Calvin’s contemporary Luther who
clearly labels God’s will as an attribute. 455 Luther was not alone in designating
God’s will an attribute.456 More recent Reformed works include ‘God’s will’
under the headings of ‘communicable attributes,’ 457 under the attribute of God’s
power,458 as an attribute,459 or as founded in the attribute of wisdom. 460 I see no
reason why God’s will should not be labelled as an attribute of God within the
Reformed tradition.
Calvin speaks much more of God’s attributes than he does his essence, 461 and
repeatedly warns against prying into the essence of God.462 Calvin agrees with
Augustine, Aquinas and Lombard, that God’s attributes reveal his essence, but he
never goes as far as saying with them that God’s attributes ‘are’ his essence. 463
The furthest Calvin goes in that direction is to say that God’s attributes are a true
revelation of his Being. 464 God’s essence in itself is unknowable but it is possible
to know ‘what kind of being God is, and what kind of things are agreeable to his
nature.’465 Calvin openly states that God’s essence is ‘simple and indivisible,’466
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eternal467 and self-existent,468 showing that some things can be known of God’s
essence.469 All that God wills is necessary precisely because it is God who wills
it.470 Everything which has, is and will happen, has, is and will occur by necessity
because God’s will is aligned with his omnipotence, eternal existence and perfect
knowledge, and is, therefore, always accomplished 471 and immutable, 472 and
because of his character, also righteous.473
There are distinctions concerning God’s attributes but the attributes are not
isolated, void of the influence of their counterparts, so that, for example, God’s
goodness and truth are inseparable.474 Following Aquinas and Lombard he refers
to God’s will as the ‘first cause,’475 but it is not prior to nor primary over them.
There is therefore, both unity and distinction within God’s attributes, but
everything happens as a result of God’s will. Calvin takes issue with those who
separate God’s attributes, as if, for example, his power can be divorced from his
justice. 476 For Calvin therefore, God’s attributes reveal the nature of his will. 477
We know God through his self-revelation, including his attributes, but we cannot
bypass these and presume to expound on his essence.
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It is important to recognize that Calvin’s whole theology incorporated an
understanding of God’s incomprehensibility478 as outlined in Thomas’ work on
Calvin’s sermons on Job. 479 With regards to God’s will specifically, Thomas
quotes Harold Dekker, who says, ‘The final dimension of God’s sovereignty for
Calvin was not his revealed will but the unrevealed, and there was hardly a
sermon in which this perspective was not present. One of the most distinctive
features of Calvin’s entire pastoral theology is his accent on the hidden in God,
and the final mystery of all His dealings with His children.’480

God’s

incomprehensibility is also seen in the effects and out-working of God’s will. 481
Nevertheless, God’s revelation of himself in Christ is a true reflection of who God
is for Calvin. 482
3.2.2 A single or a two-fold will in God?483
Although Calvin describes God’s will in terms such as ‘secret’ 484 and ‘hidden’485
or ‘revealed,’486 he forcibly states that he does not believe in a two-fold will in
God.487 Calvin must have thought this issue to be of importance as he reiterates it
on numerous occasions in his commentaries on Ezekiel, Zephaniah, Matthew and
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second Peter, plus in the Institutes and his Secret Providence of God.488 Although
at times God appears to have two wills, as when he wills certain wicked men to
commit acts which are contrary to his law (Acts 2:23; 2 Sam. 24:1), Calvin
maintains that the apparent two-ness is due to God accommodating his ways to
our understanding. 489

Divine accommodation is another important theme for

Calvin490 as it allows him to explain things which exist within the gulf that spans
between the Creator and the created.491

Calvin certainly applied the idea of

Divine accommodation to the subject of God’s will, as did his contemporaries and
those who followed shortly after him. 492 Calvin says, ‘while in himself the will is
one and undivided, to us it appears manifold, because, from the feebleness of our
intellect, we cannot comprehend how, though after a different manner, he wills
and wills not the very same thing.’493 There is for Calvin therefore no two-fold
will of God and no duplicity in his willing.
3.2.3 Calvin’s doctrine of providence
Providence, simply put, is God’s will in action. 494 Having discussed what God’s
will ‘is,’ in and of itself within the being of God, that must always correlate with
488
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‘how’ his will unfolds and operates within his creation. If what is stated about the
intrinsic nature of God’s will differs from the biblical revelation of how that will
functions, then something is wrong. Since the Reformed doctrine of the divine
will is vigorous and robust one should expect the Reformed doctrine of
providence to mirror those characteristics.

The divine will preserves and

governs, 495 and that government is God’s providence, 496 illuminating the finer
details of the practical unfolding of the eternal, immutable will of God.497
Calvin says, ‘God is deemed omnipotent, not because he can act though he may
cease or be idle, or because by a general instinct, he continues the order of nature
previously appointed; but because, governing heaven or earth by his providence,
he so overrules all things that nothing happens without his counsel.’ 498 Calvin’s
doctrine of providence rests in his belief that God’s will is omnipotent. 499 He
instructs his readers to be aware that ‘there is no random power, or agency, or
motion in the creatures, who are so governed by the secret counsel of God, that
nothing happens but what he has knowingly and willingly decreed.’ 500 God’s
providence rules out chance, 501 fate,502 or fortune,503 and instead establishes God’s
providence receives the greatest passion. The conviction of God’s encompassing providence is
very close to the heart of Calvin’s theology.’ C. Partee, The Theology of John Calvin (Louisville:
Westminster John Knox Press, 2008), 69. Cf. Étienne de Peyer, "Calvin’s Doctrine of Divine
Providence," The Evangelical Quarterly 10, no. 1 (15th January 1938): 30-44.
495
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care and control over creation,504 humanity, 505 and nature,506 and works both in a
general and a particular manner;507 his special providence being reserved for his
people. 508

Although Calvin rejects the existence of fortune, nevertheless, he

exhorts his readers to live as if everything were fortuitous, since what God ordains
to happen is not known by his creatures. 509

Calvin says, ‘Wherefore, with

reference to the time future, since the events of things are, as yet, hidden and
unknown, everyone ought to be as intent upon the performance of his duty as if
nothing whatever had been decreed concerning the issue in each particular
case.’510 Things appear to be contingent from the human perspective and happen
by ‘chance,’511 however, Calvin’s doctrine of providence is that God’s control is
universal in scope, absolute in fulfilment, and executed by an omnipotent, allpowerful and eternal will. 512
3.2.4 Calvin’s terminology for discussing God’s will
There is a difference in terminology which needs to be understood between God’s
will, decree or ordaining, and God’s desire, ‘wish’ or precept.513 The difference is
more than merely terminological, for Scripture tends to use the former words for
describing what God does and the latter words for what humanity ought to do.
503
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God’s precept says it is wrong to murder (Ex. 20:13), God’s decree incorporates
certain individuals’ desire to murder (Acts 7:52-53). Those who murdered Christ
did not do it in the knowledge that they were obeying God’s secret will but out of
their own hate-filled envious514 wills with no regard for obeying God.515 There is
then, a consistent pattern, from theologians pre-Calvin to the Reformed Orthodox
who followed him, that recognized the need for distinctions for meaningful
discussion of God’s will. 516
3.2.5 God’s will in relationship to means and causes
For Calvin, God’s providence is not executed as a tyrant in a world void of
freedom and real relationships but in a way that respects the order, freedom and
natures, of his creatures.517

Calvin says that God works sometimes with,

sometimes without and sometimes against means, but in his use of causes he
always overrules all things.

Calvin sometimes refers to these causes as

‘proximate’ and ‘remote’ which he believes separates sin from God, 518 and with
the Augustinian tradition he adopts Aristotelian categories of causality as had
Aquinas,519 which has been well documented.520

Calvin adopts them in his

commentaries on Romans (3:23-25), Acts (22:16), and in the Institutes
(3.14.17).521 Aristotle’s scheme of causation helped Calvin explain God’s will in
its parts whilst maintaining its singular nature. Important to the discussion of
causation in the unfolding of providence is the distinction that exists between God
and mankind. What is sinful for mankind to commit is not necessarily unjust for
God to do, such as the taking of life, hence Calvin says, ‘He is His own law – a
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law unto Himself! And His will is the highest rule of the highest equity.’ 522 God
is no tyrant because his sovereignty, omnipotence and power, can never be
divorced from his nature, which is righteous, holy, and just. In this sense, Calvin
denies God has potentia absoluta,523 as if his power and what he ordains could
ever be separated from his other attributes. 524
Following in the Augustinian tradition, Calvin believed that God’s will is the first
cause525 of all secondary causes, and his will is singular. 526 The second causes
which exist are real527 but can never be separated from the first cause. 528 Calvin
never tries to indicate the precise relationship between primary and secondary
causation, he only offers it as a way of understanding the relationship between
God’s will and genuine human action.

God is certainly the first cause of

everything, but not the sole cause.529 Calvin outright denies that anything goes
beyond, behind, or above, God’s will.

In connection with this Calvin discussed
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the term ‘permission,’ repeatedly stating 530 that it is nothing less than God’s active
willing.531 This is the same position held by Zanchius, who notes how Augustine,
Luther and Bucer, all taught the same idea. 532

3.2.6 Evil and the will of God
Calvin has no chapter in his Institutes dedicated to the subject of evil, 533 preferring
to discuss sin, which perhaps reveals his intention to write about mankind’s
relationship with and knowledge of God.534 Calvin does mention that although
the devil was created by God, ‘we must remember that this malice which we
attribute to his nature is not from creation, but from depravation,’ 535 again echoing
the thoughts of Augustine, Lombard and Aquinas, that evil originates from
something that was created good.536 Although Satan sets himself in opposition to
God’s will, actively opposing God in whatever way possible, he is constrained by
God’s will and power, being dependent upon the ‘permission of God.’537 That
evil and Satan exist, and the fall occurred, in no way suggests a defect in the
divine will. 538 Calvin firmly held that the fall occurred by the decree of God539
and that the source of sin is in the rational will. 540 God fulfils his plan not despite
human wickedness, but through their wickedness, as is seen repeatedly in various
passages of Scripture (Acts 2:22-23).541 How God can decree and ordain the lives
of each individual without being the author of their evil deeds remained a mystery
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to Calvin, 542 although he argues against those who deny that this is true.543 In his
argument, Calvin uses the terms ‘free will’ and ‘permitting’ but he elsewhere
advises against it.544 Calvin placed strict definitions on both these words but was
not shy in using them as appropriate descriptions of God’s will when it best
conveyed Scripture’s understanding of God’s relationship to evil and sin.
Calvin rejects Augustine’s belief that evil is non-being. 545 Calvin firmly believed
‘God who created all things foreknew that evil would arise out of this good
creation. But He also knew how to make good out of this evil.’ 546 In another
place Calvin elaborates on the issue of how God uses evil for producing good,
saying, ‘God is an avenger, from which we are fully assured that He is not an
approver.’547 God uses evil like a tool, wielding it to produce good without
incurring any stain of sin, 548 as the Spirit through Scripture testifies, 549 working
good within his creation, whereas Satan seeks to abuse all that is good to create
evil. It would be impossible for God to author any sin due to his divine nature.550
Unlike Augustine, Calvin has no announcements that he had satisfactorily solved
the problem of evil, he rather dared not tread where revelation had not shone. 551
3.2.7 How are election and reprobation related to God’s will in Calvin’s
theology?
If providence is the unfolding of God’s will, then election is providence in
action. 552 Election is possibly the one subject in popular opinion most closely
542
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associated with Calvin’s theology, 553 despite its established status long before
Calvin’s day. 554 Calvin’s position regarding election is clearly presented in his
Institutes:
By predestination we mean the eternal decree of God, by which
he determined with himself whatever he wished to happen with
regard to every man. All are not created on equal terms, but
some are preordained to eternal life, others to eternal damnation;
and, accordingly, as each has been created for one or other of
these ends, we say that he has been predestinated to life or to
death.555
We shall look at, 1) Calvin’s approach to election, 2) Christ as the head of
election, and, 3) reprobation and God’s will.
3.2.8 Calvin’s approach to election
Calvin’s approach to election can be summarized in two words, ‘cautious’ and
‘Scriptural.’556 Caution is needed since election involves a ‘penetrating into the
recesses of the divine wisdom.’557 Calvin, opposing Pighius, warns against trying
to penetrate things too wonderful for him less ‘a great deep swallow him up.’ 558
We must also be careful not to attribute ideas to Calvin that he did not personally
express, an example being Cottret’s statement, ‘Calvin produced the most radical
version of this doctrine by insisting on “double predestination,” to damnation and
to salvation,’559 when in fact Calvin never uses that term. Although God’s eternal
election ought to be approached cautiously, we have scriptural warrant to
approach it (Deut. 29:29). Only Scripture sheds light on the subject, 560 but he also
uses Aristotelian categories of causation to describe how predestination unfolds
553
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under the divine decree. 561 Calvin disagrees with Origen, Jerome, Aquinas, 562 and
even Augustine’s early theology, which viewed God’s election as dependent on
his prescience, rather believing with Augustine’s mature theology that the destiny
of individuals lies with God’s sovereign choice and decree. 563

God has the

sovereign right to eternally decree who would and would not be among his elect
and this results from no other cause but his will. 564 Therefore, the end result of
predestination in God’s will is for his own glory.

The context for Calvin’s

teaching on election is salvation, appearing at the end of book III of his Institutes
(1559).

3.2.9 Christ, the head of election

Those who were elected by God before creation were elected into Christ (Col.
1:12; Eph. 1:4-5; 1 Tim. 2:9) 565 and not only that, but Christ himself is the author
of that election.566 Election and predestination within Calvin’s doctrine of God’s
will are therefore inseparable from God the Redeemer, 567 for what happens in time
is never unrelated to the person of Christ.568 Election in Christ leaves salvation
unassociated with any concept of merit or God’s foresight. 569 ‘Hence, those
whom God has adopted as sons, he is said to have elected ... in Christ Jesus (Eph.
i. 4); because he could love them only in him ... But if we are elected in him, we
561
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cannot find the certainty of our election in ourselves; and not even in God the
Father, if we look at him apart from the Son.’ 570 Election and Christ the Saviour
are inseparable in Calvin’s theology.

Calvin quotes Augustine in saying nothing higher or greater exists than the will of
God,571 which is the reason why some are chosen and not others. 572 This being
too great for mankind to comprehend, Calvin says, ‘Let us not be ashamed to be
ignorant in a matter in which ignorance is learning.’573 It appears that the elect are
taken out from a ‘corrupt mass,’574 although as Benedict points out, ‘Calvin never
explored the precise relation of the decrees concerning Adam’s fall and those
concerning individual election.’575 Calvin also says, ‘The decree, I admit, is
dreadful; and yet it is impossible to deny that God foreknew what the end of man
was to be before he made him, and foreknew, because he had so ordained by his
decree.’576 There is a mutual, coherent working out of God’s decree from all
eternity and the Spirit’s application of salvation in time. On predestination Calvin
stands shoulder to shoulder with Augustine, 577 in affirming reprobation he also
stands alongside Aquinas. 578
3.2.10 The dreadful decree579
The extent of the agreement between Calvin’s and Augustine’s understanding of
reprobation has been a matter of debate. 580 There is no doubt Calvin strongly
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affirms the doctrine of reprobation, 581 whereas Augustine preferred to affirm only
the positive side of election. 582 However, to wedge too great a difference between
Calvin and Augustine regarding reprobation, is to an extent, to force an unmerited
divorce. They may speak on the subject with different emphases or stress, but
what is expressly stated by Calvin is often logically implied by Augustine, if not
stated in similar terms.583
How God decrees who should be reprobate we have no answer than the secret will
of God.584 When objections arise concerning reprobation Calvin uses Rom. 9:2021 as a defence, reminding his readers that the divine will, justice and knowledge,
are simply beyond mankind’s full comprehension. 585 Calvin states his case for
reprobation plainly, even when it makes uncomfortable reading, such is his
dedication to the Scriptures over speculation. 586 ‘Now, since the arrangement of
all things is in the hand of God, since to him belongs the disposal of life and
death, he arranges all things by his sovereign counsel, in such a way that
individuals are born, who are doomed from the womb to certain death, and are to
glorify him by their destruction.’587 Even those decreed to ‘doom from the womb’
in the eternal will of God do not go to hell but on account of their own
wickedness, 588 although the line between God’s sovereign election and mankind’s
sin is not always clearly drawn by Calvin and he occasionally comes close to
attributing the reprobate’s end to the divine decree apart from sin. 589 Elsewhere in
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his Institutes, Calvin clearly places the ‘cause’ of sin in the will of rational beings
and not directly in God’s will. 590
Not everyone is saved because God wills otherwise. 591 The sum of the matter is
this: every individual’s end is decreed by God in eternity past, some to eternal life,
others to eternal death, the works of the latter bringing judgment upon themselves,
the former being saved by the free grace of God,592 and so just as providence is
bound up with creation and God as Creator, so predestination is bound with
redemption and to God as Redeemer. Creation, providence, predestination and
redemption, are vivid, active, revelations of the God who dwells in Trinity,
speaking of a single, purposeful, and victorious will.

3.2.11 Free will and the will of God

Before we venture into the area of human free will it is necessary to remind
ourselves that God’s will is the freest of all wills. Although God wills some
things necessarily, like himself or his glory, these things are still never willed but
positively and willingly by God because they are things necessary to a perfect
Being. 593 God is not constrained to being perfect against his will. Everything
outside of himself he wills freely since nothing necessarily exists in relation to
him, God need not have created a single atom. All things are dependent on God;
God is independent of all things. All possibilities were in God’s power before he
decreed anything to come to pass, and he could have decreed something different
than what he has. 594 Therefore, just as there is nothing more powerful than God,
so there is nothing in existence freer than God - the Creator of human freedom.
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3.2.12 Calvin and Liberum arbitrium
Given that we have shown Calvin’s doctrine of God’s providence to be universal
in scope, absolute in fulfilment, and executed by an omnipotent, all-powerful and
eternal will, the obvious question to ask is, what type of freedom does that leave
humanity? Free will is a complex issue still under debate.595 This is partly due to
the terminology used in reference to the subject. 596 Nevertheless, God’s will, in
its operation and existence, is understood more fully when Calvin’s theology of
‘free will’ is grasped. 597

Calvin begins his exploration of free will within the context of the creation of
mankind in the image of God.598 Calvin believed the soul to be constituted of two
parts, the will and the intellect; ‘the office of the intellect being to distinguish
between objects, according as they seem deserving of being approved or
disapproved; and the office of the will, to choose and follow what the intellect
declares to be good, to reject what it declares to be bad ...’.599 Having been
created this way Calvin says, ‘God has provided the soul of man with intellect, by
which he may discern good from evil, just from unjust, and might know what to
follow or what to shun, reason going before her with her lamp ... To this he has
enjoined the will, to which choice belongs,’ 600 for the will is governed by the
intellect. It logically proceeds from this that humans do nothing which they have
not themselves chosen.601 Calvin believed both that Adam’s fall occurred by his
own will, and ‘although Adam destroyed both himself and all his offspring, yet
the corruption and the guilt of that Fall of one man must necessarily be ascribed to
595
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the secret counsel and decree of God!’602 The human will chooses voluntarily, it
knows good from evil but naturally chooses that which originates from its sinful
nature so that the unregenerate can never do anything morally right or good.603
He strongly opposes the Libertines however, who equate the will of man with a
stone because they view God as the direct cause of everything either good or
bad. 604
Calvin finds fault with the early Father’s teachings on free will, including
Augustine’s,605 aligning his position on the subject most closely to Bernard’s in
On Grace and Free Choice, but not without redefining some terminology. Calvin
gives positive affirmation for the theology of the schools and their three kinds of
freedom,606 with a reference to Lombard.607 What is surprising here is Calvin’s
silence with reference to Bernard’s doctrine of free will when he mentions the
‘schools,’608 as Calvin wanted to distance himself from the Schoolmen 609 while he
was fond of Bernard.610 There is an issue between the use of ‘necessity’ and
‘compulsion’ in their respective definitions of free will. Bernard thought the use
of the term ‘necessity’ would deny the essential truth that humans consent to the
sin they commit, Calvin thought humanity necessarily sins on account of its fallen
nature. Calvin and Bernard both believed that mankind was so affected by the fall
that the will was under the yoke of sin and could do no good apart from grace. 611
A clarification of terms leads to an agreement of their theology on this issue. 612
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Helm makes the important observation that Calvin stresses the difference between
freedom and compulsion, but sees no contradiction between freedom and
causation.613 That is to say, humans are not compelled or forced to do anything
but they are determined to act necessarily from the natures they possess, and
therefore fallen mankind is determined to sin necessarily but is not compelled to
sin, for this it does voluntarily in accordance with its nature. Calvin concludes,
‘In this way, then, man is said to have free will, not because he has choice of good
and evil, but because he acts voluntarily, and not by compulsion. This is perfectly
true; but why should so small a matter have been dignified with so proud a
title?’614 In effect, Calvin says free will exists, but so what? The important issue
facing humanity has little to do with its ability to voluntarily act but its being in
bondage to sin.615
3.2.13 Summary of Calvin’s doctrine of God’s will
Calvin’s doctrine of the will of God consists of the following theology. Firstly,
we have seen that we can only know of God what he has decided to reveal to us
but from his word we find an omnipotent God whose will ordains and decrees
everything that happens. God’s will operates in unison with all of his attributes
and although these are a true revelation of God’s being they are not equated in
their entirety with God’s essence. All that God decrees is wise and holy and just,
and whereas it remains incomprehensible to human finite understanding, his
reasons are known to him, there being no cause or higher reason than the will of
God. Therefore, Calvin speaks about the ‘secret will of God’ and the ‘revealed
will of God,’ but in essence, God’s will is one, single and simple.
613
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Secondly, we have seen how Calvin holds the whole of creation to be governed by
God’s providence so that nothing occurs which is not part of his eternal decree so
that even his permission is a part of his active willing.

Thirdly, as the first cause of all things he brings to fulfilment his eternal plan by
the use of means and second causes working in human beings according to their
created natures. He explains the interrelation between human accountability and
freedom in the light of God’s will using Aristotle’s four-fold scheme of causation
but advocates the use of term ‘free will’ should cease.
Fourthly, we have seen that by God’s eternal decree he deemed it just to create a
world he knew would fall into sin and from which he would show mercy to those
he would chose to elect and to ordain to destruction those he saw fit to leave in
their state of sin. Despite the contemporary connotations attached to the word
‘cause’ and the misunderstandings that can be applied to the word ‘permission,’ in
practice, when Calvin attempts to explain the unfolding of God’s will it appears
that at times he was caused to use the term ‘permission’ and permitted himself to
use the term ‘cause.’

Fifthly, God has allowed the existence of evil from which he deemed it
appropriate to bring forth good. Unlike Augustine, Calvin refuses to speculate on
the nature of evil. On all other matters, Calvin remains steadfastly Augustinian in
his doctrine of God’s will. In sum, ‘God, therefore, ordained that which should
come to pass, because nothing could have been done had He not willed it to be
done.’616
We can therefore see that Boston’s belief in an all-encompassing and directing
divine will was an established part of his theological tradition’s heritage. It is
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important to grasp the Reformed position regarding God’s will in order to see how
Boston was enabled to pastorally apply it within his ministry.
3.3 The WCF’s doctrine of the Will of God

One of the most significant developments for Boston within the history of
Reformed theology was the formulation of the Westminster Confession. 617 The
final construct of the WCF was drafted in the year 1646, taking five and a half
years to form. 618 It has remained an integral part of the Reformed identity619
having been adopted as the official confession of numerous Reformed
denominations. 620 It differs from the majority of Reformed confessions in that it
was compiled by an assembly rather than a few individuals, and is the result of the
development of over a century and a half of Reformed theology into a single
document. The WCF has for many, become a standard for measuring Reformed
orthodoxy, especially within my own nation of Scotland.621

The importance of the confession for a Reformed viewpoint of the will of God is
found in its classic statement in chapter three on The Order of the Decrees. 622
Ferguson says of this chapter, ‘the Confession is clearly dependent upon the
tradition of Augustine and Calvin.’623 Other chapters of great importance for
understanding a full concept of God’s will, include chapters (V) on Providence,
(VI) the Fall of mankind, (IX) on free will, 624 and (X) effectual calling. Overall,
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the WCF is a vital document for comprehending the development of Reformed
thought on God’s will from the time of Calvin, it is also responsible for shaping
Reformed theology in the years that followed, 625 and Boston in particular.
3.3.1 How does the WCF define God’s will?
The third chapter of the WCF states, ‘God from all eternity did, by the most wise
and holy counsel of his own will, freely and unchangeably ordain whatsoever
comes to pass: yet so, as thereby neither is God the author of sin, nor is violence
offered to the will of the creatures, nor is the liberty or contingency of second
causes taken away, but rather established.’626 It goes on to say that God does not
will things because he sees them as future but establishes the future by eternally
willing it (III.II).

Chapter VI mentions that God ordains all the means for

whatever he wills to bring about, and chapter III.III-VIII speaks of election and
predestination within God’s decree. This is a superb brief and articulate statement
of how God’s will functions - but the question regarding what God’s will is, still
remains.
We notice from chapter three that the terms ‘will’ and ‘decree’ are used
interchangeably. Secondly, whatever God wills or decrees is the result of his
most wise and holy counsel which suggests that God’s will is inseparable from
these attributes. Thirdly, God’s will is free from any sin or evil (III.II). Fourthly,
we notice that God’s will is immutable as what he decreed is ‘unchangeably
designed’ (III.IV-V). Fifthly, God’s will works according to his ‘secret counsel’
and ‘good pleasure’ (III.V). Sixthly, God’s will is both eternal and most free
(III.VI). Seventhly, God’s will is unsearchable in its counsel but always ‘works to
the praise of his glorious justice’ (III.VII). Lastly we note that God’s will, as a
doctrine, is revealed in God’s word (III.VIII). We can see that God’s will is
overwhelmingly defined by God’s other attributes.
625
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In its definition of God, the confession runs through a list of attributes of what
God ‘is’ before coming to speak of God’s will which it explains in terms of what
God ‘does.’ ‘There is but one only living and true God, who is infinite in being
and perfection, a most pure spirit, invisible, without body, parts, or passions,
immutable, immense, eternal, incomprehensible, almighty, most wise, most holy,
most free, most absolute, working all things according to the counsel of his own
immutable and most righteous will, for his own glory ...’ (II.I). God’s will is
therefore defined by his other attributes in relation to how it functions, whilst the
nearest we get to a definition is that God’s will is his own counsel: ‘Q.12. What
are the decrees of God? A. God’s decrees are the wise, free, and holy acts of the
counsel of his will, whereby, from all eternity, he hath, for his own glory,
unchangeably foreordained whatsoever comes to pass in time.’ 627

I would

therefore suggest this possible definition: God’s will is one of his attributes
whereby God according to his own counsel, knows, plans, and executes all things.
The WCF’s doctrine of God’s will is thoroughly in-line with Calvin’s doctrine.
Firstly, similarly to Calvin, ‘God’s incomprehensibility, with regards to his Being,
is placed in the Confession before God’s will and his almightiness,’ 628 (II.I). The
confession’s notions that God has sovereignty over all his creation, willing not
according to his foreknowledge but by his own counsel and power (III.II), that
predestination of individuals finds its root cause in God’s will (III.III), that God’s
will is immutable (III.IV), that those predestined to life are chosen in Christ
purely according to God’s own counsel and mercy, (III.V), that God foreordains
all the means for all that he seeks to accomplish (III.VI), that God withholds his
mercy as he pleases from some people (III.VII), and that the doctrine of
predestination should be handled with great care (III.VIII), all squarely fit within
Calvin’s doctrinal framework.629
627
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3.3.2 Providence in the WCF

It is the continuous logical coherent unity of the WCF that makes it so attractive
for so many. Having begun in chapter one with the Scripture that reveals God, it
continues in chapter two with who God is, which flows into the reason for all
other things, in chapter three. From the statement of how God’s will functions,
we move to the fourth chapter where we view the initial results of that will in
creation. Only then do we move onto chapter five’s doctrine of providence,
which can only unfold within the established creation. The most noticeable aspect
of the confession’s statement on providence is how similar its emphases are to
chapter three on the eternal decree. Like God’s will, his providence is ‘most holy’
and ‘most wise,’ being ‘according to his infallible foreknowledge, and the free
and immutable counsel of his will.’630 His providence operates in accordance
with second causes (V.II), by the use of means and according to his pleasure
(V.III); all events are encompassed under it, including the Fall 631 and sin, and ‘not
by a bare permission’ (V.IV). The purposeful wording at the beginning of chapter
five wonderfully links together God, creation, God’s will and providence, in a
way that expresses their unity. ‘God, the great Creator of all things, doth uphold,
direct, dispose, and govern all creatures, actions, and things, from the greatest
even to the least, by his most wise and holy providence, according to his infallible
foreknowledge, and the free and immutable counsel of his own will ...’. 632 Only
when the confession deals with providence do we get the direct confirmation that
God’s decree is ‘first cause,’ which assumes that God is the first cause since it is

Press, 1982), 40-53; Torrance, T. F.; Kendall; Bell, who all believe the WCF departs from
Calvin’s theology regarding the divine decree.
630
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defining his will. 633

As for God’s use of means as a way to execute his

providential care, the wording of the WCF634 and Calvin635 are very similar.
The WCF’s chapter on providence reveals the totality of the dependence of all
creation upon God and his willing of their existence. 636 Since secondary causes
exist, they too are under the direction of the one who created them. Hodge
comments, ‘Since God created all second causes and endowed them with their
properties, and continues to uphold them in being, that they might be the
instruments of his will, all their efficiency is derived from him, and he must be
able to do directly without them what he does with them, and limit, modify, or
supersede them, at his pleasure.’637 God’s decree does not, therefore, destroy the
reality of the past, the present, or the future; rather, God’s ordaining them to exist
ensures their reality and existence, moment by moment. God is over and present
in the world, governing and sustaining, a God who cares, who is active,
ceaselessly working with his creation, ordaining whatsoever comes to pass and
ever present to operationalize those plans. Calvin and the Westminster Assembly
understood this, and their doctrine of providence helps ground creation in a fuller
reality. 638
One could argue, I guess, that the WCF’s teaching on God’s decree did in part,
produce a dominant doctrine of the decrees in the life of Boston. However,
Boston appears more preoccupied with providence than the decrees proper, which
I do believe reflects his introspective disposition in the practical day by day
situations he faced, and providence certainly does not claim any centrality within
the Westminster Confession. It may well be possible that the intentions of the
Westminster divines did not quite match the result of the Confession. By this I
mean, that the Westminster divines may not have set out in any way to make the
633
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doctrine of the decrees a dominant theme (after all, the Assembly included
Arminians), yet it has been interpreted thus, simply from its initial placement
within the Confession, and in subsequent years, from the attention it has received
out of proportion to the Confession as a whole. One wonders whether there
would be any fuss at all over chapter three’s God’s Eternal Decrees if it were
placed as the last chapter of the Confession, signifying that everything that has
happened has been ordained by God. From this position it could not be viewed as
starting point for formulating the rest of the Confession, but an acknowledgement
that all that has and will happen, from creation until the end of time, has been in
the hands of God the Almighty Creator.
3.3.3 The WCF’s terminology for discussing God’s will

In the intervening years between Calvin and the WCF a number of distinctions
had arisen within Reformed orthodoxy related to God’s will. There may be small
differences of theology between the doctrine of God’s will in the Institutes and the
WCF, in fact there ought to be, Calvin was after all, one man, the WCF was
complied by an assembly, and the Westminster divines had no set agenda to
reflect Calvin’s theology. Yet the similarities that exist are quite striking. Apart
from the voluntas arcana and voluntas revelata previously mentioned, there were
terms such as voluntas signi and voluntas beneplaciti,639 the revealed will and the
will that remains secret to God, the will of his good pleasure. 640 The academic
discussions surrounding God’s will in the Reformed tradition, however, were
seemingly consistent.641

Certain distinctions have stood the test of time. 642

Distinctions are necessary for understanding the divine will but too many
distinctions can make God’s will appear fragmented and detract from its
singleness, when the very purpose of distinctions is to uphold the oneness of the
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divine will. The Westminster Confession speaks of the ‘secret counsel and good
pleasure of his will’ (III.V).
The language of the WCF regarding the divine will, uses the terms ‘ordains’ and
‘decrees’ to mean the same thing. Yet the term ‘will’ seems to be prior to them,
in the sense that what God decrees and ordains proceeds from his will. It is from
his will that he ordains everything that comes to pass (III.I; III.VII). God also
foreordains according to his will (III.VI). In more than one place God’s will is
spoken of as being regulated by his own counsel (II.I; III.I; V.I), so we see that
whatever pleases God according to his counsel he wills to happen, and in order for
it to happen, he ordains or decrees for it to come to pass. The counsel of God is
labelled ‘unsearchable’ (III.VII), reflecting a reoccurring theme in Scripture
(Rom.

9:20;

Prov.

25:2;

Job

38-41),

and

an

emphasis

on

God’s

incomprehensibility in Calvin’s doctrine of God’s will.

Where we do find a noticeable terminological difference between Calvin and the
WCF is in the area of reprobation. This is simply because the word ‘reprobation’
is absent from the Westminster document, 643 whereas Calvin pushed the term to
emphasize that reprobation is the undeniable reverse of election and meaning of
‘passing by,’644 the precise wording used by the confession. The confession is,
however, quite clear that God’s passing by of some is ordained by him. I think
the Assembly wiser in not using a word that has such negative connotations. The
confession at this point reflects Augustine better than Calvin. Shaw highlights a
further qualification when dealing with terminology in this area, saying,
the Westminster Divines did not understand the meaning of the
terms predestination and foreordination to be identical, and
therefore never used these words as synonymous.
By
predestination they meant a positive decree determining to
confer everlasting life; and this they regarded as the basis of the
whole doctrines of free grace, arising from nothing in man, but
having for its divine origin the character and sovereignty of
643
644
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God. By foreordination, on the other hand, they meant a decree
of order, or arrangement, determining that the guilty should be
condemned to everlasting death; and this they regarded as the
basis of judicial procedure, according to which God “ordains
men to dishonour and wrath for their sin,” and having respect to
man’s own character and conduct.645
There is then, a clear differentiation between the way God elects some and passes
by others in the WCF. The WCF’s term ‘permission,’ in relation to God’s will,
shares its meaning with Calvin’s usage of the word,646 denying a bare permission
(V.IV). ‘Permission’ is used to describe things God ordains to happen which go
against his revealed law. An example of this is found in chapter six, speaking of
the Fall. ‘This their sin God was pleased, according to his wise and holy counsel,
to permit, having purposed to order it to his own glory’ (VI.I). Notice that the
permission of God is wedged between his ‘wise and holy counsel’ and ‘purpose to
order,’ signifying that when God permits anything, it is nothing less than the
result of his counsel and will. It is no surprise then, to find that chapter three on
the divine decree, purposely refrains from mentioning ‘permission.’

The

Westminster Assembly was not opposed to the use of the term permission, within
the above context.

It is a helpful distinction.

To simply say ‘God wills

everything’ without qualification or distinction, can make God the author of sin
and the arbitrary tyrant of anti-Reformed caricatures.647
Given the distinctions expressed in the confession regarding God’s ordaining and
permission, it is no surprise to find that God’s will ‘establishes second causes’
(III.I). What is absent from the Confession is any hint of the Aristotelian scheme
of causation repeatedly used by Calvin to explain causation. The idea that God
relates to his creation via different ‘causes’ in different ways, is nevertheless,
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behind the theology of the confession according to Hodge.648 It is only by God’s
will that creation exists, and by that same will is sustained. To then speak of
mankind’s ‘freedom’ as if it could be altogether autonomous from God’s
sovereign will is nonsensical.

3.3.4 The place of evil within the WCF
The WCF is well known for confessing God’s sovereignty, yet it is equally
insistent in confessing that God is not the author of sin (III.I), governing all things
‘yet so as the sinfulness thereof proceedeth only from the creature, and not from
God; who, being most holy and righteous, neither is nor can be the author or
approver of sin’ (V.IV).649

These two Reformed tenets were believed in by

Calvin and confessed by Westminster. The entrance of sin into the unfallen world
appears to be via the temptations of Satan (VI.I). God was pleased to permit the
Fall (VI.I). God’s permission proceeds from his ‘holy counsel,’ the same source
as his will, highlighting the important distinction that is trying to be related within
the one will of God in how he is said to ‘ordain’ some things and ‘permit’
others.650 When the Assembly were confronted with God’s relationship to sin651
and human freedom,652 they used the ‘permission’ distinction.

The WCF has one, often over-looked phrase, found tucked away in the Larger
Catechism regarding human freedom. It states in question twenty one that ‘Our
first parents being left to the freedom of their own will, through the temptation of
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Satan, transgressed the commandment of God ...’.653 This cannot of course, mean
that their wills were left totally unconnected with God’s, since that very freedom
has been both ordained and continuously sustained by God’s will, so what does
the ‘being left’ refer to? Given the overall tenor of strength proscribed to the will
of God in the confession, I read the above sentence to mean that a genuine
freedom has been given to humanity, which although operating under the
sovereign will of God, is a freedom as real and meaningful as human existence
itself. This statement in the WCF helps reinforce the truth that we will of our own
volition, not because of divine compulsion.

3.3.5 Election in the WCF

Similarly to Calvin, the confession clearly teaches the election of some people to
heaven and the foreordination of others to damnation (III.III). The confession,
like Scripture, never states the reasons for God’s choice. 654 The confession also
follows Calvin’s theology in two further regards, that is, the elect are elected ‘in
Christ’ and not according to God’s foreknowledge but his will (III.V). Calvin’s
admonition to proceed with caution into the subject of election is repeated by the
Westminster confession (III.VIII). In fact, the continuity of thought surrounding
these issues from Augustine through Bernard, Lombard, Aquinas, and Calvin, up
to the WCF, bears testimony to a common understanding of Scripture’s teaching.
The WCF reflects accurately the language of Scripture. Election is often spoken
of as originating from God but reprobation is the situation produced by sinful
creatures. Hell itself was prepared for the devil and his angels, not mankind
(Matt. 25:34ff), it is the ‘wages of sin’ that result in death, but the ‘free gift’ of
God that leads to life (Rom.6:23). Forbes makes a significant point: ‘We find the
Election of believers, but never the Reprobation of the unbeliever, referred to the
... “good pleasure” [voluntas beneplaciti] of God’s will, Eph. i.5, 9; Phil. ii. 13; 2
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Thess. i. 11.’655 There is clearly a difference in the way God ordains some to
eternal life and ordains to pass by others, leaving them in their state of self
originating sinfulness.656 The most obvious difference between Calvin and the
WCF is the context for dealing with election, although one wonders what
significance can be drawn from this placement given that the two documents were
different in genre, written over a hundred years apart, and compiled by an
individual and an assembly respectively. 657 The content of the actual teaching on
election contained within these documents is of more importance than their
placements within those documents, however suggestive those placements may
seem.

3.3.6 The WCF and free will
The most interesting thing to notice about the confession’s chapter on free will is
that although the chapter is entitled ‘Of Free Will,’ the five points that speak to
the subject avoid the use of the term! Secondly, only the first two sentences speak
of the freedom of the will in its general function, the last three points are all
concerned with the abilities, or lack thereof, regarding the freedom of the will in
conversion. What it does say in its first two sentences is very important. It states
the human will has been endowed by God with a liberty that is not forced nor
determined to good or evil (IX.I). In other words, it does what it wants in
accordance with the nature and desire to which it is inseparably bound. God
never forces the human will to do anything other than that what it also desires to
do itself, this is the way God decreed things should be. God’s ‘decrees exert no
655
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control [in the sense of compulsion] over man’s free will, since we cannot for a
moment suppose that God omitted to include in His decrees whatever is necessary
for the free exercise of the responsibility of the creatures whom He was about to
bring into existence.’658

Williamson makes a good point, concerning the misunderstandings that often
occur with the Reformed view of free will, saying, people ‘speak of man being
free to do good or evil when they really mean to say that men are able to do good
or evil.’659 The confession teaches ‘Man, by his fall into a state of sin, hath
wholly lost all ability of will to any spiritual good accompanying salvation’
(IX.III), in other words, mankind can freely decide to do good, that option exists,
but is unable because of the inherent sinful nature within which the will resides. 660
One man may have the ability to walk around the world but because he is in
prison he does not have the freedom to do it, another man may have the freedom
to walk around the world, but being crippled he does not have the ability. The
WCF says humans have the freedom to will what they like but being crippled by
sin, they only have the ability to do what comes naturally, act sinfully. The
freedom of the will is constantly maintained throughout all points on that
chapter.661 Rational beings act freely and are responsible for their actions, but
God ordains everything that happens.662
3.4 Summary of Boston’s Reformed context regarding the doctrine of God’s will

We can say with certainty that the Reformed world view inherited by Boston was
well established when Boston became a minister. It proclaimed consistent biblical
teaching from Augustine onwards. Yes, there were developments of thought and
658
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differences of terminology as the passage of time passed but the term ‘originality’
cannot be applied to the theology of Calvin or the WCF to any great extent.
Historically, Boston’s theological position stands in a tradition, which having
been refined over centuries before Calvin, is collectively expressed by Calvin, and
continuously developed to the point where it is comprehensively expressed in a
confessional form by the divines at Westminster.
The doctrine of God’s will has undergone varied discussions during those periods
and faced many a critic but a number of points are uniformly re-established each
time the debate arises. These are as follows: God’s will is one; it is an attribute
inseparable from his being and divine perfection, revealed in a way that
incorporates distinctions.

It is the pleasure of God’s counsel, who being all

powerful and all-knowing, ordains all things to his glory. The activation of God’s
ordination is executed via providence, establishing legitimate human freedom and
second causes. God permits sin and evil in his good creation, prohibiting it and
punishing it, in accordance with his glorious justice.

It is eternal and

incomprehensible in its entirety, with no reason higher, or cause behind God’s
will. This is the doctrine of the will of God that was mandated and taught by the
Reformed tradition before Boston inherits and formulates his own theology. It is
this doctrine that so influenced Boston in every sphere of his private and
professional life as we have established from his Memoirs.

Boston’s own

comprehensive doctrine of the will of God is our next subject but it was necessary
to highlight what stood behind and influenced Boston’s doctrine of the will of
God so that his pastoral application of that doctrine and the influence of it in his
own life can be fully appreciated and understood. For example, Boston’s belief in
God’s sovereign will is not Stoic in nature because of his belief in means and
causes. Now that some of the history of the doctrine that influenced Boston has
been established we can begin to comprehend how God’s will has become
essential for attaining to a full understanding of Boston’s life and ministry.
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Chapter 4

The Doctrine of the Will of God in the Theology of Thomas Boston

Boston enters the scene when the WCF was well established, accepted and
warmly welcomed.663 The Reformation of Calvin’s day was a distant memory,
Knox was a name from history, and the turbulent times which secured Scotland as
a ‘Reformed’ nation were settling down. 664 It was this era, with this set of
ecclesiastical circumstances that enabled Boston to flourish as an author of
Reformed theological writings. Unlike Calvin, Boston did not have to write
copious defences or apologetics to ward off opponents, 665 and unlike the
Westminster Assembly, Boston did not have to carefully craft precise definitions
of doctrine. Boston was free to popularize and apply an already established
doctrine, to make known to his parishioners the Reformed faith in ways they
could understand. This is why Boston’s doctrine of the will of God is important.
It is delivered to the masses in intelligible terms, a making known of established
complex doctrines. Boston emphasized the will of God and his providence in
daily life and gave the people a doctrine they could grasp, and the people loved
him for it. We shall here try to understand Boston’s doctrine of the will of God,
and to do that most effectively, we shall let Boston speak for himself, describing
his doctrine with extensive quotations. The nature of Boston’s Memoirs only
really make sense once his doctrine of God’s will is known, and this doctrine
became the backbone for his outlook on life and an essential tool for his pastoral
ministry.
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Gospel! Boston, Memoirs, 488. As disturbing as this is it does show the importance of the WCF
and its catechisms in Boston’s and the Church of Scotland’s life in those days.
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Cf. Bruggink, 1.
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Cf. Bruggink, 343.
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4.1 God’s will in relation to his being and attributes
How does Boston define God’s will? 666 Boston deals specifically with God’s
decree in volume one of his works, 667 but this is further developed and expounded
throughout his doctrinal works and sermons, providing a more comprehensive
understanding of his doctrine.

To understand God’s will it is necessary to

understand Boston’s theology of the being of God as that from which it proceeds.
He takes a traditional Reformed view of God, whereby God is eternal, immutable,
sovereign, powerful, righteous, holy and just; his God is the God described in the
Westminster Confession (II.I), inherited from the Reformers who were passing on
the Augustinian tradition. But how does Boston, in the seventeenth and early
eighteenth century, as a Scottish minister and country pastor, choose to explain
the divine will in its existence and act? To answer this question we shall look at,
a) God’s will in relation to his being and attributes, b) the definition and extent of
God’s will, c) and Boston’s own category of the properties of God’s decree.
Boston, like Calvin, shared a deep appreciation of God’s incomprehensibility668
and the mystery that surrounds the Almighty’s being and ways. 669 He is quite
clear that there are things about God we simply do not and cannot understand: ‘No
creature can fully comprehend what God is: Job xi.7.’670 We cannot know God as
God knows himself, that is, in his essence, neither can we understand all of his
ways or the workings of his decree but God has revealed what we both can and
need to know concerning himself from Scripture.671 When he speaks of the
spiritual nature of the Divine Being he says it is utterly incomprehensible by men
666

Although Boston says ‘God’s decree is an act of his will,’ he appears to use the terms ‘decree’
and ‘will’ synonymously. Boston, CW, I.149.
667
Boston, CW, I.149-67. Boston’s works were collected together posthumously and therefore the
volume order does not necessarily reflect the age of the works it contains. A chronological order
can be found in, Bruggink, 353ff.
668
‘The incomprehensibleness of him to any creature. He is a miracle past their reach, the reach of
their knowledge as well as their power ... Whatever the saints know of it, the half is known, there
is still more behind.’ Boston, CW, X.220.
669
Boston, CW, X.433; X.462.
670
Boston, CW, VII.12. Boston continues by describing God’s simplicity but without using that
specific term.
671
Boston, CW, I.77.
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or angels.672 This shared appreciation of God’s incomprehensibility in Boston and
Calvin is often over-looked in people’s evaluation of their works, where the
theological systems construed from their writings are explained detached from
any underlying idea of mystery and God’s incomprehensibility. However, both
were actually happy to let the tensions that exist concerning God’s will stand if
they could be upheld by Scriptural truth, such as God’s total sovereignty and
mankind’s responsibility.

Since God is unknowable in his essence, he manifests himself to humanity via his
attributes, through the means of Scripture, creation and providence. 673 Even then,
however, his sovereign judgments often remain unsearchable. 674 One way of
bridging the gap between God’s transcendence and our need to know him is found
in his revelation in Scripture, where Boston points out the need for God to
accommodate himself to us in the language used. When discussing God’s wrath,
for example, Boston says, ‘It is little that we know of the infinite God; but,
condescending to our weakness, he is pleased to speak of himself to us after the
manner of men. Let us therefore notice man’s wrath, but remove every thing in
our consideration of the wrath of God, that implies imperfection; and so we may
attain to some view of it however scanty.’675 Boston recognizes along with Calvin
God’s need to accommodate his ways and revelation of himself to his creatures.

What God has made known of himself in his attributes has been divided by
Boston into two categories. Boston describes God’s attributes with the common
Reformed

terminology

of

‘communicable’

672

and

‘incommunicable.’676

Boston, CW, I.77. Cf. ‘God is incomprehensible, and his essence infinite and unbounded.’
Boston, CW, I.83.
673
Boston, CW, I.149.
674
Boston, CW, XI.247.
675
Boston, CW, VIII.101.
676
Sometimes the idea of incommunicable attributes is described without the use of the
terminology, see, Boston, CW, X.251.
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Terminologically, he also equates ‘the attributes of God’ with the ‘perfections of
the divine nature.’677
That we may know what sort of a spirit God is, we must
consider his attributes, which we gather from his word and
works, and that two ways: 1. By denying of, and removing from
God, in our minds, all imperfection which is in the creatures,
Acts, xvii. 29. And thus we come to the knowledge of his
incommunicable attributes, so called because there is no shadow
or vestige of them in the creatures, such as infinity, eternity,
unchangeableness. 2. By attributing unto him, by way of
eminency, whatever is excellent in the creatures, seeing he is the
fountain of all perfection in them, Psal. xciv. 9. And thus we
have his communicable attributes, whereof there are some
vestiges and small scantlings in the creature, as being, wisdom,
power, etc, amongst which his spirituality is to be reckoned. 678
Boston’s idea of denying and removing from God, in the human mind, all the
imperfections which are in the creatures to arrive at a knowledge of God’s
incommunicable attributes, and attributing to God whatever is excellent in
creatures to understand God’s communicable attributes, is an unusual way of
explaining them.

Boston does not look at God’s revelation of himself and

conclude what attributes we have a faint share in and those in which we have no
experience at all which seems the more logical approach.

In another place

however, where Boston again explains what he means by ‘communicable
attributes,’ he does appear to understand them from the direction of the divine to
the human.

Boston talks about there being ‘faint scantlings’ of God’s

communicable attributes in his creatures but with one over-riding consideration,
that the attributes created creatures can show signs of possessing in part, God
possesses in relation to his whole being. The attributes of God are therefore all
eternal, immutable and infinite in God, becoming the divine perfection and name
(Exod. 3:14).679
Boston believed that God’s attributes are in fact God himself and not merely
expressions of his being.

God’s aseity for example, is inseparable from his

677

Boston, CW, VII.12-13.
Boston, CW, I.79-80.
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Boston, CW, VII.13.
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essence.680 Boston does not say God is merely the sum of his attributes, but he
does say that they cannot be separated from his being without denying God’s
perfection.
Now, both these sorts of attributes in God are not qualities in
him distinct from himself, but they are God himself. God’s
infinity is God himself, his wisdom is himself; he is wisdom, he
is goodness, 1 John i. 5. Neither are these attributes so many
different things in God; but they are each of them God himself:
for God swears by himself, Heb. vi. 13; yet he swears by his
holiness, Amos iv. 2, Rom. i. 20. Therefore God’s attributes are
God himself. Neither are these attributes separable from one
another; for though we, through weakness, must think and speak
of them separately, yet they are truly but the one infinite
perfection of the divine nature, which cannot be separated
therefrom, without denying that he is an infinitely perfect
being. 681
What does seem strange, and I disagree with Boston on this point, is that in the
light of all he has written on God’s attributes he singles out ‘holiness’ as being the
attribute par excellence, saying ‘It is an universal attribute which runs through all
the other.’682 Elsewhere he says of Christ, ‘He is the self-same numerical essence
or nature with the Father; all the attributes of God, and particularly his holiness,
are in him, Exod. xxiii. 21.’683 This kind of talk suggests that God in his being
could be essentially more one attribute than another, or suggest that God is
definitively holy above being good, eternal, wise, etc. Does not God’s ‘eternity’
also run through all the other attributes? Does not his ‘sovereignty’? Boston has
previously affirmed this is so, and on occasions he speaks about the attributes in
ways which clearly portray their unity within God.684 I do not think it is wise to
say that one attribute of God is the glory of the others, as this suggests that his
680

Boston, CW, I.384.
Boston, CW, I.80.
682
‘Because God’s holiness is his glory in a peculiar manner, Exod. xv. 11. – “Glorious in
holiness.” It is the glory of all his other attributes; it is the beauty of them all, and of every one of
them. It is an universal attribute which runs through all the other. It is that vein of infinite purity,
that goes through the several letters of his name, and makes them shine in glory. Wherein lies the
glory of God’s wisdom, power, mercy, &c.’ Boston, CW, II.567. Cf. Bell says of the WCF, ‘The
imposition of the Federal scheme upon the biblical data had produced a God whose essential
attribute is justice.’ Bell, 183, which is interesting given the fact that Boston was a Federal
theologian greatly influenced by the Westminster Confession.
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Boston, CW, VI.541.
684
Boston, Fourfold State, 146.
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other attributes are somehow ‘less’ than the one identified which raises serious
and difficult questions regarding God’s perfection. Besides, if God’s attributes
are inseparable from his being and his being is perfect, 685 then every attribute
which exists within God’s being must be of equal worth with its counterparts. All
must be perfect. At one point Boston speaks of God’s sovereignty (which usually
includes his will) along with the attributes of justice, holiness, and goodness,
under the category of ‘divine perfections’. This would suggest that all of God’s
attributes are perfect, none with greater prominence than another, and it also
provides another instance of God’s will spoken of as if it were an attribute.686
God’s will being part of the perfection of his being is therefore perfect in Boston’s
view. This is important for Boston’s pastoral application of God’s will because he
can say with absolute confidence that everything we face in this life, good or bad,
is in God’s control and is part of his perfect plan for his people - including their
suffering.
4.1.2 The definition and extent of God’s will
Boston does not call God’s will an attribute but like many Reformed theologians,
he speaks of it as if it were. In this sense, he follows squarely within Calvin’s
footsteps. There is a complex relationship between God’s will and his attributes
within Reformed theology.687 Boston speaks of God’s decree being inseparable
from his being in a similar fashion to how his attributes exist, and speaks of God’s
decree actually being God himself as his attributes are God himself. God is not
something other than what he is in himself; all that is in God belongs to the being
of God. Boston argues that if God’s attributes are somehow connected to God but
685

Boston, CW, III.313.
Boston, CW, VII.528. Cf. Although Calvin highlights three attributes which are the most
necessary for mankind to know, he does not place any one of God’s attributes above another
within God’s being. Calvin, Institutes, 1.10.2.
687
‘despite the obvious importance of the doctrine of the divine will, the Reformed orthodox never
make it the basic category for understanding the essence and attributes of God and insist on
understanding the doctrine of God’s will as an integral part of the larger doctrine of the attributes indeed, as a connecting link in the chain or circle of attributes that, together in their unity, provide
us with an understanding of what God is and of the way that God relates to his world.’ Muller,
PRRD, Vol. 3, 433.
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are not actually what God is, then God is a ‘compound being,’ and could not be
the first cause of all things.688 To separate God’s will from his being is the same
as to separate God’s attributes from his being, the result of which is to deny God’s
infinite perfection. Therefore, God’s will functions and exists in an identical way
to the relationship between God’s attributes and his being but is always referred to
as something distinct. Boston does provide a succinct description of God’s will.
For God to decree is to purpose and fore-ordain, to will and
appoint that a thing shall be or not be. And such decrees must
needs be granted, seeing God is absolutely perfect, and therefore
nothing can come to pass without his will; seeing there is an
absolute and necessary dependence of all things and persons on
God as the first cause. But there is a vast difference betwixt the
decrees of God and men; whereof this is the principal: Men’s
purposes or decrees are distinct from themselves, but the decrees
of God are not distinct from himself. God’s decrees are nothing
else than God himself, who is one simple act; and they are many
only in respect to their objects, not as they are in God; even as
the one heat of the sun melts wax and hardens clay. To say
otherwise is to derogate from the absolute simplicity of God,
and to make him a compound being. It is also to derogate from
his infinite perfection … 689
We can see from this description of God’s will, just how deeply rooted Boston’s
theology is in the Augustinian tradition, and how many ideas are comparable to
Calvin’s. We see that ‘nothing can come to pass without God’s will,’ that all
things are dependent on God’s will, that God is the first cause of all things, and
that God’s decrees are part of God himself because of his simplicity. Alongside
this description of God’s will Boston also provides an account of how it functions,
and much like the WCF it is the nearest we come to arriving at a definition of the
divine decree;
The manner how God works. The plan and scheme according to
which his works are framed, is the counsel of his will. His will
is his decree and intention; and it is called the counsel of his
will, to denote the wisdom of his decrees, his most wise and free
determination therein. As God’s decree is an act of his will, and
so most free, considered in relation to the creatures; so his
decree and will are never without counsel; he willeth or decreeth
688

Boston, CW, VIII.65.
Boston, CW, I.150. In another passage expounding the WCF (Question 7) he similarly says,
‘By the decrees of God is meant his purpose foreordaining what should come to pass. God hath
foreordained in his decrees, whatsoever comes to pass ... Even the most free acts of the creature,
and the most causal things, are foreordained of God.’ Boston, CW, VII.16.
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things to be done with the greatest reason and judgment, most
wisely as well as freely. 690
Note that Boston says ‘God’s will is his decree’ and ‘God’s decree is an act of his
will,’ showing that the counsel of God and what he causes to happen are one.
God’s decree is an expression of his will and his will is perfectly displayed in his
action. 691 God’s will is defined as being his decree, intention, plan and scheme
which is always most free, most wise, and along with the WCF, Boston believed
that God’s will is the product of his own eternal counsel. 692

Boston follows Calvin and the WCF in understanding the decree of God to be
universal in its extent,693 irresistible, 694 with both small and great things being
included in its reach, 695 and he provides the following texts as evidence: Prov. xx.
1; Exod. xxi. 12, 13; Deut. xix. 3; Matt. x. 29, 30.696 According to his exposition
of Eph. 1:11, everything occurs according to the doctrine of God’s decree and
Boston quotes the Westminster Confession for support, saying, ‘God hath foreordained, according to the counsel of his own will, whatsoever comes to pass.’
God’s will is therefore, God himself, along with the divine perfections, it is his
own counsel under which all things live and move and have their being (Acts
17:28).
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Boston, CW, I.149. Cf. Boston, CW, X.212; X.237, where Boston highlights God’s infinity,
counsel, government, eternity and immutability in doing his will.
691
‘The way he decreed all things is according to the counsel of his own will, Eph. i.11. His
decrees are said to be according to his own counsel, as being all laid in the depth of wisdom, which
among men is the result of counsel ... But taking counsel, even in himself, is not competent to
God, in a proper sense; because his infinite understanding comprehends all things perfectly at
once.’ Boston, CW, VII.17.
692
Boston, CW, II.345.
693
Boston expounds on this issue. ‘We may consider the extent of the eternal decree under the
three following heads. 1. God has decreed the creation of all things that have a being. 2. He has
decreed to rule and govern the creatures which he was to make. 3. He has decreed the eternal state
of all his rational creatures.’ Boston, CW, I.150.
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Boston, CW, III.524.
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Boston, CW, I.152.
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4.1.3 The properties of God’s decree
Boston considers the ‘properties’ of God’s decree which he says are; 1. eternal. 2.
most wise. 3. most free. 4. unchangeable. 5. most holy and pure, and, 6.
effectual.697 Regarding their eternal property, he makes the point that God’s
foreknowledge is ‘founded on the decree. If the divine decrees were not eternal,
God would not be most perfect and unchangeable, but, like weak man, should take
new counsels, and would be unable to tell every thing that were to come to
pass.’698 Boston seems to stress the gulf that exists between divine and human
willing, noting that whereas mankind can deliberate and take counsel, God
properly speaking cannot, he is omniscient. God views all things in an ‘eternal
now’ decreeing with perfect judgment with the result that everything that unfolds
from his decree is the best thing to happen. 699
If God’s will is eternal and can only decree what is most wise, 700 in what sense is
his will free? Firstly, in relation to creation God was free not to decree its
existence at all. Secondly, he is free from dependence upon his creatures in that
he does not decree in reaction to his creation or as a result of foreknowledge, a
point repeatedly stressed by Calvin. Thirdly, he is therefore free from temporal
conditions, his decree being eternal.

Boston strongly emphasizes God’s

independence from the creature in relation to his decree,701 but would God be free
to sin or stop existing since these things are not dependent upon his creation?
God would not be ‘free’ to do these things as they would entail a lack of
perfection within his being and discord within his nature since God’s attributes are
God himself. To be able to do these things would not make God any freer, but as
Boston has repeatedly said, it would simply derogate his infinite perfection. 702
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Boston, CW, I.158-59.
Boston, CW, I.158.
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Boston, CW, I.158.
700
‘Consider God’s will is the product of infinite wisdom, and may we not trust that infinite
wisdom that contrived the world with the guiding of it?’ Boston, CW, IV.104.
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The only so called restriction on God’s freedom is therefore, that he cannot will to
be anything less than infinitely perfect. Yet this is not a restriction in a strict
sense since he wills to be holy, eternal, unchangeable, infinite, and exist as the
God he is, was and will be, because everything he wills is ‘according to the
counsel of his will; depending on no other, but flowing from the mere pleasure of
his own will, Rom. xi. 34.’703
God’s decree is unchangeable and will forever be constant because nothing can be
added to God’s knowledge which itself is eternal and omniscient,704 and therefore
all that he has decreed was and remains the best that could have been decreed. 705
Boston, following Calvin, interprets the passages which speak of God ‘repenting’
as being figurative, as has been mentioned, these are divine things spoken of in
human terms ‘in condescension to our weakness,’ 706 adding, ‘without any change
of his own nature, mind, or will, he changeth his dispensations towards the
creatures, and makes changes on them: Gen. vi. 7.’ 707

The argument for a

figurative interpretation of God repenting is interesting, for verses exist which
explicitly say God does not repent (1 Sam. 15:29), while others say he does
(Gen.6:6; Ex. 32:14; 1 Sam. 15:35). What categories do Reformed theologians
use to determine whether an expressive act of God is literal (how God actually
acts) or figurative (how God accommodates to human weakness by speaking to us
in human terms of divine mysteries)?

Take the word predestination (or

predestined), which is only used four times in the Bible (Rom. 8:29 & 30; Eph.
1:5 & 11), could this not be a term God has used in accommodation to our human
weakness and not a literal expression of how God acts? I think the whole notion
of divine accommodation within Reformed theology needs to be explored at
703

Boston, CW, I.158.
Boston, CW, III.433.
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‘As the least change in God’s understanding, so as to know more or less than that hid from
eternity, would be an instance of imperfection; the same must be said with respect to his holy will,
which can not be susceptible of new determinations. Though there are many changes in the
external dispensations of his providence, which are the result of his will, as well as the effects of
his power; yet there is no shadow of change in his purpose.’ Boston, CW, I.307.
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greater depth.708 Nevertheless, Boston’s position on divine accommodation is
clear and wholeheartedly follows Calvin’s lead,
Though he alters his dispensations, yet not his nature; but, by
one pure and constant act of his will and power, effects what
changes he pleases. He is the same in all his perfections,
constant to his intentions, steady to his purpose, unchangeably
fixed and persevering in all his decrees and resolutions. When
God is said to repent in Scripture, Gen. vi. 6; 1 Sam. xv. 11, it
denotes only a change of his outward conduct according to his
infallible foresight and immutable will. He changes the way of
his providential dealings according to the carriage and
deportment of his creature, without changing his will, which is
the rule of his providence.709
God’s decree is holy and effectual because of his nature and power which means
his decree will infallibly occur without ever being tainted with sin. Boston’s
affinity to Calvin’s theology and the broader Reformed tradition was the
substance from which his practical pastoral ministry was sustained.
In an interesting passage dealing with Christ’s kingly office but not included in
his section on God’s decree, Boston briefly raises the issue of whether God is
governed by any laws.

Although Boston does not engage with the potentia

absoluta and potentia ordinata debate which was well known by Reformed
scholars,710 he clearly believed God had the power to do whatever he wanted.711
Boston, along with Calvin, held that God does not do all the things he could do
and so holds to a form of the potentia absoluta distinction without a direct
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Balserak’s study moves in the right direction in this regard with his study into divine
accommodation, by which I mean he is trying to understand the influence and nature of
accommodation. See, Balserak, 62-63. If some terms are not accommodated speech what about
symbolical speech? Bavinck says of Calvin, he ‘interprets the descriptions given by Scripture of
the state of the lost as symbolical: darkness, weeping, gnashing of teeth, unquenchable fire, the
worm that dies not …’. H. Bavinck, "Calvin and Common Grace," in Calvin and the Reformation:
Four Studies (1909) (New York: Kessinger Publishing’s Rare Reprints of Fleming H. Revell
Company, 1909 Reprint), 117.
709
Boston, CW, I.83. Cf. Boston, Fourfold State, 445.
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Boston does mention the distinction in passing but in the context of whether unrepented sins
make the elect liable to eternal wrath, and not within the context of God’s power as a subject in
itself. Boston, CW, VI.26.
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‘The next communicable perfection of God is power, whereby he can do whatever he pleases,
and whatever is not repugnant to his nature, Jer. xxxii, 17 … He is infinite, eternal and
unchangeable in his power …’. Boston, CW, I.89.
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discussion of it.712 He says that although God only does what he actually decreed
to do, he could have done things differently, and can do all things that are
possible,713 which are not repugnant to his divine perfection. Boston echoes
Calvin’s words in stating that God is bound by no laws other than his own will. 714
He is an absolute king, who makes laws for his subjects, but is
not bound by any himself. His will is his law, and he does
without controul whatever seems good to himself in heaven and
in earth. Yea, so uncontroulable is his government, that none
may oblige him to render a reason for his actions. ‘Who may
say unto him, What dost thou?’ But though Christ is an absolute
monarch, yet his government is no way tyrannical, but managed
according to the eternal rules of righteousness, justice and
holiness.715
Even here, where God’s will is his own law, his will is still inseparable from his
being and attributes, remaining eternally righteous, holy and just, and so Boston
aligns himself with Calvin’s position. 716 Boston appears to believe that God is
absolute in terms of his ability to do whatever he likes but always in accordance
with his being and attributes, and always viewed through the lens of Christ.717
‘An absolute God is a terrible, but God in Christ is a refreshing sight.’ 718 God’s
eternal plan and will is now made known in Christ. 719

Boston therefore views God as being identical with his attributes and with his
will. Each of God’s attributes impacts the others and they in turn are impacted by
and impact his will, even though Boston refrains from referring to the divine will
as an attribute. God’s decree is defined as being his plan, intention, decree and
scheme which is most holy and free, operating and existing within God’s being in
a similar fashion to his attributes. Boston tells us of its universal extent and the
712
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properties inherent in it, whereby we can grasp some comprehensible knowledge
of how the divine will exists and functions within God’s incomprehensibility. 720
4.1.4 Summary of God’s will, being and attributes
There are several ideas which repeatedly pervade our understanding of God’s will
in the theologies of Calvin, the WCF, and Boston. These are as follows:
a) God’s will is described and defined by all three of our Reformed sources and
Scripture (Eph. 1:11), as being the ‘counsel’ of God - usually worded as ‘the
counsel of his will.’ It is the counsel of the Triune God, Father, Son and Holy
Spirit. It is impossible within the Godhead that the Father’s will be at variance
with the Son’s.
b) The counsel of God’s will is one with his Being and his other attributes.
c) God’s Being is, in and of itself, incomprehensible, yet made known to us
through God’s attributes, in a way accommodated to finite human understanding.
d) God’s will is one, singular, and simple, within God, but not everything known
to God is made known to humanity, hence the distinction within the one will of
God, of God’s secret and revealed will, which are never at variance with each
other.
e) God’s will is the ‘first cause’721 or ‘high cause’ of all that happens, and being
bound by no laws, whatever God wills is right simply because it is he who wills it,
as everything he wills is the product of his Divine perfection.

These points are stated clearly, and repeatedly, by Calvin, the WCF, and Boston,
and are necessary for understanding not only a Reformed view of God’s will, but
a Reformed view of God, and how he works within his creation. It is also
important to notice that the theology of these five points is consistent with the preReformation influences on Calvin’s theology. There are no radical departures
720

Boston alludes to God’s will as being ‘single’ but does not say so directly. ‘The will of God’s
commands, is exceeding comprehensive, Psal. cxix. 96. ‘Thy commandment is exceeding broad.’
It is but one will of God; but the objects of it, the things willed are many …’. Boston, CW, II.587.
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from the Augustinian tradition, or the thoughts or Aquinas or Lombard concerning
the Being of God and how his will functions as part of his Being.
4.2 Boston’s doctrine of providence722

We have already established that providence plays a major part in the theology of
Thomas Boston, and is a frequent topic within his Memoirs723 and sermons, 724 not
only as a subject in and of itself but because he sees it relating to all areas of the
Christian faith. We are now going to look at providence specifically as a doctrine.
This dominant theme refutes any notion that a strong belief in God’s providence
and his ordaining everything leads to an inactive life resigned to a form of fate. 725
Both Calvin and Boston filled their lives with an exceptional level of productivity
in both their preaching and writing ministries. Boston’s Memoirs express his
delight in even discussing providence,726 and revealing how animated he became
when thinking on that subject.727
4.2.1 The centrality of Boston’s doctrine of providence
Boston’s doctrine of providence impacts everything; nothing is left untouched by
its influence.728 The centrality of its importance is seen by a number of things he
722

In one place Boston calls God’s providence an attribute, which so far as I can tell is unique
within Reformed theology. Boston, CW, VII.413.
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submit to the deterministic will of God! If God wants to save, he will certainly do so, and without
your lifting a finger to help him.’ Basinger, and Basinger, 59.
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‘The evening exercise, on the question concerning the providence of God, was sweet to me; and
in converse after it, it was a pleasure to think and speak of the saints’ grounds of encouragement
from that head, under trouble, particularly, how it is their God that guides the world; and nothing
do they meet with but what comes through their Lord’s fingers; how he weighs their troubles to
the least grain, and no more falls to their share than they need; and how they have a covenant right
to chastisements, to the Lord’s dealing with them as with sons, to be rightly educated, not as
servants, whom the master will not strike, but put away at the term.’ Boston, CW, XII.98.
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Boston, CW, XII.181; XII.339.
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Boston, CW, I.187.
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says, at one point he highlights four essential things that Scripture teaches
mankind ought to believe, the first two relate to the being of God and the Trinity,
the remaining two deal with God’s decrees and their execution through
providence. 729 Why is such a weight of importance attached to providence in
Boston’s theology?

Simply because the end result of all the acts of God’s

providence occur for his own glory, 730 and by providence Scripture is preserved
and mankind is left without excuse for its unbelief. 731

Like Scripture and

creation,732 providence is one of God’s great teaching aids in making himself
known, 733 and as we have seen, Boston frequently calls upon his audience to
observe it 734 and learn from it,735 as was his own practice.736

4.2.2 The extent and influence of providence
Boston’s doctrine of providence includes its universal influence 737 on everything
either great or small, Acts 17:28; Eph. 1:11; Gen. 22:14; Gen. 28; Ezek. 1. 738
God’s providence is his decree in action taking effect according to his own good
pleasure.739 Boston says God ‘decreed the government of all his creatures. He
preserves and upholds them in their beings, and he guides and governs them in all
their motions and actions. He is not only the general spring and origin of all the
729

Boston, CW, I.43. The works of creation and providence often function in the same way in
Boston’s view, in that both teach mankind about God if they are properly observed, IX.89; X.502.
730
Boston, CW, IV.332. Cf. VII.17.
731
Boston, CW, I.24. Boston closely relates God’s Word and his providence on more than one
occasion, and it appears that providence is as clear a revelation of God for speaking to mankind as
Scripture. Cf. III.249; V.343; X.249.
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Boston calls creation ‘a silent preacher of his will.’ Boston, CW, IV.97.
733
Boston, CW, III.572. Although providence is subservient to God’s Word, IV.85, Boston
repeatedly links the two together suggesting that they share a similar function and should not be
separated from each other, cf, V.249.
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Boston, CW, V.556; X.248; XI.354; Boston, Fourfold State, 335.
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Boston, CW, III.573-74. Along with ‘Christ,’ our ‘hearts,’ and the ‘Word,’ ‘providence’ is one
of the four ‘books’ most necessary for God’s people to study. IV.75-76.
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‘The affair of Etterick having occasioned various thoughts of heart to me at several times, I set
myself to view the several steps of providence in it on both sides.’ Boston, CW, XII.169; XII.234.
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Boston, CW, I.81.
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Boston, CW, I.186.
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‘By his governing providence he directs all the actions and motions of his creatures, and
powerfully determines them which way soever he pleases.’ Boston, CW, I.90. It is Christ who
commands providence, Boston, CW, VIII.553.
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motions and actions of the creatures, but he appoints and orders them all
immediately.’740 This leaves no room for things to occur by chance from God’s
perspective, nothing happens in the world which comes as a shock to God, that
could spoil his plans, on the contrary, the very least detail of every event in life is
governed by his hand. Randomness is not a part of God’s decree, to the extent
that only the bullet with that person’s name on it could ever hit its target, all
others would miss. 741 Boston’s doctrinal belief was certainly well reflected in his
everyday life, in his reading of providence he took every turn of events as a
warning, chastisement, a confirmation, or some other message from God.
Although providence can be clearly seen working in the lives of mankind, its
design often appears mysterious,742 being frequently misinterpreted,743 but is best
understood retrospectively. 744

Boston also recognizes that reconciling God’s

providence with his being and attributes can at times be difficult for people to
grasp, making special mention in one of his sermons of providence as it is
portrayed in the book of Ecclesiastes. 745

Nevertheless, whatever our

circumstances, we can rest assured that God is both our Creator and Governor.

4.2.3 Providence as preservation and government

Boston takes a common Reformed approach to providence insisting it consists of
two major components; preservation, sometimes called ‘conservation,’ and
government.746 Regarding preservation he says that providence is so necessary,
that without its constant presence everything would cease to exist,747 and in
740

Boston, CW, I.151. Cf. I.86.
Boston, CW, V.219.
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Boston, CW, VI.357. Cf. VI.646; IX.62.
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Boston, CW, III.292. Cf. ‘Inure yourselves silently to admit mysteries in the conduct of
providence towards you, which you are not able to comprehend, but will adore ... That was the
first word God said to Job, chap. xxxviii. 2. “Who is this that darkeneth counsel by words without
knowledge?”’ III.563.
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Boston, CW, IX.63.
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Boston, CW, VII.23.
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Boston, CW, I.188. Cf. ‘He is your preserver (Heb. 1:3; Acts 17:28). You live on his earth,
feed on his good creatures, breathe in his air, and will you not hearken to his voice? Who was it
that preserved you in the womb, that brought you out of it, so that it was not made your grave?
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another place he speaks of God’s conservation as a continued act of creation.
‘Conservation is a positive act, i.e. An effect, or continued creation; though not a
bringing of the creatures out of nothing, yet a keeping them every moment from
running back into the womb of nothing ... This I find was the doctrine of the
schoolmen: and both Scripture and reason prove it.’748

Boston opposes

philosophers, including the Epicureans 749 and their misapprehensions of God’s
providence, reminding his readers that providence is an action resulting from the
perfection of God’s being.750 Therefore, nothing comes to pass which does not
fall under the compass of divine providence which in turn is an act of the divine
decree. This does not destroy the liberty given to mankind to act according to its
own will, quite the opposite. The unfolding of the divine decree in providence,
both by its preservation in that it enables mankind to exist and function as rational
beings and in its government in that it enables those rational beings to act, ensures
and establishes a world that contains the conditions necessary for mankind to act
freely. 751

4.2.4 The properties of providence
One gets the impression that Boston, like Calvin, was one of life’s organizers.
Throughout his doctrinal writing and sermons, he is very fond of using subsections to compartmentalize his theology into ways which best communicate the
lessons he wishes to express. This practice is I believe, one of the reasons for his
popularity, as it makes his writing or sermons easy to follow. At one point he

Who has kept the brittle thread of your life from being broken hitherto, and fed you all your life
long? Is it not the Lord?’ Boston, Repentance, 106.
748
Boston, CW, VI.226-27.
749
Boston, CW, III.190. Here Boston rejects the notion that God is an idle spectator in heaven of
what happens on earth.
750
‘For the true notion of God signifies a being infinite, independent, the universal Creator and
powerful Preserver of heaven and earth, and the Absolute director of all events; that his providence
superintends and takes notice of all the motions and actions of his creatures’. Boston, CW, I.42930.
751
‘The most free acts of the creature’s will are governed by superintending providence.’ Boston’s
evidence: Jn. 15:5; Acts 4:27-28; Gen. 45:7. Boston, CW, I.188.
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groups his teaching together under the heading of ‘properties of providence.’ 752
He lists the properties of providence as being ‘most holy,’ most wise,’ and ‘most
powerful.’ His basic premise for providence being holy is again, a direct result of
God’s will and being; because God is holy, his act of providence will naturally
follow as an expression of his character reflecting his holiness. The same is true
regarding providence being most wise, even if it appears to us as being confused
or nonsensical, providence is always a product crafted and drawn from the deep of
the divine counsel. 753 There is no surprise that Boston also views providence as
being most powerful because it also issues from God’s decree. ‘Who can resist
his will which is almighty? He can never fail of his end, but all things fall out
according to his decree, which is efficacious and irresistible.’754 We find the
properties of providence to consist of a reflection of the attributes of God. The
question of why Boston limits the properties of providence to these three without
including reflections of God’s other attributes such as ‘goodness’ or
‘righteousness’ remains unanswered. It makes no sense to highlight these three
properties in particular over others, just as it makes no sense to hold God’s
attribute of holiness over his other attributes.
4.2.5 Boston’s favourite providence motif

Boston repeatedly refers to the turning wheels of Ezekiel 1 in reference to
providence and how it operates.755 He says, ‘The wheel of providence is a wheel
within a wheel, and sometimes it runs upon the one side, and sometimes on the
other. Observe the change of the sides. For providence to our view has many
turnings and windings, and yet really it is going straight forward, Zech. xiv. 7.’ 756
On speaking of the harmony of providence he refers to the wheels’ likeness to
each other, and the fact that they are full of eyes represents the wisdom of God
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Boston, CW, I.191ff.
Boston, CW, I.191.
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Boston, CW, I.192.
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Boston, CW, III.295. Cf. VI.346; VI.363; X.206; X.241; VIII.554.
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Boston, CW, I.212. See also, 217, 218, 220, 221, 224; III.362; IX.167, 298, etc.
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within providence. 757 It is the Spirit of the wheels of providence that guides the
prayers of God’s people as the wheels are under the management of the Spirit. 758
He says of atheists, ‘In all the turns of their life and lot, they never seriously look
to the wheel within the wheel,’759 that is, they never acknowledge the will of God
and his providential dealings in the world. Boston uses the wheels as a way of
explaining the mystery that exists within providence:
There are mysteries of providence. Kings of the earth have their
secrets of government, kept up from the body of their people.
The king of Zion has his secrets of government too, vastly more
beyond the reach of the spectators of the conduct. This
providence was represented to Ezekiel, chap. i., under the
emblem of a wheel, going on its four sides, the rings so high as
they were dreadful, and full of eyes. 760
As we have already seen, Boston recommends that people observe providence and
learn from it, and it is no different when he speaks of the wheels of Ezekiel. ‘The
wheels’ become shorthand for saying ‘providence.’ On the subject of prayer
Boston appeals to the observation of the wheels as a way to avoid formality so
that the believer may approach the throne of grace earnestly. 761 Interestingly,
when Boston discusses the exodus of Israel from Egypt, he says, ‘What was it that
set the wheel of providence in motion, to stop the wicked career the Egyptians
were in, Exod. ii. 24? Why, God heard the groaning of the children of Israel.’ 762
It was not the direct decree of God which set providence in motion but the
secondary cause of the prayers of God’s people that are, nevertheless, governed
by the divine decree.

The biblical image of the wheels in Ezekiel left an indelible impression upon
Boston’s theology of providence.763 He is certainly not unique in identifying the
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Cf. Boston, CW, III.184.
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‘We have an admirable scheme of divine providence in Ezek. i. There you may see how all the
wheels, i.e. motions and revolutions here in this inferior world, are guided and directed by the
Spirit that is in them; and in verse 26. it is all run up into the supreme cause: there you find one
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wheels full of eyes with God’s providence;764 Calvin in his commentary on
Ezekiel frequently makes the connection between the two. Calvin says,
For the sea is subject to opposite winds, and hence storms are
excited, so also since there is nothing firm or calm in the world,
its condition is a perpetual change like the turning of a wheel.
The wheels stood near the angels, because the world is governed
by the secret inspiration of God. When all things seem to roll
round by a blind and rash chance, yet God has his servants who
regulate all their motions, so that nothing is confused, nothing
discomposed. 765
Despite the frequency of Calvin’s association of the wheels with providence in his
commentary on Ezekiel, he rarely transfers this imagery to his discussions of
providence outside of the commentary. Boston does not reveal what it was about
the wheels that grabbed his attention but whatever it was seems to have been lost
on Calvin, who rarely mentions the wheels in connection with the bulk of his
writing on providence.
4.2.6 Summary of Boston’s doctrine of providence
Boston’s doctrine of providence is as complete, detailed, and far-reaching as
Calvin’s. I would argue that providence was at the forefront of Boston’s mind
and took a more central role in his everyday life than it did in Calvin’s. 766
Boston’s Memoirs in line with Flavel’s recommendations display this truth
repeatedly. 767 It is important that providence is looked at in seeking to understand
how the will of God has worked, because as Boston points out, ‘The rule of the
like the Son of Man, which is Jesus Christ, sitting upon the throne, and giving forth orders for the
government of all.’ Boston, CW, I.479.
764
Turretin, 491.
765
J. Calvin, Jeremiah, Lamentations and Ezekiel, vol. 11 of Calvin’s Commentaries, translated
and edited by J. Owen (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2005), Ezek. 1:15. Cf. ‘Now, therefore, when
he says, that the wheels proceeded from a higher movement than their own, it follows that nothing
happens by chance in the world, but that God, by his own incomprehensible wisdom, so directs all
things that nothing happens except by that secret instinct which is imperceptible to us … let us
perceive that God governs all things, but in a secret manner which surpasses our senses.’ Calvin,
Calvin’s Commentaries, Ezek. 1:19. Cf. Ezek. 1:18; 1:21.
766
There is certainly a stronger case for providence being a central dogma of Boston’s rather than
Calvin’s, if indeed, a central dogma exists at all, as evidenced in his Memoirs. Boston, Memoirs.
767
‘All passed off well, and the sensitive, if over-apprehensive observer of providences had his
reward.’ Addison, 47.
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works of providence, is the decree of God; whereof they, and the works of
creation, are an exact accomplishment.’768 Boston’s life time struggle to submit to
the will of God is another way of saying he wanted to accept whatever God by his
providence governed for his life, because Boston trusted that God in his counsel
would always work for his good. ‘Observing providence’ and ‘submitting to the
will of God’ are therefore parts of the same objective for Boston - having a
willing spirit to be led and guided by God into fullness of life.

The doctrine of providence in Boston and the Reformed sources we have studied
tells us the following. Providence is viewed as the unfolding of God’s sovereign
will in his creation; it is universal in scope and definite in fulfilment, an
actualization of the eternal counsel of God. Providence encapsulates the dual
management of God in his government and preservation of his creation, ensuring
the existence and reality of his rational creatures and their God-given freedom.
Above all, the Reformed doctrine of providence teaches a God who is present,
active and involved with his creation.
4.3 Boston’s terminology for discussing God’s will

Boston follows in the tradition of Augustine, Lombard, Aquinas, Calvin and other
Reformed theologians in referring to God as being the ‘first cause.’

By

metaphysical deduction, Boston arrives at this conclusion in more than one place
in his works.769 In his section on ‘God’s unity’ and the existence of ‘being,’ he
says,
As these things have a being, it leads us to the being of a God:
for these things cannot be eternal; for then their being would be
a necessary being, and so not capable of alteration or
destruction. If they had a beginning, they had it from one
another: then that must either have had it from itself, or from
another: then that either have had it from itself, or another, and
so on till we come to the first cause, which is God.770
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Boston, CW, VII.24.
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Although in this instance Boston’s reference to God as ‘first cause’ is in the lower
case, 771 he elsewhere attributes the term to God as a title, making the point that
only one self-existent First Cause can exist, which in turn all else depends, only
one such as this could govern the world in providence. 772

However, unlike

Aquinas and Calvin who concluded God was the ‘first cause’ from their reading
of Aristotle and readily used his fourfold scheme of causation, Boston does not
mention Aristotle or his fourfold category of causation in relation to God’s decree.
Boston does use the term ‘efficient cause,’ one of Aristotle’s categories of
causation, but not in relation to God’s decree or his being First Cause but when
dealing with Christ’s priestly office and sacrifice773 and union with Christ.774
Nevertheless Boston’s use of the term ‘first cause’ is important as it reveals the
total dependence of all creation on God.775
4.3.1 God’s secret decree
Another terminological interest in Boston’s main section of the doctrine of God’s
will is found in the few references to the two common terms for describing it, that
of God’s ‘secret’ and ‘revealed’ will, 776 a distinction that is pastorally
beneficial. 777 It is of interest because outside of his section on God’s will Boston
uses the terms freely, saying,
His will is our supreme law. Not the secret will of God; for that
which God never revealed to man, cannot be his rule; but the
revealed will of God, Deut. xxix. 29 ... Men may fulfil the
secret will of God, and determination of his providence, and be
deeply guilty, as we see the Jews did in crucifying the Lord of
glory, Acts ii. 23, under the guilt of which heinous sin that
771

Cf. Boston, CW, V.381; III.498.
Boston, CW, I.135-36. Cf. ‘As God is first cause, so he is the chief end of all things; Rom. xi.’
XI.134.
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Boston, CW, I.449.
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Boston, CW, I.548; Boston, Covenant of Grace, 107. For his use of an ‘impulsive cause,’ see,
Boston, CW, I.529.
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Boston, CW, VII.22.
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requires of men.’ Boston, CW, II.52. Cf. V.115; X.380.
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Keepers, 87.
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people groan to this day. But conformity to God’s revealed will
is our duty. Whatever is revealed in the sacred scriptures as the
will of God ... is to be performed and done ...778
Boston also refers to God’s ‘secret purposes’ and ‘hidden counsels’ which are
from eternity, but when he is dealing with God’s perfections, not God’s decree,779
and again when he discusses answers to prayer. 780 Boston does infrequently use
the common Reformed category of ‘preceptive will’ 781 as denoting our due
obedience to God but also the rather unique category of God’s ‘providential
will,’782 which seems in many ways to correlate with God’s secret will. 783 This
again highlights that sometimes Boston used ‘providence’ and ‘God’s will’ as two
ways of speaking about the same thing. Yet again, these references occur in a
section dealing with the duties of man regarding the Ten Commandments rather
than God’s decree. He rarely uses the word ‘ordains’ in his discussion of the
divine decree.784
4.3.2 God’s will and permission
Boston does speak about God’s ‘permissive decree’ more frequently and in more
detail. He says that God’s decree can be correctly understood as being either
‘effective’ or ‘permissive.’785 Boston uses the distinction to try and distance God
from sin so that under God’s ‘effective decree’ is included all the good that comes
to pass whether moral or natural. Whereas God’s ‘permissive decree’ ‘doth only
respect the irregularity and pravity that is in sinful actions.’ 786
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Boston, CW, II.53. Cf. VI.187; XI.140.
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Boston, like Calvin, certainly recognizes that acts resulting from God’s permissive
decree are determined by him to occur. Just because God decrees that sin should
occur, does not mean that God is morally culpable for it, in the sense that he
determines sinful creatures to do things that are wrong because they themselves
want to do them. Boston expresses it in these terms,
God doth nothing in time, but what he did from eternity decree
to do. So that the futurition of sin is from the decree of God.
God determined that it should be. He did not decree to have any
efficiency in sin, considered as such; but he willed that it should
be done, himself permitting it. The counsel of God did not
determine to do it, but that it should be done.787
God never determines that creatures should sin against their own volition but he
does determine that they have the freedom to sin against his law.
Boston’s use of terminology for describing God’s will is unexpected in light of
the Reformed writers he had read on the subject. He does not adopt Aristotle’s
fourfold categories of causation as an aid to explain God’s will yet chooses to
speak of God as First Cause. He uses the terms ‘permissive’ and ‘effective’ to
distinguish the way God’s decree works rather than terms such as God’s
‘decretive’ and ‘preceptive’ will which are commonly used among Reformed
scholars.

He repeatedly uses the term ‘decree’ and not the more common

‘ordain,’ and yet when speaking about God’s attributes he does adopt the most
common distinction of ‘communicable’ and ‘incommunicable.’ These differences
are of interest because they show that Boston felt no need to slavishly follow the
standard Reformed terminology at all times whilst remaining steadfastly within
that tradition.
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Boston, CW, I.160.
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4.4 Boston’s understanding of evil within the will of God

Let us use the topics of human sin and the Fall to see how Boston understands
their occurrence within God’s decree, and what causes and means were involved.
There are occasions when Boston hints that the Fall occurred as a result of God’s
heavenly decree, 788 and yet we have to take seriously when he says, ‘Adam’s Fall
was perfectly voluntary; his own will was the sole cause of it …’. 789 Boston then
continues by giving three paragraphs of reasons as to why his statement is true.
Namely, while Adam was innocent he had sufficient power to remain without sin,
that the devil only allured Adam to sin and did not force him, and lastly, Adam’s
disobedience was a result of his own choice. Elsewhere, repeating the words of
the Larger Catechism, he says,
God left man to the freedom of his own will in this matter. He
was not the cause of his fall; he moved him not, nor could he
move him to it ... Such is the holiness of his nature. He gave
him a power to stand if he would, and he took not away from
him any grace given; but, for his trial, left him to his freedom of
will, with which he was created. God made him good and
righteous, and the natural set of his will was to good only, Eccl.
vii. 26. But it was liable to change, yet only to change by
himself; he could only be made evil or sinful by his own
choice. 790
Is it logically possible or helpful to say that God is the First Cause of all things
while mankind can be the ‘sole cause’ of others? Boston also says the Fall of man
‘is the first cause and original spring of all our misery and woe,’ 791 and ‘by their
being left to the freedom of their will, 792 we are to understand God’s with-holding
of that further grace (which he was no wise bound to give them) that would have
infallibly prevented their falling into sin. God only permitted this fall.’ 793
788
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end up with God as the first cause of everything but not the cause of the fall, and
Adam as the sole, true and proper cause of his falling. 794 This seems to be a
confusing way of stating how the will of God functions. Would it not be better to
say that God ordained the Fall and sin was the result of a self-originating action in
Adam?
4.4.1 God’s will and sin

As Boston expounds on the WCF and the section on the decree he says that all
actions, whether good or wicked are included in the divine will but the wicked
acts are only permitted by God. This is a logical conclusion to his belief that God
ordains ‘everything’ that comes to pass, yet at the same time Boston is adamant
that mankind is responsible for its sin since it is a product of free choice. Nobody
acts in direct response to the divine decree as it is unknown to all but God.795
How then, does Boston understand sin?

Boston talks plainly about God’s

permission being part of his decree reaffirming Calvin’s position and the WCF
regarding ‘permission’ and God’s will. 796
It is true, God decreed not the effecting of sin, for then he should
have been the author of it, but he decreed the permission of sin.
And though sin in itself is evil, yet God’s permitting it is good,
seeing he can bring good out of it; and it is just in him to permit
it, where he is not bound to hinder it. Yet this is not a naked
permission, whereby the thing may come to pass or not, but such
as infers a certainty of the event, so that in respect of the event
the sin can not but come to pass.797

fall; and from the necessary dependence of the creature upon the Creator, that without it, he could
not have fallen. But the sovereign Lord of the creatures, permitted the fall of man for his own holy
ends, purposing to bring about good from it.’ VIII.387. Boston believed that man was made
without any imperfections which means that mankind’s ability to fall from sinlessness was not an
imperfection within God’s creation. VIII.10.
794
‘He [Adam] only himself was the true and proper cause of his own falling; not God, for he can
never be the author of sin; not the devil, nor Eve, for they could only tempt and entice, but not
force him. It was his own choice, he did it freely without co-action or compulsion; and he could
have stood if he would.’ Boston, CW, XI.230.
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Again, Boston affirms that not only sin but all evil falls under the umbrella of
God’s decree. He makes the point that evils of punishment are in fact good, like
when God punished his people for their idolatry (Ex. 32:15ff), God does claim to
be the author of such evils as is testified by Scripture (Amos 3:6). Even the evils
of sin, however, appear from Scripture to be included in the sovereign plan, such
as the murder of Christ.798 Boston goes on to quote Acts 4:27-28, Ex. 14:4, and
Gen. 45:8, as further evidence for his position. He is adamant that sinful actions
fall under the divine decree, even though people directly sin against the
commands of God, their ability to do so is made possibly by the divine decree.
The very fact that sin exists means that God in his wisdom has ordained it for
purposes known to him. 799

If God decrees the permission of sin, having

determined it to occur from all eternity, how does that relate to mankind and its
ability to will freely? Boston addresses this point head on:
The decree of God about the permission of sin does not infringe
the liberty of man’s will. For sin doth not follow the decree by a
necessity of co-action or compulsion, which indeed would
destroy human liberty; but by a necessity of infallibility, which
is very consistent with it. It is sufficient unto human liberty, or
the freedom of man’s will, that a man act without all constraint,
and out of choice. Now, this is not taken away by the decree.
Men sin as freely as if there were no decree, and yet infallibly as
if there were no liberty. And men sin, not to fulfil God’s decree,
which is hid from them, but to serve and gratify their vile lusts
and corrupt affections.800
God’s eternal decree secures the certainty of sinful actions to take place (i.e. the
crucifixion of Christ) but does not take away the freedom of any individual to act
as they choose. For humanity does not act because it knows God’s secret decree
but in acting freely fulfils it. God does know how people will freely act, he gives
them existence, being and life, in order for them to act. He created them, he
knows them, and he never forces them to do anything which they do not also
freely choose of their own accord. God decrees sinful acts to occur but it is fallen
798

Boston, CW, I.151. Cf. III.507.
Boston, CW, I.160.
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Boston, CW, I.161. Cf. ‘Though he has by a permissive decree allowed moral evil to be in the
world, yet that has no influence on the sinner to commit it. For it is not the fulfilling of God’s
decree, which is an absolute secret to every mortal, but the gratification of their own lusts and
perverse inclinations, that men intend and mind in the commission of sin.’ Boston, CW, I.192.
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rational creatures that will to do the sin, making them and not God sin’s author.801
Therefore, God’s permission of sin can in no way be equated with God’s
condoning of sin or inability to restrain it. 802 God did not create sin to exist in and
of itself; sin is the result of self-originating actions from rational creatures and
their freedom to will. 803 Boston remarks how the devil is the father of sin, and the
original cause of sin in the world. Evil entered God’s good creation as a result of
the devil’s fall from innocence.804
4.4.2 Summary of sin and the Fall in Boston’s theology
There are two terminological problems with Boston’s explanation of the Fall.
Firstly, if one speaks of God as being First Cause and hold that nothing comes to
pass outside of God’s will, 805 then to speak of created beings as ‘sole causes’
appears contradictory. God can be the ‘sole cause’ of things, i.e. creation, being,
life, because he is the First Cause but not so with mankind. Secondly, he says of
the Fall that God ‘only permitted it’ when it is clear in his discussion on sin that
God’s permission is always inseparable from his decree, making the term ‘only’
void of any meaning. It appears that what Boston writes about the divine decree
does not neatly fit with his account of the Fall if one purely bases the evidence on
his use of terminology to describe both things. I do not think Boston’s theology
801

‘Whereas the decree is an immanent act of God, and so can have no influence, physical or moral
upon the wills of men, but leaves them to the liberty and free choice of their own hearts; and what
sinners do, they do most freely and of choice. It is a horrid and detestable wickedness to cast the
blame of your sin upon God’s decree. This is to charge your villainy upon him, as if he were the
author of it.’ Boston, CW, I.166. Cf. Boston, CW, I.190.
802
Boston, CW, I.189. Cf. ‘The reason why the Lord did not create him [Adam] immutable, was
because he would be obeyed out of judgment and free choice and not by fatal necessity and
absolute determination ... It was his choice to create him how he pleased. But why he did not
uphold him with strength of steadfast continuance; that resteth hidden in God’s secret counsel.’
(From the Marrow of Modern Divinity), VII.176.
803
‘The evil of sin is no positive being, it being but a defect or want, and therefore is not reckoned
among the things that God made, but owes its existence to the will of fallen angels and men.
Devils being angels, are God’s creatures; but God did not make them evil, or devils, but they made
themselves so.’ Boston, CW, I.171.
804
Boston, CW, V.328.
805
‘He has decreed all their motions and actions … This is clear from God’s knowing all things
before they come to pass; which knowledge of them must needs be in the decree, upon which the
coming of all things to pass depends.’ Boston, CW, I.151.
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regarding the Fall and sin is contradictory, I think he merely chose to express his
ideas on the Fall poorly. In saying ‘God only permitted the Fall’ Boston was, I
believe, stressing that he did not force Adam to sin. In saying that rational
creatures are the ‘sole cause’ of sin, Boston’s desire is to distance God from the
act of sinning, which still leaves room to maintain God is the decreer of the sinful
event.

I have shown that the theologies of Calvin, the WCF and Boston, regarding the
place and existence of sin within the divine decree, are consistent. We can safely
say of God’s will and its relationship to sin in Reformed theology that, a) God
being holy and righteous is entirely free from sin, as the prohibitor of it by law,
the disapprover of it by nature, and the punisher of it in judgment. b) Sin and the
Fall were ordained by God, him being the first cause of it but not the sole cause.
c) Sin and evil are self-originating corruptions in rational creatures created good
by God but free to rebel. d) God, for reasons known only to his wise and holy
counsel, permitted the existence of sin and evil, bringing forth good from it.
4.5 Boston’s theology of election as part of the divine will

Boston firmly believes in an eternal election of particular people to either a state
of glory or damnation.806 He shares Calvin’s concerns about prying into things
which are not mankind’s business to know,807 saying, ‘And check your own heart
for meddling with God’s secrets, and prying into his hidden counsel, and go no
more beyond your bounds, as you have done, in this point: for election and
reprobation is a secret ...’.808 Boston, also in-line with the WCF,809 understood
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Boston, Fourfold State, 369-70.
‘That God’s decree of election is a great secret, which we ought not to pry into.’ Boston,
CW, I.162. Cf. V.48.
808
Boston, CW, VII.268.
809
McGowan, 87.
807
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election as being according to God’s good pleasure and will, 810 and that election is
always ‘in Christ,’811 Christ being the head of the elect.812

4.5.1 Election and reprobation

Election is not dependent upon anything a person is, does, or does not do, neither
is it based on God’s foreknowledge; rather, ‘It is altogether free, without any
moving cause, but God’s mere good pleasure. No reason can be found for this but
only in the bosom of God … His choice is antecedent to ours.’813 Those God has
elected have been chosen from all eternity since God’s will is eternal, his decree is
irreversible 814 and immutable,815 and shall therefore infallibly come to pass. It is
lawful for God to do with his creation as he chooses. 816

It appears Boston

formulates his doctrine of election not simply from Scripture, but from his
doctrine of God. It is because God is omniscient that he never learns new things,
it is because he is eternal that his plans are also, and therefore his plan to elect
some people to eternal life must also be part of an eternal plan. 817 Although
election is not dependent upon anything a person does, it is also not unrelated to
what a person does. By this I mean, that an elect person is not saved regardless of
whether or not they come to Christ and a reprobate person is damned even if they
wanted to come to Christ. Salvation unfolds with the use of means, and if a
person comes to Christ they will be saved in the same way that a person who eats
will not die of starvation.
810

‘That which moved him to elect them, according to the good pleasure of his will; that is, his
mere good pleasure, so he would do it; and there was nothing without himself to move him
thereto.’ Boston, CW, I.302. Cf. VIII.404.
811
‘Through whom his decree is to be executed, in him; that is, Christ, whom the Father chose to be
the head of the elect, through whom he would save them.’ Boston, CW, I.302. Bruggink’s
suggestion that later “Calvinism” spoke of election in isolation from Christ is certainly not true for
Boston, and as a generality, I doubt if it is true at all. Bruggink, 113.
812
Boston, CW, X.438; VIII.410.
813
Boston, CW, I.304; I.306.
814
Boston, CW, I.155.
815
‘To prepare mansions of glory for all his followers, John xiv. 2. These were indeed prepared for
them from all eternity, in the immutable purpose and decree of God, and from the foundation of
the world by his creative power.’ Boston, CW, I.515.
816
Boston, CW, III.140-41.
817
Boston, CW, I.306-07.
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If this is so, is reprobation also eternal? At times Boston speaks about the
reprobate simply as those whom God has passed by, nevertheless according to
what God has ordained. In a Westminster tone, he says, ‘God hath passed by the
rest of mankind, according to the unsearchable counsel of his own will, whereby
he extendeth or withholdeth mercy as he pleaseth, for the glory of his sovereign
power over his creatures, and hath ordained them to dishonour and wrath for their
sins, to the praise of his glorious justice.’ 818 At other times Boston speaks openly
of the reprobate819 but carefully highlights sin as the cause of their reprobation
and not vice versa.820

At the last judgment, when everyone stands before the

throne of God, God will pronounce his judgment according to men’s works (Rev.
20:12-13).821 Ultimately, the only thing that stops anyone attaining salvation is
unbelief. 822

What reason does God decree to permit his creatures to sin, in

accordance with their freedom? Boston says that God decreed human sinful
actions as part of his over-all plan, for holy and wise ends, with the express
intention of not only bringing good out of evil, but bringing about a good
incomparably greater than the evil he permitted.823 Nevertheless, he calls the
passing by of the reprobate ‘an awful mystery.’ 824
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Boston, CW, I.155. Cf. ‘God’s sovereign power and absolute dominion, which he will have the
world to understand: ‘Is it not lawful for me to do what I will with my own?’ (Matt. 20:15).’
Boston, Repentance, 25.
819
Boston, CW, V.421ff; VI.14.
820
Boston, CW, I.161.
821
Boston, CW, V.120; Boston, Fourfold State, 389.
822
‘Nothing on Christ’s part, nothing on God’s part, stands between you and all this [salvation]:
nothing can make you come short of it but unbelief.’ Boston, CW, VIII.545. This of course goes
hand in hand with Boston’s strong principle that the gospel message should be proclaimed to all.
Cf. ‘God excludes none from the benefits of the gospel that will not exclude themselves; it is free
to all.’ Boston, The Art of Man-Fishing, 39.
823
Boston, CW, I.161.
824
Boston, CW, X.438.
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4.5.2 Boston’s order of the decrees
Boston appears to be infralapsarian in his order of the decrees, 825 repeatedly
saying God chooses the elect out from a mass of sinful humanity, 826 albeit, in
eternity. Bruggink suggests Boston may have taken the supralapsarian view and
quotes Boston speaking about the covenants,827 but Boston is only talking about
the eternal nature of the decree and not its order per se, Bruggink does however
mention that some of Boston’s statements appear infralapsarian too.828 God elects
some; the others are left to perish in their sins, suggesting that election took place
after God’s decree for mankind to fall into sin. 829 Elsewhere he says that God was
well within his rights to condemn the whole of humanity to hell for their sin, and
yet God also has the right to save whoever he desires out of that ‘common mass’
heading for judgment, a choice that belongs to God’s secret, sovereign will. 830
None of the elect commend themselves to God, the choice initiates from God’s
own counsel. When Boston speaks of election considered under the covenant of
grace, he draws together a number of the themes we have already touched upon,
the incomprehensible nature of the divine decree, divine accommodation, the
singularity of the divine plan and its eternal origins:
And here we find ourselves at the fountain-head of the salvation
of lost sinners, the origin and rise of the glorious plan, laid from
all eternity in the secret council of the ever-blessed Trinity, for
remedy of man’s misery. And this is a manifold mystery, the
several folds of which we are not able fully to discover. With
God it was all one piece, if I may so phrase it; for with him all
things are together and at once; and not one thing before, and
825

Again, we are faced with the dilemma of whether to speak of the ‘order of the decree’ or the
‘decrees.’ When Reformed scholars have tackled the subject of how we understand the unfolding
plan of salvation in the divine mind, it has been spoken of in the plural, that is, ‘order of the
decrees.’ The emphasis here is placed on the different parts of the decree as understood by
mankind, hence ‘decrees’ in the plural, and not how they exist within the divine will itself.
826
‘In respect of their being broken off from that corrupt mass, and become a part of a new lump.’
Boston, CW, V.304. Cf. X.127. ‘And nothing being future, but all present to him, he saw and
considered the whole race of mankind as lost, sunk as sinners into a gulph of misery, irremediable
by any created hand whatsoever. This was the ground on which the mystery of God was raised;
this gave occasion to the mystery and plan of the eternal counsel.’ X.436; X.510; VIII.387;
VIII.403.
827
Boston, CW, VIII.380.
828
Bruggink, 173.
829
Boston, CW, I.301; X.438.
830
Boston, CW, I.311. Cf. I.615.
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another after, as with us. Howbeit, we cannot conceive of it but
in parcels; first one piece of the mystery and then another; and
that because of the weakness of our capacity, as we are
creatures; and much more, as we are creatures under much
spiritual darkness. Wherefore we must of necessity address
ourselves to the consideration of it in parcels; but still
remembering, we are in the eternal mystery, transacted in the
eternal decree of the holy Trinity all at once, by one eternal act
of the divine will; in which, nevertheless, we are allowed to
conceive a certain order, since otherwise we cannot take up the
mystery. 831
God’s elect are his church, the objects of his ‘special providence,’ 832 by which
Boston means God orders the world in such a way that serves his purposes for his
people, and is contrasted with ‘common providence’ which falls upon all mankind
alike.

4.5.3 Summary of election and reprobation

In what way then, does the Reformed doctrine of election help us understand the
will of God? I think Boston makes the most important point above when he
reminds us that although we by necessity view the unfolding of God’s will in
stages or phases, for God, ‘all things are together and at once; and not one thing
before, and another after.’ It is tempting sometimes to think that if God has
eternally ordained X for Lewis, then X must occur necessarily as a consequence,
and it does not matter what Lewis decides or chooses because God sees to it that
X is going to happen to Lewis regardless, over-riding his own will. When really,
although God eternally ordains X for Lewis, he ordains it knowing Lewis
perfectly, ordaining X to come to pass in the knowledge that Lewis, of his own
volition and without any force, also chooses X to occur in its own time.

In summary, election of some to eternal life and others to eternal damnation is
according to God’s good pleasure and a result of his eternal, wise, sovereign, and
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Boston, Covenant of Grace, 36.
Boston, CW, IV.449. Boston states clearly that Christ did not die for all but for the elect only.
VIII.404.
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powerful will for the glory of his justice and praise.

He elects his people

according to his sovereign grace, condemning all others according to their sins.
There are important differences between election and reprobation, for they are not
comparable in every way. Election is primarily a work of grace, reprobation a
work of justice, election occurs as a result of God’s mercy, reprobation as a result
of sin. If providence is God’s will in action, as we have previously asserted, then
election is a particular element of that action. It is a golden thread in the tapestry
of providence, having been planned before the picture was created, and it will be
revealed as a most glorious part of the Creator’s finished product.833
4.6 Boston’s theology of free will

Boston is clear on a number of issues concerning free will. Firstly, that free will
exists and in direct contrast to Calvin, he is not reluctant to use that term in
describing mankind’s ability to make choices; ‘Freedom of will is a liberty in the
will, whereby of its own accord, freely and spontaneously, without any force upon
it, it chuses or refuses what is proposed to it by the understanding. And this
freedom of will man hath in whatever state he be.’834 Secondly, salvation is not
dependent upon the way a person exercises their free will but on God’s sovereign
choice of those he has elected, this does not mean however that the two are
completely unconnected.835 Thirdly, he is utterly opposed to the exalting of free
will which robs God of his glory, 836 as do Arminians in his opinion. 837 Lastly,
Boston identifies the different ways mankind’s free will has operated depending
on its state. For example, before the Fall mankind ‘had a freedom of will both to
good and evil; and so had a power wholly to chuse good, or wholly to chuse evil:
833

‘The web of providence, concerning the church, and all men whatever, will then be cut out, and
laid before the eyes of the saints: and it will appear a most beautiful mixture; so as they shall all
say together, on the view of it, “He hath done all things well”.’ Boston, Fourfold State, 417.
834
Boston, CW, I.246. Cf. VII.27. Sanders is therefore wrong to say Packer and Carson teach
contradictions when they state mankind is responsible for its actions and God ordains everything this is not a contradiction, as is clearly portrayed in Isaiah. See, Sanders, 36.
835
Boston, CW, I.535; I.562. Cf. II.396.
836
Boston, CW, I.18.
837
Boston, CW, IV.246. He also singles out the Papists and the Socinians, when on most other
subjects he neither refers to groups nor individuals by name.
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which differences it from the freedom of will in the state of grace.’ 838 In the postFall state, Boston explains the power of free will in the unregenerate and
regenerate,
man has a free will only to evil, Gen. vi. 5 ... ‘He is dead in
trespasses and sins.’ He freely chuseth evil without any force on
his will; and he cannot do otherwise, being under the bondage of
sin. In the state of grace man has a free will, partly to good and
partly to evil ... In this state the will sometimes chuses that
which is good, and sometimes that which is evil. This freedom
of will is in all regenerate persons who have in some measure
recovered the image of God. They chuse good freely by virtue
of a principle of grace wrought in them by the sanctifying
operations of the Divine Spirit; yet through the remainders of
corruption that abides in them, their wills are sometimes
inclined to that which is evil. In the state of glory, man has a
free will to good only. In this state the blessed chuse good
freely; and being confirmed in a holy state, they cannot sin. 839
Two important things are noted here. Firstly, humanity is not compelled or forced
to act contrary to the will with which it has been endowed,840 it is a slave to its
state but chooses its state nonetheless. Secondly, people in the unregenerate state
‘may attain to a shadow of holiness, but can never be truly sanctified. And those
that hear the gospel, but neglect the great duty of believing and uniting with
Christ, can do no duty aright, their obedience at best is but a hypocritical
obedience, Tit. i. 15, 16.’841 The person who is separated from Christ can do
nothing good or right in God’s sight.842 Boston does not refer to God’s ‘common
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Boston, CW, I.246; I.182.
Boston, CW, I.246.
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‘Thus the power of God infallibly determines their wills; yet not blindly, but so as they see what
most reasonably should turn the balance of their choice. For in every step God deals with them as
rational creatures, giving them a peculiar illumination to proceed.’ Boston, CW, IV.14. Boston’s
occasional references to the world being a stage, theatre or play, could be regarded as unhelpful
choices of expression if the implication is humans are like actors, or worse, puppets. Cf. VI.651;
VII.557.
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Boston, CW, II.13. Cf. ‘There is a weakness in their will, they cannot will what is spiritually
good and acceptable to God. They cannot produce one act of the will that is holy, till grace change
their wills, no more than a dead man can produce his own resurrection.’ IV.13; VIII.56; Boston,
Fourfold State, 209.
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‘There is, in the unrenewed will, an utter inability for what is truly good and acceptable in the
sight of God. The natural man’s will is in Satan’s fetters; hemmed in within the circle of evil, and
cannot move beyond it ... We deny him not a power to choose, pursue, and act, what is good, as to
the matter: but though he can will what is good and right, he can will nothing aright and well, John
xv. 5.’ Boston, Fourfold State, 65.
839
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grace’ in trying to explain the unregenerate’s good deeds, 843 as they are all sinful
in God’s sight. When moving from the unregenerate to the regenerate state,
Boston follows Calvin in saying mankind’s original will is not destroyed and
replaced but transformed. Boston uses the terms ‘renewing,’ ‘renovation,’ and
‘new qualities’ to describe this process.844
Boston’s view of free will encompasses a lot of what we have previously
addressed. Free will appears to be more of a philosophical subject than a biblical
one for Boston, as he chose not to discuss the subject when writing his
commentary on Genesis chapter 3, a key passage in the debate.845 We have
already seen that Boston believed that God uses means and secondary causation 846
to achieve certain ends; these derive from the First Cause but are nonetheless real
in their own right.

Boston rejects ‘chance’ 847 within God’s decree but

acknowledges from the human perspective that things are contingent. 848
Contingency exists within God’s decree in the sense that God provides the means
for a certain event or circumstance to arise. The free will of humanity may be
subject to a certain state of existence, sin, new birth or glory, but within each state
it operates freely.
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Boston does, however, frequently refer to ‘common providence.’ Boston, CW, III.254; III.526;
III.582; III.584; IV.537; V.360; XI.156; VIII.345, and also to the ‘common work of the Spirit.’
IV.64; IX.363.
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Boston, CW, I.568.
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T. Boston, "Essay on the First Twenty Chapters of Genesis," unpublished manuscript, MSS.
BOS.3 (Edinburgh, New College, 1725). This highlight’s Boston’s devotion to the Scriptures,
although he refrains from speaking about things such as free will and causation, he does include
discussion of the NT fulfilment of Christ spoken of in Genesis (38ff).
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Boston, CW, I.168. Cf. I.169; I.171; I.172; etc. Boston’s theology being the confessionally
held position of the Reformed tradition, as evidenced by The Second Helvetic Confession (Ch. 6,
Art. 4),and the WCF (Ch. 5, Art. 2).
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‘Has God decreed all things that come to pass? Then there is nothing which falls out by chance,
nor are we to ascribe what we meet with either to good or ill luck and fortune.’ Boston, CW, I.164.
848
‘Though it is certain in respect of the decree of God, yet it is uncertain in respect of our
knowledge of it.’ Boston, CW, V.561.
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4.6.1 Summary of Boston’s theology of free will

Firstly, it is understandable why such confusion exists over the issue of free will,
when people even within the same Reformed tradition speak of it in different
ways. The Augustinian tradition up until the Reformation spoke about free will
openly, defending its cause and proclaiming its necessity. They spoke of free will
as the ability rational creatures possess to will without compulsion or force. Then
came Calvin, Luther, and the Reformation with a strong conviction that salvation
is by grace alone by faith alone, and that naturally mankind is in bondage to sin.
This being the case, they asserted that humans do not have a free will; instead they
have a will in bondage to sin, a will that is not free from its sinful nature wherein
it exists. They did not deny that people have the freedom to choose what the
intellect selects, but neither did they deny that the human will did not operate
under force, but their emphasis was that the human will was not free from the
human sinful nature. We see then, that the ‘free’ in free will is used differently.
There is no conflict of theology here but a dual use of terminology which has lead
to confusion. 849

Later Reformed theologians appear to have departed from

Calvin’s hatred of the term, 850 the WCF has a chapter dedicated to it, and Boston
spoke openly of it.851

I think it would be better if the pre-Reformation

understanding of the term was re-established so that whenever anyone spoke
about free will they meant that the human will did not act under force (or
necessity, compulsion, pressure, etc), but freely makes decisions of its own
choosing. Human beings have free will - this should be stated as a positive. The
free will possessed by humans operates within a sinful nature; this in no way
hinders its freedom but its ability. In its natural fallen state, it cannot will to do
849

Cf. J. T. Hoogstra, ed., The Sovereignty of God. The Proceedings of the First American
Calvinistic Conference in June 1939 (Birmingham: Solid Ground Christian Books, Taken from the
1939 edition), 55.
850
Turretin raises the question of whether or not to retain the use of the term ‘free will.’ His
answer: ‘we establish free will far more truly than do our opponents; so the writings of our men
abundantly teach that we by no means repudiate this term when properly understood.’
Turretin, 660.
851
There is one instance were Boston says, ‘Call it no more free-will but slavish lust; free to evil,
but free from good ...’, but this is one passage, where he is waxing lyrical about the corruption of
the human will. Boston, Fourfold State, 96.
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what is right in terms of salvation, simply because it always freely wills to reject
salvation.
With regards to God’s will in particular, this shows that the omnipotent will of
God created other rational wills which he allows to operate freely of their own
choice but not in total isolation from himself. The dependency of free will on
God’s creative power establishes the will’s ability to operate freely. I guess this is
a complex way of reminding ourselves that God is the first cause of all things but
not the sole cause. This all amounts to what the WCF testifies to, that God can
ordain everything that comes to pass, yet ‘neither is God the author of sin, nor is
violence offered to the will of the creatures, nor is the liberty or contingency of
second causes taken away, but rather established’ (III.I).852 In essence, and this
should not surprise us, the ability human beings have to freely will things under
no compulsion from God, is another way of saying that God created mankind to
exist and live in harmony with his own sovereign, omnipotent will.

More

succinctly, the creation is compatible with the Creator.

4.2 Conclusion
Boston’s doctrine of the will of God reveals a God who is sovereign in all his
ways, who being governed by who he is, always wills what is right, just, and holy,
to his own glory. God’s will is his own counsel, which is eternal, immutable, and
all-wise, in harmony with the divine perfections, and in harmony with his
creation. Therefore his eternal decree unfolds under universal providence and in
perfect harmony with the created order established by the Creator. It is a will that
is governed by divine perfection, all-wise in decision, omniscient in counsel, pure
in holiness, exact in judgment, eternal in existence but present in execution,
ordaining all things yet compelling none, permitting evil whilst working good,
displaying his power and bringing him glory.
852

Boston’s language of humanity being on a stage and acting parts in life are not helpful in trying
to establish the truth of this point. Boston, Fourfold State, 297. Cf. Bruggink, 156-57.
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Our aim, to show that Boston’s doctrine of God’s will is firmly rooted in the
Reformed tradition, can be seen from how closely Boston follows the theologies
of the WCF and Calvin (remembering how Calvin’s doctrine of God’s will also
followed centuries of Christian teaching). There is a shared appreciation between
all three sources regarding God’s incomprehensibility or unsearchableness as a
backdrop for understanding God’s will.

This results in Boston and Calvin

reflecting on the need for God to accommodate his ways to mankind’s finite
comprehension. Boston, the WCF and Calvin, all speak about God’s will is if it
were an attribute, especially in their discussions of it with God’s other attributes,
but Boston following the confession’s lead, most accurately describes it as ‘God’s
own counsel,’ from which his decrees flow. They all speak of God as the first
cause, as the one who ordains all things, not as a result of his foreknowledge but
as the eternal Architect, all equally making use of Deut. 29:29’s distinction, that
God reveals some things, and keeps others secret. There is a common belief in
God’s universal providence, governing and sustaining all creation, with particular
attention paid to the Church. Also, that God elects to salvation certain individuals
of his free and sovereign choice, having ordained mankind’s fall, permitting his
creatures to sin of their own volition, which is the source of sin.

There are differences of opinion too. Calvin was unapologetic about speaking of
reprobation, whereas the WCF refrained from using the term, substituting ‘passing
by’ in its place. Boston strangely, and illogically, places holiness as the premier
attribute of God, when elsewhere he speaks of God’s perfection and simplicity.
Boston and the WCF depart from Calvin in his use of Aristotle’s fourfold scheme
of causation, making no formal use of it themselves. The most obvious departure
of thought is in the way free will is spoken of as the years proceed after Calvin.
Calvin dismissed the term as being empty of any true meaning; the will is not free
but a slave to the sinful nature it operates in. The WCF appears to struggle with
the term, it wants to dedicate a chapter to it, recognizing its importance as a
subject but then fails to mention the term on the way to explaining it. By the time
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we come to Boston, he, like Augustine and the medieval fathers, readily adopts
the use of the term and defends it, on the understanding that he is speaking about
the will’s ability to make rational choices under no compulsion, believing with
Calvin that the unregenerate will is a slave to sin.

The differences above are mainly terminological and not doctrinal, with the
exception of Boston highlighting one attribute above all others in God. Even
where things are expressed differently, i.e., reprobation, the theology behind
‘reprobation’ and ‘passing by’ are the same - not everyone is saved and that is the
result of God choosing some and not others, for reasons known to himself.
Overwhelmingly however, Boston’s doctrine of the will of God is stated clearly
and as unmistakably Reformed. The context for Boston’s emphasis on providence
has been established within its mother doctrine of the will of God. To paint a
picture of Boston’s doctrine of the will of God we could say, it is framed by
Augustinianism, styled after Calvin, expressed in the colours of Westminster, and
openly displayed in the gallery of Reformed theology. With the picture painted
and explained, we can now turn to understand how Boston applied his doctrine of
the will of God within his pastoral ministry.
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Chapter 5
5.1 The Pastoral Application of Boston’s Doctrine of God’s Will
Having understood Boston’s doctrine of the will of God within the Reformed
tradition we shall now explore its practical use in Boston’s pastoral ministry. It is
important to notice that Boston’s doctrine of the will of God was such an effective
tool within his pastoral ministry and affirms our argument that any attempt to
comprehend Boston’s ministry ought to recognize that his doctrine of God’s will
plays a significant part in the pastoral care of his flock. The doctrine of God’s
will is therefore not simply a complex dogma which initiates deep philosophical
debates and profound dialogue but is of no practical significance to Christian
living.

Boston utilized this doctrine to aid his pastoral work in the harsh

conditions his parishioners experienced.

Boston’s own life long struggle to

submit to the will of God seemingly fuelled a passion within him to encourage
others to do the same. A significant part of Boston’s influential pastoral care
flowed from his doctrine of God’s will, as he tried to relate his parishioner’s
suffering to the word of God.
Let us first be clear with regards to what we mean by ‘pastoral application.’ The
terms ‘pastoral theology’ or ‘practical theology’ have had a wide range of
meanings attached to them.853

When we speak about Boston’s ‘pastoral

application’ of God’s will we mean the following: we are interested in
understanding how Boston uses his doctrine of God’s will in a practical way as a
pastor to help, guide, instruct, warn or teach his parishioners. In simple words,
how does Boston use his doctrine of God’s will practically as a minister of the
Gospel? Pastoral theology has many overlaps with practical theology and they are
sometimes described as the same thing. Yet, ‘Pastoral theology is a much older
term than practical theology. It goes back far into the history of the Christian
853
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community and is related to the need to guide, heal, reconcile, and sustain the
community ... A pastor is literally a shepherd who looks after a flock.’ 854 This last
sentence is a good summary of Boston’s life work, being a renowned shepherd of
his people. Pattison and Woodward say, ‘Pastoral theology might be seen in
broad terms as the theological reflection and underpinning that guided pastoral
care directed towards ensuring the individual and corporate wellbeing and
flourishing of the Christian “flock.” It was the theological activity and tradition
associated with “shepherding” or pastoring.’855 Pastoral theology is the exercising
of a gift, and grows out of a reflection of pastoral experience. 856
The pastoral application of the doctrine of the will of God in Thomas Boston’s
theology will be best understood if divided into two distinct areas. These areas
are his sermons and published works (including his letters). Boston’s published
works were often the result of a series of sermons but are now often read and
studied as unified documents on subject specific areas, such as Repentance.857
This format will allow the doctrine of God’s will to manifest itself in Boston’s
preaching or work life, and in his accomplished life as an author, having seen
already how immensely affected he was in his Memoirs by God’s will unfolding
via providence.
We shall begin by examining Boston’s pastoral use of the doctrine of God’s will
in his weekly ministry of delivering sermons.
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This will be followed by examining the pastoral application of God’s will in
Boston’s published works.858

Having seen from the Memoirs that providence as part of the doctrine of the will
of God was robust and strongly adhered to in Boston’s own Reformed theology,
we shall now endeavour to see what impact it made as he translated that from the
dogmatic to the pastoral and practical side of his ministry.
5.2 The pastoral application of the will of God in Boston’s sermons 859
The vast bulk of Boston’s complete works are a testimony to an enthusiastic lover
of preaching. Given that Boston’s primary teaching aid was his sermons, do we
find a continued interest of God’s will unfolding in providence so evident in his
Memoirs and personal life, spilling over into his weekly ordinary and sacramental
sermons? The basic question we are trying to solve here is, does Boston’s
mainstream Reformed, yet robust, doctrine of God’s will, really matter when it
comes to the practical living of everyday life? 860 Are there certain areas of life
where Boston feels the need to press home the pastoral application of God’s will
time and again, or does he use this doctrine on a much wider but less specific
basis, using it here and there with no discernible areas of impact? My argument in
this part of the thesis is to show the following.

1.

Boston’s personal

preoccupation with and practice of observing providence and God’s ‘providential
will’ in his life, ought to exhibit itself frequently in his preaching if it is prominent
in his thinking. 2. There are a number of areas in the Christian life that Boston
repeatedly targets pastorally with applications drawn from his doctrine of God’s
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will. 3. A robust doctrine of the will of God is of immense practical use in the
Christian’s daily walking before the Lord.
5.2.1 Does Boston pastorally apply the doctrine of God’s will frequently in his
sermons?

As previously mentioned, Boston had a general set pattern when he came to
preaching. He would highlight the text, the doctrine that flowed from that text,
and the pastoral applications from what preceded. What becomes evident as one
reads through his sermons (and this pattern does not change across his life-time),
is that God’s sovereign will as displayed in his providence is an application which
arises time and again. We will come to see later how Boston pastorally applied
his doctrine of the will of God on some select subject matters in particular, but it
is our purpose here to show that Boston pastorally applied this doctrine both
frequently and over a wide area of issues in his daily ministry as the pastor of
Simprin and Etterick.
Some of Boston’s applications are mere sentences to highlight how important it is
to follow the will of God, in both the preceptive and decretal (providential) sense,
such as when he mentions in his sermon Of the duty which God requireth of man,
‘that obedience to the voice of the will of God is more acceptable to him than all
the sacrifices in the world.’861 Or that, ‘The voice of the word, providence, and
conscience is the voice of God; take heed how ye entertain the same,’ 862 as an
application of his sermon on how Enoch walked with God.863 These short, pithy
applications as encouragements to obey God or to listen for God’s voice abound
in his sermons. In other places however, the applications he makes delve a little
deeper into the subject of the eternal counsel. In one sermon on Isaiah entitled
Christ the Counsellor, he exhorts his parishioners to believe that every thing that
861
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proceeds from the hand of God into their lives has a divine reason, and whether
we understand them or not, the reasons are both good and valid. 864 In his stirring
way with words Boston continues to explain that when the saints finally reach the
Father’s house and they get to peruse the whole plan of providence as it stood,
they will see many things that appear very beautiful which at the time seemed
illogical and troubling.865 Many of Boston’s applications drawn from his doctrine
of God’s will come in the form of what I term ‘challenging encouragements.’
Boston’s challenging encouragements are clearly seen when he applies aspects of
God’s sovereign will to his gospel calls for people to be saved. 866 This he does in
numerous ways, by urging his flock not to fight against the way God works
providentially but to heed either the word, or conscience, the rod or rebuke. 867
Boston calls people not to neglect the means that God uses to accomplish his
sovereign will, to attend church and the ordinances, by neglecting God’s ordained
means a person shows God they have no desire for salvation. 868 These things are
clearly seen in the following extract of a sermon from Hebrews,
Be diligent in the use of the means of salvation. They are laid
before you, while they are by the sovereign disposal of
Providence, kept from others. Neglect them not, as ye would be
found to reject the counsel of God against yourselves. And
satisfy not yourselves in the bare use of them, but seek grace and
salvation in them from Jesus Christ, they being the appointed
means of grace.869
The neglection of means is a sin and like all other sin Boston explains that it is an
affront to God’s infinite sovereignty, it is a rejection of God’s preceptive will and
it pits the human will against the divine, and so in God’s sight it is viewed as a
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resistance and active battle against himself. 870 There are then the duel aspects of
the challenge and the encouragement often present in his applications of his
doctrine of the divine will. The challenges to heed God’s voice, providence and
the word, not to neglect God’s appointed means, or fight against God, alongside
the encouragements to acknowledge that God gives to us what he keeps from
others, that his means are not hidden but revealed in his word, to make use of
them since they have been provided by God for that end.

The means that God uses to accomplish his will within his creation may seem
perplexing to his people for a time but they are not to despair or conclude that
God is not in control. God works in ways that we would never dream of using
and that seem foreign to us, for example, he sometimes ‘works healing by
wounding, and comfort by tears.’871 On more than one occasion Boston speaks
about the incident of Jesus putting clay on the eyes of the blind man in order for
him to see, and the fact that God made light out of darkness. Boston also cites the
example of means used in the account of Jonah, when he was swallowed by the
large fish. Jonah must have thought that God was going to end his life whereas in
fact the fish not only saved him from drowning but was used by God as a vessel to
transport Jonah to shore.872 When things fall out in our lives contrary to how we
expected them to or in ways which seem contrary to common sense or even the
laws of nature, we ought to trust that God is working out all things according to
his purposes. Again we see that challenge to trust God at all times, which must
have been hard for Jonah when he was sinking into the deep or spent a second
night in the stomach of a fish, alongside the encouragement that God is always in
control, echoing Romans 8:28.

It is in a similar sense that God uses temptations (not that he himself tempts) in
the life of the Christian, not in order to make them weak but in order for his
people to grow strong. Boston plainly states that temptations are brought into the
870
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life of the believer by a holy and wise providence that orders things in such a way
that the believer is directly confronted by temptations to sin.

In this set of

circumstances the Christian has the opportunity to resist the devil, prove
themselves and bring God glory. Boston’s own words are worth hearing at this
point,
By a providential placing them in such circumstances, as the
heart may take occasion of sin from them. Thus innocent Adam
was led into temptation, being placed within reach of the
forbidden fruit; Joseph, by being alone in the house with an
adulterous woman, where yet he came fair off; Achan, by seeing
the wedge of gold, and having an opportunity to take it, where
he fell by it; Peter by being in the High Priest’s hall, where he
was attacked. It is on this account that afflictions and
persecutions are called temptations, Jam. i. 2. because there the
man is beset with such things as are apt to work on his
corruptions, and so to lead him into sin, through fear or hope.
By permitting Satan or his instruments, to tempt them to sin.
God has them in a chain, but sometimes, for holy wise ends, the
Lord lets them loose, 2 Sam. xxiv. 1. compared with 1 Chron.
xxi.873
We see in these words that God in his sovereignty is in control. He governs in a
way that orders the circumstances of mankind, he controls the extent of influence
Satan has in the world, he overturns the wicked intentions of the evil one for wise
and holy ends, and through all of it, the believer has the opportunity to mature and
bring God glory. In his sermon, Believers the friends of Christ, Boston tells his
parishioners that they may well be brought into certain situations of temptation
where the only reason not to indulge in the sin is obedience to Christ. Everything
about their situation may lend itself to the suggestion of giving in to the
temptation, nevertheless the friend of Christ will resist.874
The presence of temptations to sin does not indicate God’s displeasure, even
Christ suffered temptations to sin. Boston makes the point that when external
things are going well in a person’s life, such as their financial situation or health,
873
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they cannot necessarily translate this as a result of walking closely with God (Job
21:7).

Whereas when spiritual favours are experienced, despite the external

circumstances, 875 one may rest assured that God is truly favouring them. 876 The
challenge here is to resist the temptation and guard against sin, 877 the
encouragement comes in knowing that temptations themselves are not sinful and
are so governed by God’s hand that the believer can resist them and walk closely
with God during them.

The problem for the Christian experiencing temptations is the sinful inclination to
spy out faults in the perfect providential plan of God and doubt God’s goodness
with respect to the timing or duration of the ordeal. From the human perspective
it can sometimes appear that God’s plan will miscarry and it is precisely at that
point that his providence is called into question. Boston speaks of Abraham when
he took matters into his own hand and slept with Hagar rather than waiting for
God to provide a son through Sarah. This appears to be a common aspect of the
providential plan for the world that Boston has already noted in his life, that
things often move towards a point of absolute hopelessness before God turns them
completely around, as was the case with Mordecai and Haman. Boston says,
Providence, running, as it seems, quite contrary to the design of
it. Many times the Lord has a design on foot for the good of his
church and people; but a continual tract of disappointments
cross it more and more, till the very grave-stone seems to be laid
upon it. Thus it was with Joseph, when he was put into the
dungeon. But what fault is there here, more than when the sun
sets to make it darker and darker, till day-break. Stay till the
dawning of the design.878
It is precisely at this point, the point of impending despair, when the
circumstances seem hopeless and the timing too late, that Boston encourages the
believer with the reassurance that their faith in God need not fail and challenges
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them to stand firm. 879 God works in this way not only in the lives of individuals
but in his church too. Although God sometimes has to address his bride with the
rod,880 Boston also emphasizes to his flock the great encouragements that come
from trusting in a God whose power to govern for good is undefeatable. 881 All
things are so governed for the benefit of the church.882
5.2.2 Summary of Boston’s frequency of pastorally applying his doctrine of
God’s will

We have shown in these sermons that Boston frequently refers to God’s
sovereignty, will and divine providence, drawing pastoral applications from his
knowledge of God’s will to many areas of concern in the lives of his parishioners.
This he does over the breadth of his preaching ministry as we have documented in
sermons from 1706 to 1732, from his first charge at Simprin to his dying year. 883
Boston’s applications are made from many sermons on many subjects, prayer, the
church, God’s timing, external circumstances, temptations, means, ordinances,
and often delivered in the form of ‘encouraging challenges.’ That is, Boston takes
what he knows about God’s eternal divine will and skilfully uses it to encourage
his flock in their walk with God and challenges them to be faithful in that walk.
What this means is, the Reformed doctrine of God’s will held by Boston, was
879
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important to him privately and of use to him publicly in the thirty-three years of
his pastoral ministry.

5.3 Are there subject specific areas where Boston pastorally applies his doctrine
of God’s will?

Having identified the broad range of pastoral application that Boston employs
from his doctrine of God’s will in his sermons, are there specific subjects which
he focuses on in particular, as he extracts what is practical out of the dogmatic?
Having analyzed the pastoral application of God’s will present in Boston’s
sermon corpus, I have identified four primary areas of application, all which
compliment and expand upon the specific areas we highlighted as being stressed
in Boston’s Memoirs. These are:
a. A need to acknowledge God is God.
b. A need for the observation of God’s will as displayed in providential
dispensations.
c. The hope and encouragement the doctrine brings during trials and afflictions.
d. The overriding need to submit to God’s will in all things.

5.3.1 Acknowledging God is God

Our four primary areas of interest are built on this foundational understanding of
Boston’s theology, namely, that God is God. This may seem an obvious thing to
state but it affirms Boston’s belief that God is the First Cause of all things and
everything is entirely dependent on him. Listen to all the reasons as to why
Boston urges his people to acknowledge God in their lives,
Let us consider the duty which man owes unto God. That is
obedience. We are in a state of subjection to God. He is our
superior, and his will we are to obey in all things. He is our
King, and we must obey him as his subjects, by complying with
all his statutes and ordinances. He is our Father, and we must
show him our respect, reverence, and affection, as his dutiful
children. He is our Lord and Master, and we must yield him the
most cheerful and unlimited service, as is our reasonable duty.
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He is our supreme Law-giver, and we must receive the law at his
mouth, every law and every precept, every ordinance that is
stamped with his authority, whatever is subscribed with a “Thus
saith the Lord,” readily obey it ... Let us consider the rule of that
obedience. It is the will of God. 884
God’s will demands obedience because that is what it is, the will of God.
Mankind cannot exist without God or do anything without his ordaining power,
therefore in Boston’s view, everything mankind is and everything it does, should
be in conformity to the will of the one who makes all things possible. God’s ways
are perfect because God is perfect.

What is the result of this for Boston’s

parishioners? It is three-fold, it is to accept what comes from God’s hand, trust
that it is given by divine wisdom, and not complain against it.
Accepting God’s will, as being the will of Almighty God does not came naturally
to mankind. Yet there are no ambiguities at this point in Boston’s thinking, all
people but especially Christians need to reflect on God’s will.
Men do not entertain due thoughts of the sovereignty of God,
and his awful majesty, Matt. xx. 11-15. God’s sovereignty
would, if duly seen and considered, quell the mutiny of unruly
passions, that rise within men’s breasts, and arraign the great
ruler of the world at their bar, for mismanagement. We are
absolutely his and he may dispose of us as he will, and all that is
ours, and we are obliged to obey him without disputing, and to
submit without quarrelling. 885
Our acceptance of God’s will, whether in the preceptive or decretive sense, is the
correct response to God and the way to bring him honour. Connected to the
acceptance of God’s will in our lives is trusting that his will is governed by his
being and is therefore most wise, holy and just. Mankind is naturally disposed to
misunderstand, quarrel with, and murmur against, God’s methods and
management of providence. This is tantamount to not trusting God. Boston
points out that everyone has had some quarrel with the way God works in their
life, whether that’s begrudging the blessings of others or lamenting the troubles of
our own.886 Boston urges his listeners to trust the ways God works in providence
884
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for it is ‘the product of infinite wisdom, mixed with infinite love,’ 887 even during
times of trial. What God designs for his people and brings about in their lives, is
ultimately what is for their very best, and true happiness is unknown outside of his
pleasure for us.

Boston assures his flock that if they try and carve out for

themselves a life unrelated to God and his will, they will only end up cutting
themselves and causing themselves harm.
Those who accept God’s ways and trust his management of affairs are contrasted
by Boston with those who grumble and complain. Boston tells his flock that there
are no justifiable reasons for anyone to complain to God about their treatment at
his hand because the Lord can never do us wrong. To do so is an affront to
God.888 Boston pleads with his people to walk soberly before God regardless of
their lot and circumstances, acknowledging that all things come from his hand
whether favourable or not. He also adds that providence is a book that the
believer can try and read to discern the mind of God. 889 At the heart of the
problem however, Boston recognizes that complaining against how God works is
the sin of rebellion against the will of God.890

There are then, important

repercussions in acknowledging that God is indeed, God, and most relevant for
our study is that once this has been established, the fact that God has a sovereign
will demands some sort of response.

5.3.2 Observing providence

As a result of acknowledging that God is God, Boston repeatedly affirms the need
for an observation of providential dispensations that are met during the journey of
887
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life. Although Boston speaks very highly of this practice, the observation of
providence ought to remain subservient to the word of God. When this occurs,
Boston notes that it ‘is an eminent part of the exercise of godliness.’ 891 Not only
is providential observation an aid for godly living, it can help a Christian know
when it is necessary to fast,892 it can be a source of comfort and light, or reveal
God’s faithfulness or manifest itself as a reproof. 893

Boston wholeheartedly

believed that any believer who failed to observe providence would miss out on
God’s blessing. His passion for the observation of providence is present in these
following words,
Be much in self-examination.
Be careful observers of
providence; the providence of God towards the church, and
towards yourselves in particular, Psal. cvii. Providence is a river
that brings down the rich ore of experiences, which are to be
gathered by Christian observation. The Bible is the word that
God preacheth to the world; and providence is the application of
the doctrine. In the Bible, the word is brought to our ears, and in
providence it is set before our eyes; though most of us are blind
as moles, and see it not; but the experimental Christian doth
see.894
Let us be clear what Boston means when he speaks about observing providence.
Boston is not saying that the situations and circumstances presently experienced
ought to determine behaviour, otherwise David should have killed Saul in the
cave, or worse, was right to sleep with Bathsheba given the circumstances at that
time! This is not what Boston means, Boston is urging his flock to accept that
God in his sovereignty works in their lives in such a way that he can speak to
them with regards to their relationship with him. Boston goes as far as calling
providence a ‘witness’ to God that works alongside his word, 895 and the
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interpretive key for understanding providence is Christ.896 This emphasis, that
God speaks through the things that unfold in the lives of his people, helps reassure
the reader that Boston’s doctrine of God’s will is not some Stoic-like determinism
but actually represents God’s will as something that can be responded to in a real
way. Boston does not say that God’s eternal decree unfolds in people’s lives so
whatever will be will be, this would indeed lead to apathy, but Boston tells his
flock to use all the available means for living in an active relationship with God.
God has not ordained all things from eternity to then sit back and watch them
unfold as if the world were his favourite wind-up toy. God’s ordination of all
things includes his own activity, he knew before the world was created that he
would become incarnate and die on a cross, so to suggest that human actions are
somehow orchestrated by God in such a way that detracts from their essential
reality and freedom would only hold true if that applied to God too. The very idea
that people need to observe providence indicates for Boston that by doing so
mankind can respond to it. The person who acknowledges God and observes how
he works in his creation can lead a life that is relationally intricately and
intimately involved with God. Boston says,
By his providence, which, duly compared with the word,
contributes much to clear the way; Psalm xxxii. 8, “I will
instruct thee and teach thee in the way which thou shalt go; I
will guide thee with mine eye.” Ye are then to be careful
observers of providences, which are really waymarks in the
wilderness, Psalm cvii. By his Spirit, which renders all the rest
effectual; John xvi. 13, “When he the Spirit of truth is come, he
will guide you into all truth.” He illuminates and causes to
shine, the word, Christ’s example, and providences. He
illuminates the traveller too, as well as the way; disposes,
moves, and efficaciously leads the traveller on his way. 897
There is a distinct Trinitarian undertone in Boston’s understanding of ‘God’s’
will. As the will of the Father unfolds in the world the believer can look to Christ
to make sense of their situation and be led by the Spirit into a deeper and fuller
896

‘Many a time, the child of God is at a stand with providences. They appear to them as the
wrong side of things; they cannot see the beauty, harmony, and order of them, till they go to Christ
with them, who is able to satisfy them.’ Boston, CW, IV.379. Christ the physician of souls, 359386, Matt. ix. 12, (1707).
897
Boston, CW, X.568. Believers a mystery …, 550-579, Song viii, 5. (1721).
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relationship with God.

When Boston deals with the theme of observing

providence he is keen to deal with the subject, not as an abstract theme or
metaphysical conundrum, rather he is at pains to ground his doctrine in the
realities of human experience, acknowledging that providence can be difficult to
observe. 898

Although Boston seems to have mastered the art of observing

providence, there remains the thorny question over whether his parishioners felt as
capable as their under-shepherd in this practice.899 Nevertheless, possessing a
correct knowledge of how God works is of great benefit for the Christian,
especially when they are experiencing trials and afflictions.

5.3.3 Affliction and the will of God
The need to acknowledge the ‘hand of God’ in afflictions is the third main
application of Boston’s doctrine of God’s will. And again, Boston’s pastoral
applications surrounding God’s will and affliction have a lively relationship
between God and mankind at its heart. Boston makes no apologies for stating that
the personal lot of any individual is hand tailored by God himself. 900 We would
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Boston says, ‘(1) The design of providence may sometimes lie very hid; and therefore it is good
to wait, and not to be rash, Psal. lxxvii. 19.
(2) Sometimes providence seems to forget the promise; but it is not so, but only the time of the
promise is not then come, Gen. xv. 4. with xvi. 2.
(3) Sometimes providence seems to go quite cross to the promise, and to work contrary to his
word. But wait ye, they will assuredly meet, Gen. xxii.
(4) Oftimes providence favours a design, which yet will be blasted in the end, for that it was not
the purpose of God, Jonah i. 3.
(5) Oftimes providence will run counter in appearance to the real design, and by a tract of
dispensations will seem to cross it more, and more, till the grave stone appear to be laid on it. And
yet, ‘at evening-time it shall be light,’ Zech. xiv. 7.
(6) Providence many times lays aside the most likely means and brings about his work by that
which nothing is expected of, 2 Kings v. 11, 12.
(7) Lastly, Sometimes providence works by contraries, as the blind man was cured with laying
clay on his eyes.’ Boston, CW, I.228.
899
A question that can never be answered with any certainty.
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‘We must not be choosers of crosses. Every one must take up his own, allotted to him by
sovereign wisdom, that is the best judge what cross fits us best ... know, that if God mind to take a
particular trial of you for heaven and eternal life, and there be any one thing wherein, of all other
things, ye are least able to be touched, God will choose your cross for you in that very thing: ye
will be sure to be touched in the sore heel, and get rubs where you are least able to abide them.
And it is highly reasonable that the trial should be there, wherein the competition is betwixt God
and self.’ Boston, CW, VI.313. The necessity of self-denial, 306-18, Lk ix. 23.
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never choose what God chooses for us to experience, and yet God chooses those
things that foster and enable fellowship with him. In his sermon The peculiar
mercy and business of life,901 Boston warns his flock not to despise the ways that
God works and the things he brings into their lives. Similarly, in The perfection
of providential dispensations,902 Boston expresses the frequency with which
believers meet with afflictions in their obedience to God, noting that this is a
common experience for the saints and is according to a holy end and plan. Our
situations are so governed by God that every affliction is in fact a bitter medicine
for restoring relational health between God and his children. ‘God weighs every
grain of sand which he puts in our glasses; he will never put in too little, nor too
much; nothing wanting, nothing superfluous … In respect of the times of them.
Nothing too soon done, nor too late; all fall out in their proper season, determined
in the unchangeable counsel of God.’903 The Christian may observe that there is a
time and season for everything under heaven (Eccl. 3:1).

Boston identifies certain ways in which God commonly works to fulfil his perfect
plan.

As Boston recalled in his own life, God often lets certain situations

deteriorate almost to the point of hopelessness before stepping in and delivering
his people.

‘Thus are the mysterious steps of providence before named all

managed, and may be accounted for … Deliverance is sweet at any time; but the
more hopeless, the more sweet and surprising is it when it comes.’ 904 Boston
often reminds his people of this fact and highlights Haman as a testimony to its
truth.905 The difficulties of life are fully compatible with the divine plan and the
blessings of life are equally governed. Boston mentions how God provides his
901

Boston, CW, VII.547-92.
Boston, CW, IX.62-65.
903
Boston, CW, IX.64. The perfection of providential dispensations, 62-65, Ps. xviii, 30, (1709).
904
Boston, CW, X.242. Christ the Counsellor, 231-250, Isa. ix. 6.
905
‘To let things go to an extremity, to the point of hopelessness, before a hand to be put to help
them, and set them right again … Haman carried his plot so far against the Jews, that the decree
was passed, the letters of execution writ, and the posts dispatched with them, before there was a
turn. It is a maxim with men, to crush things in their beginnings, because they may prove too
strong for them afterwards; but our Lord takes the contrary method, to glorify the power of his
hand.’ Boston, CW, X.541. The end of time, and the mystery of God finished with it, 423-464,
Rev. x. 6-7, (1732).
902
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people with grace in order to remain holy and godly whilst receiving ‘the sun of
prosperity’ shining on them. Boston also mentions ‘balancing providences’ being
present in the life of the believer, that is, some bitterness being allowed by God to
mix with the saints prosperity in order to keep them humble, and dependent on the
Lord. ‘Every rub a Christian meets with in his way through the world, is a
memorandum for him, that “this is not his rest.”’906 And finally Boston mentions
that the course of God’s providential favour can change into one of affliction.
This is a way to stop many of God’s children forgetting him, and to stop any ease
from turning into sleep. God sends adversity among his people which in turn
sends his people to God.
Afflictions as part of God’s providential design not only send people to God but
conforms them into the image of his Son. Faith, self-denial, patience, hope, and a
host of other fruit of the Spirit all tend to start growing (and in some cases
flourish), when the child of God meets with affliction. 907 Since this is so, the
believer ought to humble themselves before God and accept whatever
dispensations come from his hand.908 Accepting God’s will is not a recipe for
apathy however, Boston lists numerous ways in which the Christian can meet
affliction head on. These include, 1. The need to pray for faith that God’s ways
and timings are perfect. 2. The need to try and understand perhaps why a certain
thing has entered one’s life. 3. To apply the present situation to Scripture as the
word sheds light on God’s providential designs. 4. Pay heed to conscience under
God’s chastisement knowing that God often targets those sins and lusts in our life
that we are least inclined to surrender. 5. Think about the sin God repeatedly
speaks to in your life, as his rod often finishes the work his gentle rebukes start.
6. Pay attention to the type of affliction that is presently experienced, as it can
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Boston, CW, X.523. Sinners interested in Christ, obtaining favour of the Lord, 521-533, Prv.
viii. 35.
907
Boston, CW, X. The way to life and the way to destruction unfolded, 308-397, Mt. vii. 13-14.
(1731).
908
Boston, CW, X.624. Enoch’s character and translation explained: with a description of
walking with God, 580-636, Gen. v. 24, (1716).
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often illuminate the sin for which it has been sent to correct.909 We can see once
more the challenging encouragement with regard to afflictions, the challenge to
trust that God’s will is perfect in its timing, duration, and dispensations, and the
encouragement that God is firmly in control and works on the individual level to
draw us nearer to himself.

Through the plan of God’s eternal decree, God

conforms his people into the image of his Son, until they like him say, ‘not my
will but yours be done’ (Lk. 22:42).910
5.3.4 The overriding need to submit to God’s will in all things911
Throughout Boston’s sermons, the need for believers to submit to God’s will is
stated repeatedly, forcefully, and passionately. There is always a struggle when
the divine will is pitted against the human will. The struggle does not have to do
with which will shall conquer912 but the struggle is present when fallen mankind
even desires to submit to God’s will. 913 This goes to the very heart of what
Boston understands about true Christianity. 914 ‘The true Christian has renounced
his own will, and taken Christ’s will for his. He hath learned to submit to his
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Boston, CW, X.603ff.
‘They must follow the providential will of Lord: “Thy will be done in earth, as it is in heaven.”
If we have said, I am the Lord’s, then we must have said, Our will is the Lord’s. It remains that
our will should follow the Lord’s, as the shadow doth the body. If it be God’s will that we should
be poor, sick, crossed, etc, that should also be our will; if not, we do not follow the Lord fully. It
is a sad matter we should give up ourselves to be servants, and yet still aim at being masters, to cut
and carve for ourselves. There will be a crook in every lot of ours under the sun … That which is
crooked, in respect to our will, is straight enough with God’s, which is the true rule, so that if
would follow the Lord fully, our will should be bended to the crook, and not the crook
straightened to our will.’ Boston, CW, IX.305. Faithfulness towards God exemplified and
rewarded, 299-313, Num xiv. 24, (1712).
911
Woodruff acknowledges that submission to God’s will is stressed within Boston’s sermons.
Woodruff III, 251.
912
‘Your struggle with the will of his providence is a vain struggle, “for his counsel shall stand,”
and what he will have crooked, thou shalt not make straight. It makes it more heavy than it would
be. For fight against God who will, he will always be the conqueror.’ Boston, CW, IV.103.
Sermon XI, 89-105, Ps. xlv. 10, (1714).
913
‘It is one of the greatest struggles which a child of God has, to get his will conformed to the will
of God.’ Boston, CW, II.598. The third petition, 586-601, Matt. vi. 10.
914
‘It is the disposition of a child of God, to submit his lot and condition in the world to the lord, to
be cut and carved as may serve his glory. Without this one cannot be a child of God.’ Boston,
CW, II.570. The first petition, 565-70, Matt. vi. 9.
910
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preceptive and providential will, that in all things he may please him to whom he
owes himself.’915 Boston is adamant on this,
Absolute resignation of ourselves to the will of the Lord is
necessary to evidence our sincerity. There is no reality where
there is any reserve, for where Christ has the chief room in the
heart, every thing will give place to him, Acts xx. 24. The will
must be the first sufferer, if ever a man suffer to purpose. It
must be melted down into an universal compliance with the will
of God.916
It is the hypocrite who cannot submit to God’s will, 917 the believer on the other
hand, acknowledges that to follow Christ is to submit to the Father’s will. 918 This
is Boston’s pastoral application time and again to his Simprin and Etterick
congregations, as his doctrine of the will of God is preached and unfolded before
them.
Let us be clear regarding what Boston means by ‘submission to the will of God.’
Boston is not talking about a passive ‘whatever will be will be’ mindset that
incites an attitude of non-activity. Neither is he endorsing a Stoical outlook for
life, that because everything has been set in stone by God and fixed, there is no
point in trying to change anything or fight the inevitable. Boston’s emphasis on
submission to God’s will is firstly aimed at God’s preceptive will. Mankind ought
to submit to God’s commands and obey them. Secondly, the submission relates to
those things in life which having done everything in one’s power to change them,
still remain. For example, if a person becomes ill they do not simply say ‘it is
God’s will’ and lay there, they pray repeatedly to get better, and call for a doctor
and take all the medication that could help the situation. If after having done all
that is humanly possible to improve the illness it still remains, like Paul’s thorn in
915

Boston, CW, IV.243. Christ, the life of the believer, 239-247, Phil. i. 21, (1706).
Boston, CW, IV.163. Sermon XVII, 163-166, Philp. iii. 8, (1712).
917
Boston, CW, IX.363. The hypocrite detected, 349-368, Rom. ii. 28-29, (1719).
918
‘In an absolute resignation to the will of God, saying in everything, “Not my will, but thine be
done,” Luke xxii. 42. Walking with God is a following of him as the shadow does the body. It
causes men put a blank in the Lord’s hand, that he may fill up in it what he pleases. But so far as
we come short of the great duty of absolute resignation to the will of God, we come short of
walking with God.’ Boston, CW, X.624.
916
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the flesh, then the person must submit to it, knowing that God is in control of the
situation. 919 Someone may argue that the person then has no choice whether to
submit or not, but submission is an act of the heart. The person may commit
themselves to their heavenly Father trusting that he does all things well or they
may become angry and rail against God and spend their energy grumbling and
complaining. Here we have highlighted the difference between ‘lament’ and
‘complaint,’ the former is addressed to God in hope and faith despite the hurting
and pain, the latter flows from the hurt and the pain without the faith and hope in
God. Submission within the context of Boston’s teaching has to do with having a
right heart before God, trusting his ways, believing that he knows best and living
in hope.
Boston’s heartfelt pleas for his flock to submit to God’s will come from his
personal knowledge that to do so is best for them. If God’s wisdom is infinite and
he knows us better than we know ourselves it makes sense for us to trust God’s
judgment regarding what we do and do not need in our lives. 920 It is often in
direct reference to God’s attributes that Boston highlights the perfection of the
divine will and presents submission to it as both logical and biblical. Boston
elsewhere mentions the unlimited power of God’s sovereignty which in itself
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I can already hear the caricatured responses to this. Someone will say, ‘so if Susan is being
repeatedly raped or 6 year old Danny is systematically abused, they should submit to this as God’s
will for their lives.’ Of course the answer would be no, in the same way that Paul desired his thorn
in the flesh to go, or Peter escapes from prison, or Christians pray not to be persecuted. The fact
remains however, that people do get ill and are not healed, do get sent unjustly to prison and are
not released, and are persecuted without relief, or raped. This leaves us with two options, either
God is not in control of these situations whether by choice or impotency, or God is in control of
these situations and ordains them to occur (directly or by the hand of free agents), permitting
wicked acts to take place while prohibiting their occurrence (through his revealed will). What we
know for certain is that God sent his Son into the world to suffer excruciating pain and die, and
Christ our perfect example submitted himself to his Father’s hand, trusting that he will work good
even out of evil. ‘Therefore let those who suffer according to God’s will entrust their souls to a
faithful Creator while doing good’ (1 Pet. 4:19).
920
‘If God be King over all, is there any fault in the administration; nay, is not all well done, yea,
best done? Let his sovereignty silence us; should it be according to thy mind? His infinite
wisdom should satisfy us, who knows better than we do what is best for us, and can over-rule all
things for his glory and our good. Submit yourselves to the good sceptre.’ Boston, CW, II.574.
The second petition, 571-586, Matt. vi. 10.
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ought to silence objections and require submission to it.921 In the light of God’s
righteousness and justice, God’s will should be submitted to, and again, submitted
to to the point of silence.922 Submission is necessary precisely because God’s
attributes in the perfection of his being are displayed in his will. If God actively
governs the whole of creation that he deemed fit to bring into existence, surely it
would be the height of madness to assume that he makes mistakes with regards to
our personal lives. Boston plainly states, ‘there is no flaw in the way and will of
God,’923 and when the children of God reach heaven they will declare that the
entire will of God was perfect. The forcefulness of Boston’s message to his
people about submitting to the will of God is seen in his repeated use of the term
‘absolute resignation,’ indicting there is nothing about our lot or circumstances
that should not be acknowledged as part of God’s will for us. He says,
Shall not his sovereign dominion over us command our
submission and absolute resignation? His sovereignty who
giveth not an account of any of his ways may silence us. His
infinite wisdom may satisfy us. There is no chance work in the
world, not one stroke at random in all thy condition; it is not a
work huddled up in a haste. The wheel of providence is full of
eyes. Every thing in thy condition was from eternity in the
womb of the wise decree, and brought upon thee accordingly. 924
If this type of statement is viewed in isolation it could well lead people to
conclude that Boston’s account of God’s will and divine providence was
exceedingly deterministic. Woodruff suggests that because the duration of trials
is fixed by God, Boston’s theology becomes fatalistic at this point. 925 This is not
the case precisely because in its overall context, Boston’s pulpit exhortations to
submit to God’s will indicate the natural bent in human nature to complain and
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Boston, CW, VI.650-51. The Christian warfare: Or, the good fight of faith, 619-682, 1 Tim. vi.
12, (1723).
922
Boston, CW, VI.646.
923
Boston, CW, IV.104. Sermon XI, 89-105, Ps. xlv. 10, (1714).
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Boston, CW, III.304. Man, sinful man is a complaining creature, 287- 305, Lam. iii, 39, (1717).
925
Woodruff III, 258. If a person gets cancer there is nothing they can do to guarantee they could
cure themselves, they may well die. The duration of how long they have cancer is in God’s hand.
One person may take all the medical help going and die, another refuse all treatment and live,
although the duration of having cancer is in God’s hand, there is no restriction of human freedom
to act in response to it. This is not deterministic but an acknowledgement that some things are
outside of human control and regulation.
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fight against it, ensuring the freedom mankind has is both genuine and real. 926 We
must emphasize again, that submission to God’s will is not a call to resign into
inactivity or an encouragement for non-action.927 A person may be born into
poverty, Boston is saying they should not grumble and complain about it, this is
not a prohibition for using legitimate means provided by God to work hard and
rise out of poverty.
The need for submission to God’s will is not just to his ‘providential will’
(synonymous with God’s secret will), but equally to God’s revealed will.
Obedience to the Lord’s commands is one of the distinguishing marks of a true
Christian. 928 A person can discover the reality of their closeness with God my
assessing how willing they are to obey God’s commands. 929 Submission to God’s
revealed will is confirmation that a person is truly walking with Christ, it is
presented by Boston as a test for measuring genuine faith. Boston is keen to make
this point clear in his sermons. 930
walking with God imports ... Complying with the will of his
command in all things; Acts ix. 6. The heart of the believer is
reconciled to, and approves of the law as holy, just, and good;
and while he walks with God, he labours sincerely to suit his
walk thereunto in all things, being grieved at any reluctancy that
is in the heart against any piece of obedience, crying with David,
Psalm cxix. 5, “O that my ways were directed to keep thy
statutes!”931
Obedience to God’s revealed will or law as an indicator of genuine Christianity is
certainly not a novel idea. It is Boston’s strong emphasis on mankind’s obedience
to God’s providential will that is striking in his sermons. The driving force of this
emphasis lies in the fact that Boston believes that God is good to his people, that
926

We shall further develop this point when we examine Boston’s belief that this life is a
‘probation’ which determines where we spend eternity and not solely the eternal decree of
election.
927
For example, Paul did not simply resign himself to the fact that he had his ‘thorn in the flesh,’ it
came into his life and lead him to the action of prayer, and multiple prayers at that. When God
revealed to Paul that it was part of his will for him, Paul nevertheless submitted to it.
928
Boston, CW, IV.474. The distinguishing characters of real Christians, 466-550, Phil. iii. 3.
929
Boston, CW, V.228. Believers the friends of Christ, 220-47, Jn. xv.14, (1724).
930
Boston, CW, X.83-84. Sermon VI, 76-87, Deut. v. 29, (1719).
931
Boston, CW, X.598-99. Enoch’s character and translation explained: with a description of
walking with God, 580-636, Gen. v. 24, (1716).
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he wants what is ultimately best for them and sometimes periods of pain and
suffering, affliction and trial, although not wanted by anyone, are necessary in a
fallen world and are actually blessings within the divine plan. 932 Boston does not
say this without feeling or experience, his own chronic pain and loss of many
children ensured his flock that his teaching was borne from a heart full of
empathy.

The submission that Boston requires of his parishioners leaves no part of life
untouched. Any experience of loss is to be submitted to, whether that is a loss of
wealth, health, people, reputation, liberty, comforts, or life itself. 933
concedes that this will not happen without a struggle

934

Boston

but there is not anything

necessarily sinful about the struggle itself, even Christ struggles in the garden,
‘not my will but yours be done.’ Sometimes God sends afflictions as punishments
for sin, just as David and Bathsheba’s first child died as a result of their actions,
these are to be submitted to in the light of God’s will being just. 935 Submission to
God’s will lasts right up to and includes the point of death. Death says Boston,
must be accompanied with entire resignation to the will of God,
Matt. vi. 10. We must in our desire of it even on these accounts
be resigned to the will of God. As to the time, we must never be
peremptory as to that, but wait the time prefixed of God, Job
xvi. 14. He will keep us no longer in life, than he has use for us
either in the way of doing or suffering; and we must be content
to wait his time for our admittance into uninterrupted
communion to perfection of holiness, and into rest ... There are
many ways of going out of the world, we must leave it to the
Lord, which will be the way for us; whether the way of lingering
sickness or sudden death, natural, or violent by the hand of
man. 936
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Boston actually calls afflictions blessings. Boston, CW, III.297.
Boston, CW, V.383. The believer’s hundredfold in this life considered, 374ff, Mk x. 30, (1729).
934
‘A submission to the will of God in afflicting providences. This is our duty, whatever be our
trial, Psal. xxxix. 9 … But it was a difficult duty, because of that corrupt self-love which cries for
ease, and so much prevails in all men; because of that blindness of men’s minds, whereby they
take that which is really for their good to be for evil to them, and because we are all so much
wedded to our own will. Therefore the saints desire the removal of these impediments by God’s
grace, and the subduing of our hearts to a submission.’ Boston, CW, II.598. The third petition,
586-601, Matt. vi. 10.
935
Boston, CW, II.601. The third petition, 586-601, Matt. vi. 10.
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Boston, CW, V.500. A good name is better than precious ointment, 461-501, Eccl. vii. 1 (1730).
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Throughout life, God may deem it fit to take away from us the very things he
previously gave us for our comfort and enjoyment, as witnessed in the life of
Job.937 The correct human response is submission to God’s will. This could be
perceived as an incredibly negative, restraining or fearful, approach to life, were it
not for the fact that God’s will, along with his other attributes is governed by
wisdom, love, justice and mercy. Sometimes God takes away from his people
things they cherish in order to give them something far better. It was through
Christ loosing his life that he gained a people for himself and he is our perfect
example. 938
Knowing that God’s will is perfect in accord with his nature, Boston’s call for his
flock to submit to that will in every possible way makes complaining against it a
particularly heinous crime in Boston’s eyes. Time and again, as Boston pastorally
applies his doctrine of the will of God he pleads with his listeners not to complain
or grumble about their lots from God’s hand. 939 Boston is quite scathing at times
about complainers, especially in his sermon, Man, sinful man is a complaining
creature. He says, ‘Complainers, such as are dissatisfied with their lot, and with
the distributions of providence, complain of the least, and worse falls to their
share. They bark at the mountains of brass, the immovable purposes of God, as
dogs at the moon and with equal success.’ 940 In Boston’s view, complaining is
useless and unprofitable, useless because God’s will is always accomplished and
unprofitable because God works for the good of those who love him. Whatever
pain is caused by God’s afflicting hand, it is only made worse by complaining,
and in the light of human sinfulness Boston declares that God does not afflict us
for it as we deserve. Lamentations 3 is a favourite of Boston’s for highlighting
the correct response to affliction, which in the context of complaining is silence.
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Boston, CW, V.380-81. The believer’s hundredfold in this life considered, 374ff, Mk x. 30,
(1729).
938
Boston, CW, III.302. Man, sinful man is a complaining creature, 287- 305, Lam. iii, 39, (1717).
939
‘We are men and not Gods, creatures and not Creators, subjects and not lords, and therefore
ought to submit and not to complain.’ Boston, CW, III.293. Man, sinful man is a complaining
creature, 287- 305, Lam. iii, 39, (1717).
940
Boston, CW, III.303.
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He therefore concludes, ‘that there is no solid reason why man should
complain,’941 indicating that the root cause of complaining is pride. 942
Although submission to God’s will is a challenge, 943 Boston encourages his
listeners to engage in that challenge noting the benefits that arise from it. The
obvious benefit to submission is the Christ-likeness of the person submitting.
You must also yield your will to him, that his will may
henceforth be thine. Saying, “Father thy will be done in earth as
it is in heaven.” If thou wilt have a will of thine own still, and
not submit it in all things to the Lord, thou doest not yield to, but
rebel against the Lord. If the motions of a will contrary to the
Lord’s rise within thee, thou must deny and cross them and
submit thy will to him. 944
Conformity to Christ is therefore a primary factor in Boston’s exhortations to his
flock. Other benefits include possessing a right balance of fear and hope, fear
keeps the soul from despising the Lord’s ways whilst hope trusts in God’s
goodness towards us.945

There is also a peace that accompanies a willing

submission to God, Boston says such a person ‘discovers infinite wisdom
tempered with love and good-will, in the ordering of our lot, and so the soul rests
in that.’946 Coupled with that peace is the acknowledgement that all of God’s
ways are just,947 content that within the eternal divine counsel there are perfect
reasons for everything.948 It is fitting to finish this section on submission with
Boston’s wonderfully crafted concise statement on the subject:
Your will is also the Lord’s: Acts ix. 6, “Lord, what wilt thou
have me to do?” You must learn to say, Thy will be done. Put
away your self-will. The will of his commandments must
941

Boston, CW, III.302-03.
Boston, CW, IV.445. Christ, the life of the believer, 239-247, Phil. i. 21, (1706).
943
‘In the day the soul takes Christ it gives up its own will and resigns itself to his will, saying from
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determine your practice; the will of his providence, your lot.
The long quarrel betwixt the Lord and yon must now be at an
end, namely, whether your will or his shall be done. His will
must ever govern your will, and yours stoop to his. 949
It should come as no surprise to us to find that the observation of providence and
the need to submit to God’s will even in times of trial and affliction, should
significantly exhibit themselves in Boston’s sermons given they were a critical
part of his own life according to his Memoirs.

5.4 A robust doctrine of the will of God is of practical use
As I have previously argued, Boston’s Reformed doctrine of God’s will is robust,
leading to a number of issues that prove it has practical import. It does not lead to
a life resigned to fate nor encourage a life of inactivity. If either of these were
true, then why is Boston, who firmly believed in eternal election to salvation,
limited atonement, and God’s indefatigable will to accomplish all his desires, so
vocal and persistent to preach the gospel and plead with his people to be
reconciled to God? Let us remind ourselves of a number of things we have
already established. Firstly, the God whose will we are dealing with is always the
God made known in Christ, not an absolute God of raw power, and so we find
Boston at the forefront surrounding the issue of the free offer of the Gospel in the
Marrow controversy. 950 Secondly, God ordains all things in such a way that takes
into account the freedom he has given to his creatures. Thirdly, the normal modus
operandi God uses to accomplish his will is through divinely established means.
Taken together, it should not be surprising that Boston views this life as a state of
‘probation.’ This goes against the grain of the traditional Reformed view of
probation which locates it chronologically pre-Fall. Boston however, repeatedly
speaks about this life being a ‘probation,’ revealing that although he firmly
believed God ordains all things, he does not ordain things in isolation from what
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Boston, CW, IX.454. Sermon XLI, 450-464, Acts xxviii, 23, (1715). Cf. VI.315; IX.50.
See, Lachman; Thomson, Ch.10.
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people do and say in their lives.951 There is a need to distance the fact that God
ordains all things with the idea that what God ordains he directly ‘causes’ to
happen. Certainly in the case of Boston, his pastoral application of the will of
God results in his fervent activity to preach the Gospel in the hope that people will
respond to it and be saved. It is people’s response to the Gospel in this life that
‘primarily’ determines their eternal destination.

If God created a world without the possibility for his creatures to sin, no
probationary period would have existed. That God’s creatures can rebel against
him suggests he created them with a will of their own, that they are responsible
agents, that what they do in life determines their eternal destinies. In the mixing
pot of God’s sovereignty and human responsibility, the possibility of sin was a
necessary ingredient in God’s plan for humanity. The idea of a ‘probation’ for
Adam is found in Gen. 2:16-17, and is present in Augustine’s theology. 952 When
Calvin speaks about Adam’s original created state and the type of will he then
possessed, he plainly indicates that Adam could have remained in a state of
innocence and the only reason he failed to do this was because he chose
otherwise. Calvin says,
In this upright state, man possessed freedom of will, by which, if
he chose, he was able to obtain eternal life ... Adam, therefore,
might have stood if he chose, since it was only by his own will
that he fell; but it was because his will was pliable in either
direction, and he had not received constancy to persevere, that
he so easily fell. Still he had a free choice of good and evil; and
not only so, but in the mind and will there was the highest
rectitude, and all the organic parts were duly framed to
obedience, until man corrupted its good properties, and
destroyed himself. 953
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I am not advocating that God ordains things in response to human action but that God’s
ordination of all things in his perfect knowledge and wisdom, ordains all things in such a way that
they possess an inherent reality of their own. So that apples fall from trees not directly because
God ordains they do, but because he has ordained the behaviour or biological make-up of apple
trees to produce apples, the law of gravity, the procession of seasons, the effects of growth from
the weather, etc. Yet in one sense, if God ordains all these things (and a thousand others at the
macro-level of biology and function of atoms), then one can say quite simply that God does ordain
that apples fall from trees. My point being, that apples do not fall from trees without behaving in a
way that is perfectly natural and real to how they have been created to act.
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Adam did not have to plunge the world into sin and invite death to the created
order. Adam, and if he had stood those who followed him, need not have rebelled
against God, it was always a matter of choice.

The Westminster Confession is also clear that Adam initially existed in a state of
probation whereby he could have attained to eternal life by his obedience but
failed to do that on account of his sin. Question twenty of the Larger Catechism
says, ‘entering into a covenant of life with him, upon condition of personal,
perfect, and perpetual obedience, of which the tree of life was a pledge; forbidding
to eat of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, upon the pain of death.’954
Adam could have chosen perpetual obedience. The notion of a probationary
period and the idea of a covenant of works at the time of creation is a key part of
covenant theology, of which Boston was an adherent. He follows Calvin and the
Westminster Confession in testifying to the probation idea, held out to humanity
to determine where they will spend eternity; ‘Confirmation in a righteous state, is
a reward of grace, given upon continuing righteous through the state of trial; and
would have been given to Adam, if he had stood out the time given for probation
by the Creator; and accordingly is given to the saints, upon account of the merits
of Christ ...’.955

The idea of a probationary period is an important one for Boston who identifies it
as pertaining to our earthly lives post-Fall. It reiterates the truth that everything
God created was good, it was humanity exercising its free will that led to the
entrance of sin and death. The invasion of evil into a good creation was made
possible by God but actualized by mankind. Mankind failed the initial probation
of retaining a state of innocence, but another probationary period is now active, it
is possible to regain paradise lost, it all depends on whether a person believes in
the Lord Jesus as Saviour (Jn 3:16-18). The failure of the first probation had dire
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WCF, LC, Q.20. See also, SC, Q.12, and WC, VI.II.
Boston, Fourfold State, 13.
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consequences, a failure of the second probation has eternal consequences, but the
probation is real. God has ordained that we exercise liberty of the will, and
ordained that our decisions are our decisions, and ordained that our decisions bear
consequences.956 None of God’s ordination detracts from the reality of our ability
to will freely. ‘Yet, O house of Israel, you say, “The way of the Lord is not just.”
But I will judge each of you according to his own ways’ (Ezek. 33:20).
If Boston views this life as a state of probation957 and trial, whatever the relation
of God’s eternal election is to this life, it is one that upholds genuine human
freedom and action rather than annulling it. ‘There is no returning to this life, to
amend what is amiss; it is a state of probation and trial, which terminates at
death.’958 In his sermons this point is further elaborated, in The Lord’s helping his
people, Boston says, ‘God has appointed this life for the time of a trial, when it is
ended, the sentence is passed, and no place remains for a new time of trial.’ 959
Although Boston firmly believed in the WCF’s ‘God ordains whatsoever comes to
pass,’ there is actually so little of the divine decrees mentioned when he preaches
a Gospel message – the emphasis is nearly always on mankind’s responsibility to
accept what Christ has done and not to reject so great a salvation. 960 The first
practical use of holding to a robust doctrine of God’s will is therefore, that God’s
ordination of all things provides all things with an inherent reality that has been
given by God to be exercised in its own freedom and sphere of operation.
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‘The whole tenor of Scripture, and all God’s treatment of man in Providence and in
Redemption, point to this - that the present world is designed as a state of probation, to give to
each an opportunity of deliberately making his choice between good and evil ... Life and death,
good and evil, must be so placed before him, and his own will be left so far free, as to render the
choice truly his own.’ Forbes, 58.
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Boston, CW, X.429.
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Boston, Fourfold State, 312.
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Boston, CW, IV.69. The Lord’s helping his people, 52-60, 1 Sam. vii. 12 (1707).
960
‘This world was ordained to be the place of trial, the other the place of retribution, according to
men’s works. The trial cannot always last, otherwise it would be no trial; but the retribution may
very well last for ever, and really will do so. Therefore we must necessarily remove out of this
world as the place of trial, into the other place of retribution, which therefore must be looked on as
our settled abode, Matt. xxv.’ Boston, CW, V.561. Readiness for our removal into the other
world opened up, urged and enforced, 556-586, Lk xii. 40, (1730).
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Once creaturely freedom and reality to act has been established, as it was in
Boston’s own theology, a host of further practical pastoral applications flow from
his doctrine of God’s will. The way in which God governs all things by his
providence can sometimes lead to a call or incitement to labour for the Lord. In
his sermon Believers labouring for their reward, Boston says,
You have the call of providence. What may be the conduct of
providence towards each of you in particular, you ought to
observe. I dare not but say, that the dispensation of providence
towards this congregation at this time, calls us to stir up
ourselves and to set about our work. The state of affairs also, in
this land at this day, has a loud call to us. Many are afraid of a
stroke to these nations; and while such affairs are in agitation, it
is unaccountable to be idled or unconcerned. 961
Far from leading to apathy, a robust doctrine of the will of God results in action.
In another sermon entitled A caveat against receiving the Gospel in vain, Boston
notes that it is precisely because God’s will is sovereign and he ordains all things
that ministers are encouraged to preach the Gospel, in the knowledge that God
uses the proclamation of his word in accordance with his will. 962 The will of God
is therefore an encouragement to labour for the Lord, to preach the Gospel and
also to pray. 963 In Of the Spirit’s help in prayer, Boston indicates that those who
observe providence may be enriched in their prayer lives and pray more
earnestly, 964 it may also help the person praying to realize that what God requires
of his creatures according to his commandments and what he ordains to happen
may differ.965 This is not because the will of God is at variance with itself as if
his revealed will and secret will were fighting for dominance but simply that God
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Boston, CW, IV.299. Believers labouring for their reward, 268-308, Heb. iv. 11 (1706).
Boston, CW, II.444. A caveat against receiving the Gospel in vain, 443-454, 2 Cor. vi. 1.
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‘That we are to eye his sovereign power and dominion over all, in our address to him, believing
that he is able to help us in our greatest straits, that nothing is too hard for him but he can do
whatsoever he will, Psal. cxv. 3. This is a noble ground for faith.’ Boston, CW, II.564. The
preface of the Lord’s prayer, 561-65, Matt. vi. 9.
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‘Be careful observers of providence, Psalm cvii … The spirit is in these wheels; and more
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carry you off formality in prayer, and give you an errand in good earnest to the throne of grace,
whether in the way of petition, confession, or thanksgiving.’ Boston, CW, IX.72. Of the Spirit’s
help in prayer, 19-81, Rom. viii. 26, (1727).
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reveals what is good for mankind while ordaining that people have the freedom to
disobey. 966
Another practical application of Boston’s doctrine of God’s will comes from his
belief that those who observe providence can be led into the very thing God
designed them for in this life. Again, this speaks of Boston’s belief in the ability
of people to ‘read’ providence but also of the need to submit to one’s lot in life.
In The third petition, Boston says,
We must act according to the will of providence, Acts xiii. 36.
and we have need of grace for it. When God by his providence
puts work into our hands, and gives us abilities and occasions to
serve him, we are obliged to employ all for his service, else we
answer not the design. Mercies and rods have a call. And every
one is by providence put into some particular station, with some
talents, less or more, for the duties of that station. He does the
will of God’s providence, that employs his interest, gifts, and
abilities to his calling, moving in his own sphere prudently,
constantly, and vigorously, as those in heaven do.967
It is worth reminding ourselves that although Boston strongly favours Christians
observing providence, providence is always subservient to the word of God.
There is a harmony between providence and God’s word.968

Boston says,

‘Providence is a curious piece of embroidery, and the word is the pattern.’ 969
Again, he says, ‘We are to observe providences, but not to make a Bible of them;
but bring them to the word, and that will open the mysteries of providence.’ 970
Boston highlights the danger of separating providence from the word, whereas
966

Fisk says, ‘shall we say (as do the strict Calvinists) that God has a revealed will, and a secret
will which is not in agreement with his revealed will, thus exposing God to the charge of
insincerity and hypocrisy?’ Fisk, 202. One is left wondering why God is insincere or hypocritical
for revealing to mankind how they ought to act and yet letting them choose if they obey him or
not, thus ensuring their freedom?
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‘Providence often has an odd aspect in our view, till we carry the matter to the Bible; and there
we see it exactly answering the word.’ Boston, Repentance, 212. Elsewhere Boston places
Scripture above providence as a guiding principle for life. ‘Providence is not our Bible; the works
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submitting to providence under the authority and teaching of the word is part of
what it means to walk with God. 971 If this balance is achieved, the Christian can
know that they walk before God in accordance with his will; in accord with God’s
revealed will which the word clearly declares and in accord with his providential
will as they submit to their lot, giving thanks for all their blessings from God and
acknowledging too that their trials are part of God’s will for them. 972 Boston’s
belief in the need to observe the out-workings of the sovereign will of God is a
source of comfort to him, 973 both in life and in death. 974

The incorporation of the doctrine of the will of God by Boston into his sermons
for the use of pastoral application reveals that the doctrine of God’s will is not just
a subject of metaphysical and philosophical interest, but it is a very practical
doctrine for the body of Christ. The universal plan of the divine decree revealed
in providence is intricate and complex but it reveals it is run by a single director of
operations. 975 As a result, the harmony that exists within providence is evidenced
by the irony that is often retrospectively viewed in history, showing that God
deliberately works all things out, displaying his justice and part of the interplay
between his revealed and secret will. Boston says,
Adam will be as God, and he becomes like the beast that
perisheth. David’s pride of the numbers of his people is
punished by the loss of seventy thousand of them. Rachel must
have children, or she cannot live; she gets them and dies in
bringing one forth. The Jews crucify the Lord of glory, lest the
Romans should come and take away their place and their nation;
and that is the very thing that brings them. 976
There is a mindful concern within Boston to emphasize the practical application
of providence as well as the doctrine itself. This is an ever present result of the
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preacher within.

This proves to be of immense value, grounding Boston’s

doctrinal conclusions in the reality of life and showing his parishioners that life
ought to be bound to true doctrine.
5.4.1 Summary of Boston’s pastoral application of the will of God in his
sermons
We have shown that Boston’s personal preoccupation with the practice of
observing providence and God’s providential will overflowed into his sermons on
a regular basis to illustrate a wide range of practical pastoral points.

The

particular areas Boston targets pastorally as he applies his doctrine of God’s will
include the need to acknowledge that God is God, and sovereignly reigns over all
the earth. As his children observe the unfolding of God’s will in providence they
can discern God speaking to them, sometimes with rebukes or chastisements,
sometimes with encouragements and hope. This is particularly advantageous
when the Christian is faced with affliction, for being armed with the knowledge
that God ordains all things for his glory and his people’s good, the Christian can
trust that God does all things well. The ultimate goal for the child of God is to
submit his will to God’s as did Christ in the garden of Gethsemane, ‘nevertheless,
not my will but yours be done.’ When this blessed and hallowed state is achieved
the Christian is truly following in the footsteps of Christ, trusting the Father by the
help of the Holy Spirit. The doctrine of the will of God is then of immense
practical import as the Christian prays to God, is lead by God, entrusts their life
entirely to God, and makes the most of their life and opportunities before God.
5.5 The pastoral applications of the will of God in Boston’s published works

We have demonstrated that the doctrine of the will of God was an important
aspect of Boston’s theology and that providence and God’s providential will were
a central aspect of his everyday life. This manifested itself with an abundance of
evidence in his Memoirs where we saw Boston pay acute attention to his lot in life
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as originating from the hand of God, and the repeated confession that the greatest
struggle of his life was submitting to God’s will. This was reaffirmed to be true
when reviewing his sermons. Boston’s sermons pick up and elaborate his own
concerns and thoughts regarding the will of God. His sermon applications drawn
from his doctrine of God’s will become in a very real sense a reflection of his own
life experience in the light of his adherence to Reformed teaching on God’s will.
Boston recorded his own interaction with his belief in God’s will which issued in
many general references to it in his sermons; among these general references we
have been able to identify four areas of more specific and detailed analysis.
Nevertheless, these four areas, acknowledging God is God, observing providence,
affliction and submission, were identified in sermons not necessarily dedicated to
those subjects and were confined to the limitations of a thirty minute sermon. 977
So when Boston takes the time to focus specifically on these issues in series of
sermons drawn together to form books in their own right, we should expect these
issues to be further developed and explored. We shall turn our attention to The
Crook in the Lot and Repentance to see if this is true.978 These both contain a
detailed and prolonged focus on applying the confessional dogmatic statements
regarding the eternal divine counsel, to the benefit and aid of Boston’s struggling
parishioners to lead lives that bring glory to God. It is in these works that
Boston’s life-long preoccupation with observing providence, and his frequent
practice of highlighting God’s will in his sermons, are put into direct pastoral
application as a lasting memorandum on which the sheep of Christ’s flock can
still feed.
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Boston, CW, II.374fn.
We shall also use information drawn from Boston’s other published works but some have very
little to say concerning God’s will. The Fourfold State has more to say but it deals primarily with
doctrinal issues around God’s will rather than pastoral applications, and Ryken has already dealt in
detail with this work albeit on a different issue.
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5.6 Boston’s Pastoral Application of the will of God in The Crook in the Lot
Boston’s The Crook in the Lot979 is a work which deals directly with the unfolding
of the sovereign will of God via providence in the lives of his creatures. It is a
work of pastoral advice on how to face those things in life which could be
described as ‘trials’ or ‘afflictions.’

It is in effect a translation of Boston’s

doctrine of the will of God into practical ways to live life in the face of difficult
and trying times. It is a pastor’s call to the sheep of his pasture to provide them
with the ways and means to live as the people of God, in a hostile world ruined by
sin but governed by the hand of their heavenly Father. More than any other of
Boston’s works, The Crook in the Lot is a direct pastoral application of his
doctrine of God’s will, as an exposition of Ecclesiastes 7:13, ‘Consider the work
of God: for who can make that straight which He hath made crooked.’ A ‘crook’
is therefore anything that comes into our lives which goes against the grain and
makes life difficult.

5.6.1 The Introduction

Boston begins by calling attention to the need for a right view of God in times of
affliction. He highlights the importance of having a proper view of afflictions, as
God’s word reveals that they are just, issuing as they do from the hand of God in a
way that reflects the divine perfections and purposes. 980 It is only a right view of
God that will enable a Christian, by faith, to look past the situation they are facing
and to find comfort in God’s ways and ultimately in God himself. It is the Word
of God that reveals the work of God, and this in turn helps us understand who
God is.

As Boston works his way through Ecclesiastes 7, he makes some initial
observations on how Christian’s are to live under God’s will. Firstly, it is better
979
980

Boston, CL.
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to be humble and patient rather than proud and impatient when experiencing
difficulties, because submitting to what God is doing in our lives is better than
fighting against God. We may not think that what is happening in life is for our
best, but because God is the Father of his children we need to trust in who God is
despite the situation and circumstances that we visibly see.

In fact, simply

looking at our present circumstances with no eye towards God is a fatal flaw in
Boston’s view, for it leads us into a state of anxiety. People are apt to focus on
their afflictions and constantly dwell on them in an unhelpful manner, looking for
its causes everywhere (as Boston all too often did himself). If, however, people
lifted up their eyes off of their affliction and on to God (who alone can change it,
having sent it), if they could perceive something of his hand in the situation, they
may be all the more able to bear it. After all, Boston has already mentioned the
benefits of looking to the author of crooks for assistance in them. 981

It is the God who ordains everything that comes to pass, that matches the
particular and peculiar lots to each and every individual, and God never does
anything without the best, wisest and most righteous reasons. We cannot change
the trials that come into our lives, but those trials can change us, as we submit to
God’s will we face the difficulties of life in the correct way. Boston plainly states
that earthly afflictions are from the hand of God, and he who controls the type
also controls the duration. He warns his readers not to wrestle in vain to make
straight what God has bent since it is only God who can change the situation. If
people properly grasped this, they would cease to grumble and complain, and in
silent submission they would endure the chastising rod of the heavenly Father. 982
We begin to see that Boston’s pastoral applications of God’s will made in his
sermons are the subject of a more thorough investigation in this book. Therefore
from the start, we see that the ‘crook’ in our lot comes from God. This forms the
basis for much of what Boston has to say to his readership, everything else is built
upon this foundation and it the starting point for his second chapter.
981
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5.6.2 Chapter 2
Boston begins this chapter reiterating the universal experience of crooks,983 in that
everyone has them, but also that every person’s crook is different. Boston makes
a wise pastoral application of this last point, reminding his people that no life was
ever crook-free. It is all to often the case that people view other’s lives, with their
hidden crooks, as being problem free, and envy them to the point of adding to
their own affliction.984 Boston of course, reminds his reader that this is not so, not
even Christ’s earthly life was without crooks.985 Boston goes on to speak of
Haman and how his lot must have seemed enviable given his riches, status, and
position in society, yet Mordecai was a huge ‘crook’ in Haman’s lot, to the point
where he could no longer enjoy any of his blessings (Esther 5:13).986 Although
the crooks in life come from the hand of God, crooks only exist because of the
Fall, originally being a result of sin. It was sin that introduced death and sorrow
and disobedience into the world, and it is as these things unfold that God wields
them as a master craftsman for his people’s good and his own glory. Boston’s
doctrine of God’s will is pastorally applied specifically at this point:
In respect of the will and purposes of God, there is no such thing
as a crook in anyone’s lot. Take the most harsh and dismal
dispensation in one’s lot, lay it to the eternal decree, made in the
depth of infinite wisdom before the world began, and it will
answer it exactly, without the least deviation, “all things being
wrought after the counsel of His will” (Ephesians 1:11). Lay it
to the providential will of God in the government of the world,
and there is a perfect harmony. 987
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If God’s will is always done then his people have no reason to distrust his ways,
especially as he has revealed in his Word that trials will come (1 Pet. 4:12-13). If
difficulties are coming our way under the providence of God we need to look past
the ‘unsightliness’ of the trial to the God of wonders who directs it our way. 988
Once our eyes are directed away from God and purely onto the difficulty
presently faced, the devil has an easy job in entangling the child of God in sin.
Boston says, ‘the crook in the lot is a handle whereby the tempter makes
surprising discoveries of latent corruption even in the best.’989 Boston reminds us
that particular trials are tailored specifically for each individual, often being
delivered at our most ‘tender part,’ the one place we feel least able to bear it (Ps.
55:12-13). The area of our life that is targeted is often the one that cherishes a
hidden sin. God creates crooks to fit specific sins in different individuals, this
reveals the omniscience, omnipresence, and wisdom of God’s will, that in all
places he tailor makes crooks to draw people away from their ‘gods’ to himself. 990

There are certain parts of The Crook in the Lot where we see Boston the preacher
shining through, providing numerous biblical examples to aid his points. He
presents his observation that crooks usually display themselves in one of four
ways. Firstly, in the ‘natural’ or ‘physical’ part of one’s life, manifested in illness
or bodily defects, something visually unpleasant. He shows that,
Tender eyes made the crook in the lot of Leah (Genesis 29:17).
Rachel’s beauty was balanced with barrenness, and that was the
crook in her lot (Genesis 30:1). Paul, the great apostle to the
Gentiles, was, it seems, no personable man, but of a mean,
outward appearance, for which fools were apt to condemn him
(2 Corinthians 10:10). Timothy was of a weak and sickly frame
(1 Timothy 5:23). And there is yet a far more considerable
crook in the lot of the lame, the blind, the deaf and the dumb.
Some are weak to a degree in their intellects; and it is the crook
in the lot of several bright souls to be overcast with clouds,
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notably bemisted and darkened, from the crazy bodies they are
lodged in. 991
This of course, Boston spoke from experience, where a clear and heartfelt allusion
to his wife’s condition is striking. 992 Secondly, crooks afflict people with regards
to their honour, when their name or reputation is affected, as in the case of David
(Ps. 31:11-13). Thirdly, a crook may appear in the vocational aspect of one’s life.
A person may work hard and be industrious, plying their trade with skill and
diligence but God opposes their efforts, and providence undoes their hard work,
frustrates their plans, and robs them of success, leaving them in the grip of sore
afflictions.993 Lastly, crooks can appear within a person’s relationships, the very
‘joints of society.’994

The loss or illness of relatives (Matt. 15:22), marital

problems (Job 19:17; 1 Samuel 25:25), parenting problems (1 Samuel 2:25;
20:30-33), commonly afflict mankind. Often, it is in these very joints of society
where people expect to find comfort and help, that burdens are common and most
pressingly felt;995 David’s son tried to kill him, Job’s wife tries to make him sin,
one of Jesus’ close friends betray him.
After Boston explains what ‘crooks’ are, he proceeds to demonstrate how they are
of God’s design and why he uses them. Boston’s evidence that crooks are of
God’s making comprises the following reasons. Crooks, by their very nature are
either punishments or afflictions, and so are considered to be ‘penal evils.’ Since
crooks are a form of penal evil and all penal evil is expressly attributed to God
(Amos 3:6), crooks themselves must come from God’s hand. Next, he mentions
how the Scriptural doctrine of providence plainly teaches that God directs every
part of every affliction that ever happens according to his will. 996

The

providential hand that gave us life, also directs us in life, and all that life directs at
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us (Matt. 10:29-30), including of course, the crooks in our lot. Finally, crooks
come from God because he ordains everything that happens.
God has, by an eternal decree, immovable as mountains of brass,
Zechariah 6:1, appointed the whole of every one’s lot, the
crooked parts thereof, as well as the straight. By this same
eternal decree the high and low parts of the earth, the mountains
and the valleys, were appointed; the heights and the depths, the
prosperity and adversity, in the lot to the inhabitants thereof are
determined; and they are brought about, in time, in a perfect
agreeableness thereto.997
It is Boston’s doctrine of God’s will, in the form of the Westminster standards and
after the fashion of Calvin’s theology that is in use here. He says, ‘The mystery of
providence, in the government of the world, is, in all the parts thereof, the
building reared up of God in exact conformity to the plan in His decree ... So there
is never a crook in one’s lot that cannot be traced to this origin.’ 998 It is Boston’s
strong doctrine of God’s will that provides him with confidence and assurance in
the face of trials. He can exhort people to trust in God and submit to his ways
precisely because he believes all things come from the hand of God, whether as
correction or discipline or punishment, but always in accord with God’s justice,
love, mercy and grace. Boston’s declaration that all crooks come from God’s
hand is not made in isolation from what he elsewhere states concerning God’s use
of means and causation. Job was directly robbed by Chaldeans, Satan instigated
their action, and God ordained it could occur, but God was in control of the
situation.

Having established that crooks come from God Boston turns his attention to show
how crooks may work. He begins by distinguishing between sinless and sinful
crooks. Sinless crooks include things such as poverty (1 Sam. 2:7) or illness (Ex.
4:11), these Boston says, by God’s wisdom and power flow directly from his
hand. 999 Sinful crooks however, defile a person as well as afflict them, so that a
997
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person is afflicted on account of a sinful action, for example, the loss of a wife
because she was murdered.

Boston says of sinful crooks that they are not

produced by God in the same manner (being unable to sin), rather, he ordains
them by his divine permission, and they operate under his constraining hand.
Even these occur towards some good end. 1000 Here again, Boston’s doctrine of
God’s will impacts his pastoral wisdom, and he even clarifies what he means by
the term ‘permission.’1001 When God removes his restraining grace, mankind falls
freely into the darkest corruption, fulfilling the sinful lusts of the flesh, but even
the most wicked of all rational creatures is bound by God’s power and permission
(Job 1:12).

Although Satan does every evil he can within the boundaries

permitted him, he can never cross those boundaries. In another instance, God uses
the jealousy of Joseph’s brothers to sell him but for the good of his whole family,
he also uses the sinfulness of Absalom to punish David for the Uriah incident.
This is no different from Boston’s understanding of the place of sin within the will
of God, where God uses the sinful free actions of his creatures for pure and holy
purposes.

Boston inquires into why God makes crooks in the lots of his creatures, and says
this knowledge is universally sought after. 1002

There are numerous general

reasons why God may introduce a crook into someone’s life. These include, to
test their state as to whether or not they are in the faith; compare Job who was
found upright with the rich young ruler (Mark 10:17-22) whose lot proved he was
not a disciple of Christ. Another reason is to wean us from the things of this
world and produce in us a heavenly perspective, in the same way that the
prodigal’s circumstances reminded him of his true home (Luke 15:17). Some
crooks are served as a reminder of sin, a work of conviction that may lead to
repentance, and some are for punishment of sin.
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forgiven eternally, the punishment for those sins may remain throughout life,
hence the sword never departed from David’s house though he repented with tears
and was forgiven for murdering Uriah (2 Samuel 12:10). A crook may be for the
prevention of sin or equally used to discover a sin. The eloquence of Boston’s
example at this point reminds us of his gifted abilities as pastor and preacher, he
adopts a universally known illustration, saying,
There are some corruptions in every man’s heart which lie, as it
were, so near the surface that they are ready on every turn to rise
up; but then there are others also which lie so very deep that
they are scarcely observed at all. But as the fire under the pot
makes the scum to rise up, appear atop, and run over, so the
crook in the lot rises up from the bottom and brings out such
corruptions as otherwise one could hardly imagine to be within.
Who would have suspected such strength of passion in meek
Moses as he displayed at the waters of strife, and for which he
was kept out of Canaan (Psalm 106:32-33; Numbers 20:13).1003
Such discovery of sin both humbles and makes known the true state of our
spiritual condition. And to that end, some crooks are designed to help Christians,
whereby they can exercise certain fruit of the Spirit. For example, without any
crooks, patience and long suffering would be superfluous. So we see how Boston
uses his doctrine of the will of God and all that it encompasses, God’s
sovereignty, his decree, providence, free will, the existence of sin, how he
pastorally provides the believer with a way of making sense of the trials of life
and gives suggestions on how to best cope under those trials. He mentions that
the crook in a person’s lot is the product of providence with the purpose of
revealing the true nature of a person’s conduct and character. Where the grace of
God is present in a life, God uses crooks to help that grace shine. The crook can
produce many of the fruit of the Spirit as God uses it as a refining fire to purge
away sinful dross that is only removed by the crook.1004 Boston takes the subject
of trials and tribulations and produces from it a message of hope and grace, all
stemming from his knowledge of God’s sovereign will and ways. This echoes
what we identified in Boston’s sermons, namely the duel aspects of challenge and
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encouragement, in which I identify the work of a skilful shepherd. Boston’s
Etterick congregation ever warmed to him as his ministry progressed and I discern
it had something to do with his ability to help his flock grow in Christ, as he
challenges and encourages them to understand and submit to the sovereign will of
God.
Boston also sees a threefold use of why crooks come into people’s lives and they
are all positive – they can be used for reproof, consolation and exhortation. The
crook may be a reproof to the person who has no thought of God and no
understanding of his ways (Ps. 28:5). Boston says that a deep guilt belongs to
those who only view the secondary causes of their afflictions without ever
acknowledging the first cause, that is, that God is God.1005 Similarly, the person
who attributes their circumstances to luck denying the hand of God, walks in
blindness. The crook of reproof is also aimed at the unsubmissive, ‘whose hearts,
like the troubled sea, swell and boil, fret and murmur, and cannot be at rest under
the crook in their lot. This is a most sinful and dangerous course.’ 1006 The reason
for this is that the one who complains about their lot is really moaning against
God, as in the case of Numbers 14:2ff. This kind of person is more likely to look
at the first cause alone without ever considering secondary causes. A balance is
required. Finally, the crook of reproof is used against the careless and unfruitful
who resist their crooks not searching for the design of God therein, and so miss
out on the blessing. The three reproofs mentioned above are essentially aimed at
those who fail to acknowledge God is God, those who refuse to submit to God’s
will, and those who neglect the observation of providence, three of his four
primary applications of his doctrine of God’s will surfacing again.
The second of Boston’s pastoral applications of the unfolding of providence in the
crook of reproof deals with the remaining primary application missing above, that
of affliction, Boston says,
1005
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This speaks comfort to the afflicted children of God. Whatever
is the crook in your lot, it is of God’s making; and therefore you
may look upon it kindly. Since it is your Father who has made it
for you, question not but there is a favourable design in it
towards you. A discreet child welcomes his father’s rod,
knowing that, being a father, he seeks his benefit thereby, and
shall not God’s children welcome the crook in their lot, as
designed by their Father, who cannot mistake His measures to
work for their good, according to the promise?1007
Because God has a design in all that takes place the believer can trust in the
discipline of their Father. The third use of this doctrine is found in exhortation, an
exhortation to submit to the crook in the knowledge that it is of God’s doing.
Boston describes the crook that is the result of a person being treated unjustly, and
notices the interplay of God’s will and its relationship to causation and justice.
He speaks of the crook as being ‘immediately’ from man’s hand yet ‘mediately’
from God’s, but it is as a penal evil God directs its occurrence. He speaks about
God being the ‘principle’ party as opposed to ‘lesser principles,’ and if the latter
are unjustly treating someone we can rest assured God does not, using the
occasion for personal correction, as seems fitting to the divine wisdom and
decree.1008 Boston’s main message regarding crooks is that we need to submit to
them under the sovereign hand of God. Everyone has some crook, the Christian is
guaranteed to encounter lots (Jn. 16:33; 1 Pt. 1:5-7, and often more severe), and if
we fail to submit to them we shall not only miss out on the blessing intended for
us (Heb. 12:11), but add to our condemnation.

5.6.3 Chapter 3
God can choose what he likes to be a crook in anyone’s life and it will only be
removed at his bidding. This is the primary message of chapter three. Boston
begins this chapter based on a founding principle of his doctrine of God. He says,
‘God keeps the choice of everyone’s crook to Himself, and therein He exerts His
sovereignty. It is not left to our opinion what that crook shall be or what shall be
1007
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our peculiar burden; but as the potter makes of the same clay one vessel for one
use and another for another use, so God makes one crook for one person and
another for another, according to His own will and pleasure.’ 1009 The things we
face in life are planned by God, designed for our good and his glory; we do not
put in requests for certain crooks we think are needed, because we never
recognize the need for discipline. Mankind is like a flower that would love to
bask all day in the sun not knowing it is slowly withering, frowning upon the
stormy winds that bring the rain, not realizing that the discomfort of what the
storm brings is what makes it grow strong. But God knows us perfectly, and he
introduces crooks to our lives where he sees fit, 1010 and they remain in place as
long as God appoints them.
Although God directs each and every crook, it is mankind’s natural response to try
and straighten the crook they are facing rather than submit to it. A crook is a yoke
hard to bear and mankind resists its weight (Jer. 31:18), and desires its
removal. 1011 Although crooks may be removed, even by the use of means, they
are never removed purely by the force of mankind but by the authorization of
God, in his way and in his time. Why are crooks managed by God in this way?
Boston answers because everything is in total dependence on God, a lesson which
repeatedly needs emphasizing to help mankind learn the true nature of
relationship with God.1012 It is this display of God’s sovereignty in our lives that
brings to remembrance our finite, human weakness, and smashes to pieces all
thoughts of autonomous independence, which lays pride in the dust of
humiliation. Our plans and desires are always subject to the will of God.

How does Boston suggest we face the crooks in our lives? After submitting to
God’s hand upon us we can pray that he may remove the present trial. Our own
attempts to rid ourselves of crooks are pointless, and often make the matter worse,
1009
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God is the only one who can straighten out the crooks, and it is a work he delights
in. 1013 Notice again Boston’s language as he applies his doctrine of God’s will
into pastoral wisdom, ‘Our faithless, out-of-the-way attempts to even the crook
are but our fool’s haste, and that is no speed at all, as in the case of Abraham’s
going into Hagar. God is the first mover, who sets all the wheels in motion for
evening the crook, which without Him will remain immovable (Hosea 2:2122).’1014 It is a different way of saying that God the first cause governs all things
in his providence, and yet although his decree is from eternity we are to bring our
prayers to God’s throne because his decree does not destroy the reality of our
freedom and actions, but rather establishes their existence. 1015 Boston’s pastoral
theology is not only consistent with his doctrine but feeds on it, ever applying to
the concrete circumstances of life the concrete truths of who God is and how God
acts. This indicates that the historic Reformed doctrine of God’s will is incredibly
practical and Boston always points his readership back to God, proving he had the
skill of a faithful pastor.
As we can not escape from God’s sovereignty in his world, Boston urges us to
continue with our crooks in a way that is becoming and beneficial as children of
God. For this we need patience, Christian fortitude,1016 and an eye for profit seeing the advantages that may be hidden in the crook. He uses the example of a
bad tasting medicine that brings physical health as a picture of a God sent crook
that works spiritual health. In light of the immovable will of God Boston urges
his people to view their crooks as necessary, and if they are to continue for long
periods, to embrace them with ‘Christian resignation.’ 1017 Sometimes the more
we struggle the more painful our situation becomes, we will struggle enough in
1013
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accepting the crook but struggle more in resisting it. We are to take up our cross
rather than constantly push it away, we are not to please ourselves in life but him
who gave us life. Boston reminds his readers that a proper view of eternity is
helpful in putting their crooks in perspective, for all God’s children will one day
be free of them, and even now, God is present to uphold us in them. 1018 God’s
eternal will is both the first cause and the key to every crook of life, and Boston
unlocks his doctrine of the will of God to disclose how we are to live in relation to
it. Just because God is the Almighty and his will is never thwarted, this does not
mean his children will be free from pain or trials, on the contrary, they above all
others will be trained by the discipline of God (Heb. 12:3-11). In that sense, a
crook in the life of the believer is a sign of God’s fatherly love and affection for
them, so Boston pastors his readers to bear their crooks after the manner of Christ
who entrusted himself to the will of his Father. Beside the eternal perspective as
an aid for weighing the true worth of trials, Boston elsewhere suggests the very
temporal approach of recognizing that things could be worse than they are! 1019
This of course is nearly always true, but rarely appreciated by those to whom it is
said. Bearing crooks after the manner of Christ is by far the more sensitive
approach in Boston’s pastoral application, but his other point is valid, in that he is
trying to instil in his readers a right outlook on their afflictions. 1020

5.6.4 Chapter 4

In this chapter Boston explores what it means to consider the crook as the work of
God. He notes five chief ways this is achieved.
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i. Remembering the source or the spring of the crook.
ii. Acknowledging the hand of God in the delivery of the crook (Ps. 28:5).
iii. Acknowledging it is a holy and wise work of God overflowing from the divine
perfections.
iv. Contemplating upon the crook as the work of God.
v. Consideration of the crook in accordance with its end, what it will achieve.
All five of these points are pastoral applications of Boston’s doctrine of the will of
God. His whole pastoral approach to the trials of life is to call to remembrance
God’s sovereignty. Listen to Boston himself,
The decree of God purposes that crook for us from eternity ...
the sealed book in which are written all the black lines that made
the crook. Whatever valleys of darkness, grief, and sorrow we
are carried through, we are to look on them as made by the
mountains of brass, the immovable divine purposes (Zechariah
6:1) ... The providence of God brings to pass that crook for us in
time (Amos 3:6). Nothing can befall us without Him in whom
we live. Whatever kind of agent the creature may be in the
making of our crook, whatever they have done or not done
towards it, He is the spring who sets all the created wheels in
motion, which ceasing, they would all stop - though He is still
infinitely pure in His agency, however impure they are in
theirs. 1021
Boston is ever keen to draw on God’s will as an explanation for the events of life
and to make reference to Ezekiel’s wheels. As we have seen, the doctrine of
divine providence as the unfolding of the will of God dominated much of
Boston’s thinking; it is literally a matter of life and death.1022

A crook in and of itself is not sufficient to conform us into the image of Christ, as
it is only as it is used in faith that it becomes beneficial. Where there is no faith a
crook may well harden a person adding to their condemnation. It is therefore only
Christians who can hope to attain to a proper disposition under their crooks. Only
1021
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the believer can turn their gaze at the very point at which the crook most galls
them and find comfort in it as a work of God. Only the believer can trust that a
purpose is involved with the crook even though it is hidden from them. Only the
believer has the indwelling Spirit of God who can be called upon to work in the
crook. Boston offers certain advice to the Christian that will help them endure
their personal crook. He says first and foremost, to consider the trials of life as
God’s work, a conforming work into the image of his Son. This acknowledgment
will take the sting of bitterness out of the trial and help sweeten it a little.
Coupled with that, remember also the divine perfections from which the trial
flows, and so rest assured the trial arrives escorted with mercy, grace, patience
and justice, laid on for good, and his sovereignty and love are present so that the
afflicted may be both silent and satisfied, before and in Christ. 1023
Boston’s belief in the sovereignty of God, expressed in his beloved Confession of
Faith as a summary of the Reformed doctrine of God’s will, helped form in
Boston a true pastor’s heart. Who, when faced with the practical realities of life’s
hardships, shepherds his flock by leading them to remember who God is and what
he is like, as the deepest comfort afforded to God’s people. The God who ordains
all things is none other than the God of all comfort and Father of mercies (2 Cor.
1:3). Boston can therefore always see the silver touch of God’s grace in the
darkest of trials and help God’s people to view their crooks from a correct
perspective. He calls his people to consider how God’s work in their lives by the
use of crooks, reminds them of their sin, steers them from their normal courses of
sin, and corrects them in sin. God carefully selects each and every trial of life as a
means to estrange people from the ways of the world and replace in their hearts a
desire for glory. 1024 The crook viewed as a work of God draws out the bitterness
of the trial, providing hope and engendering faith.
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5.6.5 Chapter 5

The correct perspective of viewing a crook as coming from God goes hand in
hand with being humble in accepting it.

In this chapter, Boston views the

differences between the proud and the humble in their approach to life’s trials. It
is better in Boston’s mind to share in afflictions with the lowly than to be rich
with the proud, as Proverbs 16:19 indicates. His proposition is this: there are
multitudes of afflicted people in the world brought low by their hardships but they
are far better off than the proud who always get their own way. 1025 These are
those who follow the one that said, ‘Learn of me, for I am meek and lowly of
heart’ (Matt. 11:29), but they are a rare breed. That is to say, being afflicted is not
rare, Boston has already proved the universal nature of crooks, but the rarity is
found in those who marry their afflictions with a spirit of humility and
submission. Only the grace of God can produce in the afflicted a heart that truly
embraces a trial in submission. 1026 The difficulties of life, especially those which
are more inconvenient than grievous, ought to be learning aids, to instruct the
people of God in the ways of humility.

Boston identifies three characteristics of the humble. Firstly, their lot contains
grievous affliction. God’s sovereign hand upon certain individuals is majestically
explained by Boston as he unfolds how God’s will, through painful discipline, is
actually an expression of the Father’s love.
There is a yoke of affliction of one kind or other oftentimes
upon them (Psalm 73:14). God is frequently visiting them as a
master does his scholars and a physician his patients; whereas
others are in a sort overlooked by Him (Revelation 3:19). They
are accustomed to the yoke, and that from the time they enter
into God’s family (Psalm 129:1-3). God sees it good for them
(Lamentations 3:27-28).1027
Adjoined to this, there is usually some kind of affliction that God chooses
specifically for his children that remains with them their entire life. This Boston
1025
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calls their ‘special trial,’ one that perhaps is most frequent or most heavy or runs
deeper than all others, a constant point of refinement, where the flame never goes
out when the rest of the fire settles. 1028 Secondly, to their affliction is added a
lowliness of character. They think little of their person, works, and achievements,
but their sin is ever before them, whereas they look past the sins of others, giving
honour where it is due. These people trust in God as the Almighty, think highly
of him and look to him for all things. They are subordinate to the will of God and
happy for God to be in control. Thirdly, God’s grace lowers their spirit to the
state of their afflicted lot. They are therefore able to submit to God’s will 1029
knowing his ways are just. They refrain from complaining choosing to endure
their lot in silence (Lam. 3:26), one of the marks of true godliness for Boston.
Unlike the wild horse who kicks up a fuss and refuses to be ridden, the humble
person is like the home-reared tamed horse, which willingly bears the saddle and
the weight of the rider. They have a satisfaction with their lot, able to draw
comfort from the giver of circumstances despite their circumstances, appreciating
the medicine whilst despising the taste, understanding its use whilst regretting the
symptoms which require it, thankful for the Father’s hand that administers it. 1030
As a result of all this, the person with the low spirit can even rest in their
affliction, in the knowledge that God will release them in his time. 1031
Boston’s pastoral application of God’s will at this point is to direct God’s children
to appropriate behaviour in the midst of their God-sent lot. He highlights the best
way to be whilst experiencing either a general or particular lot, that fighting
against it will add further pain but godly submission will conform the believer to
the image of Christ. Boston proceeds to show how much more painful the crooks
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of the proud are by their natural opposition to God.1032 Although nobody enjoys
trials and affliction, Boston recommends it is better to be in the low, afflicted state
with a humble spirit, than to wage a futile war against the providence of God.
Humility is always preferable to pride, or as Boston puts it, ‘Gold in a dunghill is
more excellent than so much lead in a cabnit. Why so? Humility is a part of the
image of God. Pride is the masterpiece of the image of the devil.’1033 Although
crooks themselves may appear to dominate a person’s life, it is actually the
person’s life that is more important, and the changes that occur in their life as a
result of God’s providential dealings. Boston uses the example of two sick men to
prove the point. He asks which man is in the better state, the one who is moved
from a coarse bed to a comfy bed but retains his illness, or the one who remains in
the coarse bed but is healed?1034 The outward circumstances of life pale into
insignificance compared with the inner working of God in every person. Christ’s
scourging was real and exceedingly painful, but in the agony of bearing the sins of
the world, the spiritual depths of anguish were far worse. It is through the
changing crooks of life that God attends to his work of making his children more
Christ-like (1 John 3:1-3). Only submission to this process brings blessing, and
the crook that carries the most pain has the potential to produce the most fruit, 1035
hence from the horrors of Christ’s salvific work on the cross came fruit and life
and blessings immeasurable. To be made humble during trials is better from the
divine perspective than annulling the trials themselves. 1036 Boston exhorts his
reader to dwell upon the greatness and holiness of God, as well as our own
sinfulness, as this will help us become humbled before God’s sovereign will. Just
as Christ humbled himself and came in the form of a servant.
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‘The question between heaven and us is whether God’s will or our will prevail? Our will is
corrupt, God’s will is holy, and they cannot agree as one. God says in His providence that our will
must yield to His; but it will not do so till the iron sinew in it is broken.’ Boston, CL, 78.
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Boston, CL, 81.
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Boston, CL, 85.
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‘there is never an act of resignation to the will of God under the cross, nor an act of trusting in
Him for His help, but they will be recorded in heaven’s register as good works (Malachi 3:16).’
Boston, CL, 86.
1036
Boston, CL, 87-88.
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5.6.6 Chapter 6

Boston continues with his theme of humility making it the major pastoral
application of living life under the sovereign will of God, using 1 Peter 5:6 as his
text. The fabric of society itself is a state of trial for everyone, being composed of
relationships which entail subjection and authority, husbands and wives, children
and parents, magistrates and the populace, all being subject to God’s will and
authority. It is our duty at created beings to be humble and it is from being in a
state of humility that we find God exalting us. Again, Boston does not shy away
from stating that it is God who brings us into humbling circumstances, and he
goes over once more those circumstances God uses to produce humiliating lots.

The aim of humbling ourselves under the will of God is to acknowledge certain
things. These include, i. ‘Noticing God’s mighty hand as employed in bringing
about everything that concerns us, either in the way of efficiency or permission ...
He is the Fountain of all perfection, but we must trace our imperfections to His
sovereign will.

It is He who has posted everyone in their relations by his

providence ...’.1037 ii. We need to acknowledge our unworthiness before and in
comparison to God. iii. A sense of our own sinfulness will be a defence against
pride. iv. We need to be silently submissive before God’s almighty presence and
power.1038 v. We ought to recognize God’s mercies towards us even in the midst
of our trials, knowing our present state is not as bad as our sins deserve. vi. An
admiration of the counsels of God will help us when we do not understand the
ways of God’s providence. vii. We need to realize our own gifts are nothing in
the sight of God and we are no better than anyone else. viii. An attitude of
submission is required in the humbling state in which we find ourselves, as was
the example of Christ (Phil. 2:8). These are Boston’s recommendations as a
pastor, on what to do and how to behave when God brings into our lives a time of

1037
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Boston, CL, 97.
Boston, CL, 98.
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testing and trial, when we are confronted with the unsearchable ways of God’s
sovereign will.

As previously mentioned, Boston could always apply his theological knowledge
of the Reformed doctrine of God’s will into practical guidance for life. The call to
observe providence repeatedly occurs in Boston’s writings, 1039 and in this chapter,
the phrase ‘under the mighty hand of God,’ is used extensively to refer to God’s
will. 1040 This just goes to show how important the doctrine of God’s will was for
Boston and how applicable that doctrine was in his preaching and writing. As
Boston writes he unpacks his doctrine of the will of God, so that we can
understand how we are to live as responsible people before a God who ordains all
things. For example, Boston says,
The humiliation of our spirit will not take effect without our
own agency therein; while God is working on us that way, we
must work together with Him, for He works on us as rational
agents who, being moved, move themselves (Philippians 2:1213). God by His providence may force down our lot and
condition without us, but our spirit must come down voluntarily
and of choice, or not at all. 1041
Notice the interplay between providence, free will, God as first cause, and
secondary causes, although they are not mentioned by name we can only
understand these sentences by knowing Boston’s doctrine of the will of God. It is
as all doctrines should be, life informing and life changing.

When we resist the providences of God by not yielding to them, it only hardens us
in our sin and pride.1042 It was God’s will that Christ’s entire earthly life was one
of humiliation, and so it is with us, there will always be something which will
require us to exercise humility before God. God’s sovereign decree includes
those things which provide us with the opportunity to be humble, reinforcing the
1039

Boston, CL, 100.
Or very similar terms surrounding being under God’s hands. Boston, CL, 100, 98, 97, 96, 94,
93, 90, 89, 88, etc.
1041
Boston, CL, 100-01.
1042
‘It is a direct fighting against God, a shaking off of subjection to our sovereign Lord, and a
rising in rebellion against Him (Isaiah 45:9).’ Boston, CL, 101.
1040
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truth that the crooks of life descend from God; they are aids and means within the
big picture. What does Boston exhort us to do? Resolve to improve your spiritual
life by the very circumstances providence throws your way. 1043 When the plan of
God is incomprehensible to us, we should opt for silent adoration, believing he
has a kind design in all his ways towards his children. 1044 After all, what tutor
exists that could teach us more directly, fittingly, personally or patiently, than God
our Father, the one who knows our needs even before we ask?

5.6.7 Chapter 7
Boston’s main point of chapter seven is to reassure his reader that the crooks and
trials that are experienced are not only ordinary to life but the designated way to
reach heaven. Each chapter reiterates the same fundamental points with slight
changes of emphasis. Look how he opens up this new topic by re-treading old
ground.1045 He says that it is the ‘hand of God’ that brings a person low, and the
best response is quiet submission, until God sees fit to lift that person out of their
trials. The humbling afflictions are not the main objective of providence here but
the refining of the heart, so that by God’s grace growth is experienced by the child
of God.1046 God appoints the way in which we are to reach heaven, through trials
and tribulation, he also appoints the length of time we endure those trials before
we enter heaven. God’s ways and his timing are both perfect (Hab. 2:3; Eccl. 3:3,
11). Because of this, Boston is able to offer hope to his reader, his pastoral
application of the will of God is, in the circumstances you are facing, wait
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Boston, CL, 104.
‘Inure yourselves silently to admit mysteries in the conduct of Providence towards you, which
you are not able to comprehend but will adore ... Even in those steps of Providence which we seem
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patiently, but wait hopefully too. The people of God are humbled for a season but
their lifting up is as sure as the mercies of God.1047
Boston adjures his reader to draw comfort from God’s providential dealings with
the created order, that God’s faithfulness in governing his world ensures his
faithfulness to his beloved children, that he will not forget them but lift them in
due time after a season of humility. Speaking of providence, Boston says,
Let not the Lord’s humbled ones be idle spectators of these
things ... Will the Lord’s hand keep such a steady course in the
earth, sea, and visible heavens as to bring a lifting up in them
after a casting down, and only forget His humbled ones? No, by
no means ... Observe the providence of God in the dispensations
thereof, about the man Christ ... Did not Providence keep this
course with Him, first humbling Him, then exalting Him and
lifting Him up? It first brought Him to the dust of death in a
course of suffering for thirty-three years, then exalted Him to the
Father’s right hand in an eternity of glory. 1048
Providence unfolds in the life of the believer in the same manner as the pattern set
by the master. What the Father sees as fitting for the master of mankind is likely
to be repeated in the lives of his children who follow the master. 1049 It is the
Father’s plan to conform his children in the image of his only begotten Son, to
share not only in his death, resurrection, and glory, but also in his sufferings (Phil.
1:29). If by the providence of God Christ was lifted up after his time of trial and
affliction, surely the believer can take some comfort that their journey will follow
suit.1050 Boston comforts his readers who are experiencing affliction, who are cast
down and weary, by reminding them that Christ himself is now interceding for
them. Boston reminds his people of Isaiah 63:9 which speaks of his intercession
for his people and his affiliation with their suffering, and how precious they are in
his sight (Zech. 2:8). Although God reigns in glory he is always mindful of his
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‘No circumstances are so low but He can raise them, so entangling and perplexing but He can
unravel them; so hopeless, but He can remedy them.’ Boston, CL, 120.
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Boston, CL, 123.
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Boston proceeds on a series of observations regarding providence in relation to grace, the
church, and the overthrowing of the wicked. Boston, CL, 124ff.
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children’s suffering. 1051 God’s will for the lives of his children is not divorced
from his attributes and being, he will always be just, merciful, and righteous in his
dealings with them. When we look at Christ and see how he lived his life,
entrusting himself to the Father, even on the cross, we can continue to trust the
Father also at the point of our greatest need. 1052

5.6.8 Chapter 8

Boston has already stated there will be a final lifting up of the humble but here he
deals with being lifted up out of humbling circumstances in time. This is not a
certainty. One person may suffer an affliction for their entire journey of life,
whereas another may be lifted out exactly the same affliction after a few months.
The promise of being lifted up in the former case is only realized in the life to
come, the latter is lifted up in time and then in eternity. Sometimes we endure
long seasons of being humbled but this is the tried and tested method God uses to
prepare his children for useful service, as was the case with David and Joseph.
The earthly life will always have times of humbling even when God lifts us up out
of particular afflictions.1053 All the small and temporary liftings we receive from
God’s hand in this life are a testimony and guarantee of the final great lifting up
that awaits the saints in glory. At that time, we ‘will get a full satisfaction, as to
the conduct of Providence, in all the steps of the humbling circumstances, and the
delay of the lifting up, however perplexing these were before (Revelation
15:3).’1054 A day is dawning when the saints get to see all the threads of the
tapestry of providence, and what was bitter in time becomes sweet in eternity.
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Boston, CL, 128.
‘He and His Father are One, and their will is one. So both Christ and His Father will do the
lifting up of the humble ones, but only in the due time.’ Boston, CL, 129.
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Boston encourages his reader by urging them to remember the reward of their
afflictions will far outweigh the present pain in enduring them, and the duration of
their afflictions will be short in comparison to the time spent reaping the rewards.
Boston reminds his people of Paul’s words concerning present trials in 2
Corinthians 4:17: ‘For our light affliction, which is but for a moment, worketh for
us a far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory.’ 1055

Our judgment

concerning what is good for us is as equally bad as our judgment of timing but
Infinite wisdom never mistimes anything. 1056

This is one of the designs of

providence that we come not to trust in ourselves but in the Lord alone for
everything. Humbling afflictions pry us gently away from self reliance with the
opportunity to rely in faith in the God of all comfort.

Boston mentions six things that can help prepare the believer for being lifted up
from their afflictions. i. A deep sense of personal sin and the acknowledgment
that there is no worth in and of ourselves that demands we be lifted up. ii. ‘A
resignation to the divine pleasure as to the time of lifting up.’ 1057 iii. A complete
trust in God for bringing about the lifting up in his own way. iv. A recognition
that God could lift a person up as much or as little as he chooses. v. A continual
spirit of prayer ought to be exercised patiently during the lifting up process. vi. A
sense of one’s own failures in handling the present trial. This pastoral advice
proves once more that Boston’s strong belief that God ordains everything is never
separated from the means God uses to accomplish his decree. There is never a
resignation to circumstances as if fate was operating in the world. How we
behave in our afflictions, under the mighty hand of God, determines much about
what we learn, how much we are changed, the length, the severity, and the
painfulness, of our humbling afflictions. These things all pertain to the temporal
lifting up.
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Boston, CL, 138-39.
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The eternal lifting up is of a different nature to the temporal. The final lifting up
and exaltation of the humbled children of God is not only certain but perfect.
Lowliness is unknown in heaven, the eternal lifting up is higher than any earthly
lifting up, and its height is matched by its constancy.

The humbling

circumstances of life will be remembered in that great lifting up but all trace of
bitterness will be removed from the memory thereof.

Boston believes that

Christians will remember their trials and tribulations they suffered on earth when
in heaven, although the text he gives in support of this (Revelation 6:10), speaks
of those who have died and are in Christ’s presence but before the final judgment
of creation. 1058 Boston’s doctrine of the will of God leads him to urge the humble
to have confidence in their final lifting up, and again, to wait patiently for it.1059
The final words of the book deserve to be heard in full:
You have heard much of the “crook in the lot,” the excellency of
humbleness of spirit in a low lot, beyond pride of spirit, though
joined with a high one. You have been called to humble
yourselves in your humbling circumstances, and have been
assured in that case of being lifted up. To conclude, we may
assure ourselves that God will at length break in pieces the
proud, be they never so high, and He will triumphantly lift up
the humble, be they never so low.1060
5.6.9 A tension between the notion of passivity & Boston’s belief in free will?
Boston often repeats his pastoral application of his doctrine of God’s will; that
God’s children need to submit to God’s will. How does he reconcile the apparent
tension between the notion of passivity (that is, obedience, submissiveness and
compliance to God’s will) with his belief in free will? Boston’s Reformed
theology appeals to the way in which humans have been created. We exist within
a world that God ordained to include means and causes, that makes the human
will compatible with God’s Sovereign rule over creation. Therefore, what God
ordains to happen in the lives of human beings can be met with a genuine
response from his creatures. The Christian can seek to submit to God’s will or
1058
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fight against it – this may in no way affect the trial (submitting to an illness does
not guarantee its removal), but the genuine response of either submission or
resistance can influence the blessing or the bitterness of the experience of the trial.
Although the un-regenerated human will can do nothing to please God as it
remains dead in its sin, the Christian, having been born of the Holy Spirit but still
wrestling with the sinful nature can either embrace or resist the way God works in
their life. What God wills from eternity to happen most definitely is ordained in a
way that enables men and women to genuinely respond to God’s will. Even the
non-Christian who consistently resists God’s will does so freely, willing to be a
slave to sin. In Boston’s theology therefore, there is no real tension between
mankind’s ability to will freely and his message to the Christian to submit to
God’s will. Boston simply echoes the theology of the WCF III.I that the will of
the creature is in no way compromised by the Sovereignty of God.
5.6.10 - Conclusion
More than any other of Boston’s works The Crook in the Lot contains the most
frequent and direct pastoral application of his doctrine of the will of God. God is
portrayed by Boston as the ‘Great Artisan’ who carves the lives of his creatures
and for them to complain of their lot is to deny God’s wisdom, holiness and
sovereignty. 1061 It is precisely because God ordains all things in accordance with
his divine perfections and being, through the display of his providence that Boston
can write with such assurance and biblical warrant, on the subject of earthly trials.
Time and again Boston pleads that we recognize God’s sovereignty, that we are
all under his mighty hand, and that submission of our spirits to God’s will
(however mysterious it may seem), is the best medicine for the ailment. Faith and
patience are the two supports that enable us to rest in our afflictions before God,
to be silent before him, knowing that his will is in accord with his promises.
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Boston, CW, III.289. Cf. ‘Complainers, such as are dissatisfied with their lot, and with the
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Boston urges us to observe providence, not because it is fixed and static but
precisely because it can change our present circumstances, since God’s
government and preservation of the world reminds us of his faithfulness and love
for his people. The sovereignty of God brings comfort, hope, and generates
endurance, it brings to remembrance that God and his ways are incomprehensible,
yet always just and wise. The crooks are not a sign of God’s displeasure but his
loving fatherly discipline. If Christ our great example, in accordance with God’s
will, lived his earthly life in a state of humiliation before being raised up to the
highest state of glory, then we can have confidence in the Father that we shall
share in the pattern of providence displayed in Christ’s life. We must remember
the full title of this work, as it concerns The Sovereignty and Wisdom of God
Displayed in the Afflictions of Men. Boston’s pastoral skill has its source flowing
from his doctrine of the will of God. When faced with Boston’s God, we can
have confidence that mysteries are not mistakes, lowliness is not rejection, and
silence speaks volumes.
5.7 Boston’s pastoral application of God’s will in Repentance1062
Boston’s series of sermons that form his work on repentance may seem at first an
unlikely source from which to derive an understanding of his doctrine of the will
of God and how he applied that doctrine pastorally. However, we read in The
Passages of My Life that Boston’s sermons on repentance were sandwiched
between two intense studies on providence of which he calls ‘the sweet
subject’.1063 The small book contains a wealth of wisdom regarding the nature of
true repentance and its absolute necessity. 1064

Yet, it is on this theme of

repentance, one of the key ingredients of the Christian life that the centrality of
God’s will boils to the top in the pastoral application of Boston. Having already
1062
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seen how Boston’s strong doctrine of God’s will affected him personally in his
Memoirs and subsequently his preaching ministry, and how prominent a theme it
became in The Crook in the Lot, when he deals with God’s sovereignty in the light
of human suffering, we see it also has a dynamic presence in his pastoral concern
for a call to true repentance.
5.7.1 God’s sovereignty as a call to repentance

From the start, Boston makes it plain that God is sovereign and his will is
unquestionable in regards to justice or righteousness. As we saw in his doctrine
of the divine decree, whatever God wills is just and right simply because it is God
who wills it. All have sinned, and God calls all to repent, but his call comes softly
to some and as a violent shake and a shout to others.
God’s sovereign power and absolute dominion, which he will
have the world to understand: “Is it not lawful for me to do what
I will with my own?” (Matt. 20:15). Thus our Lord accounts for
the dispensation of the man’s being born blind (John 9:3). All
men have that in them and about them, which may make them
liable to the heaviest strokes that any of the children of men
meet with. Therefore whatever any suffer, the Lord does them
no wrong, since he punishes them less than their iniquity
deserves. But amongst many whom justice may strike,
sovereignty picks out some, and causes them to smart. And who
may say, “What are you doing?”.
We are now under the mixed dispensation of providence; not the
unmixed, reserved to another world, when all men will be put
into their unalterable state. Now this is very agreeable that God
signally punishes some of society, while others as guilty do
escape, that the whole may, with David, “sing of mercy and
judgment to you, O Lord” (Ps. 101:1).
And thus the
dispensation of diverse colours is held up in the world, as a
display of the manifold wisdom of God. The mercy of God to
some is magnified by his severity on others. 1065
It is hard not to notice the total centrality of the divine will and it’s all
encompassing nature from this passage. It also reveals how Boston held God’s
sovereignty and mankind’s responsibility as both being true, that is, this passage
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which so forcefully illuminates God’s sovereignty is part of Boston’s call for
sinners to repent.
God’s will, unfolding in providence brings God glory and displays his wisdom
and mercy and judgment and this once more underscores the inseparable nature of
God’s attributes within his Being. The divine perfections are always displayed in
God’s work.1066

These ideas are wonderfully expressed when he calls upon

believers to adore the mercy of God that they do not feel the full strokes of God’s
hand upon them that others do. He says to his parishioners, rest assured, the sore
afflictions of others could easily have fallen out in your lives, indeed, your own
sinfulness requires it but purely due to the mercy and compassion of God are these
things spared. 1067 Here again, Boston’s use of ‘under the hand of God’ reiterates
his firm belief that God ordains everything that comes to pass. Boston preaches to
his parishioners the divine perfections of God alongside his pleas for their
repentance, he warns them not to gaze at other’s dispensations of providence
where some of the wicked are happy and at ease but look upon what their own
sinful lives deserve. There are no mistakes in the unfolding of divine providence
anymore than there could be faults within God’s will.
A remembrance of God’s sovereignty is a forceful argument in Boston’s plea for
his flock to repent. He reminds them that God wills their existence as their
Creator, implying the Lord’s sovereign dominion over everyone’s life.

God

therefore has the right to ask for repentance and the right to expect it. Boston also
argues that God is their Preserver (Heb. 1:3; Acts 17:28), and what sense does it
make to grieve the one who sustains your life?1068 After all, ‘He can destroy you,
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and that when he will (Matt. 10:28).’1069 If God’s will is always accomplished,
even in and through the sinfulness of rational creatures, and he is the judge of the
entire world, it is folly and madness to postpone repentance let alone forsake it.
Boston states that nothing can be hidden from the all-seeing one, nothing
unknown to the all-knowing, nothing goes unpunished by the just one, and neither
can the all-powerful one fail to execute his final reckoning. 1070 A will that knows
all, sees all, and does all its desire, is one that any sane person ought not to resist.
It is important to note that Boston’s doctrine of the will of God comes to the fore
in his dealing with trials, suffering and salvation.1071 These are the things which
humanity can only respond to in either submission or resistance. These are the
areas where God’s sovereignty is seen, as it were, in its most obvious
manifestation, where the emphasis is on how God works with his creation. When
Boston deals with other subjects such as repentance, although God’s sovereignty
is always present and working in the world, Boston’s emphasis lies more toward
our responsibility as rational human beings. Here we find Boston’s pleas to his
parishioners for them to repent and go on repenting, for them to believe and keep
the faith, for them to turn from their sin and become holy. Of course, none of
these are possible apart from God’s grace under his sovereign will, but the
direction of his pastoral emphasis changes from what God is doing and how he
does it, to what we ought to do and how we are to do it.
Related to Boston’s pleas for people to repent is his awareness of God’s use of
means to accomplish his will. God can work what looks like miracles in people’s
lives, as when the thief on the cross repented and converted just before dying but
that is not the normal way of things. Boston makes the point,
The ordinary rule is, that as men live, so they die; a holy life, a
happy end; a graceless, careless life, an unhappy and miserable
end. Because providence may go off the ordinary road, and do
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that in a few minutes with some, that ordinarily costs many
years to others; can you venture eternity on that, that he will do
so with you? Moses fasted forty days and nights, yet who will
venture on that in hopes of having his life preserved without
food? (Exod. 34:28).
Are there not eminent instances to the contrary, in which men living in their sin
have been struck down in a moment, getting no time to repent of them, but fiery
wrath has put an end to their days? 1072

In other words, do not delay repenting. It is necessary and of the utmost urgency,
and if you have no will to repent just now, perhaps many years before your death,
do not expect God to help you repent only moments before it. The preaching of
God’s word is a means to conform to the preceptive will of God, and Boston urges
his listeners not to spite those means and refuse to repent. God’s will unfolding in
providence does so according to means, the means are established and guaranteed,
whereas miracles are not.1073 Boston rightly perceives that the vast majority of
people die with the same attitude towards God and repentance as they lived, and is
God unjust to deny a person grace on their deathbed who throughout their life
spurned that grace?1074 Boston places the onus on his hearers to repent; mankind
has a real responsibility to obey God.

5.7.2 The observation of providence as a testimony for the need of repentance

The observation of providence so prevalent in his own life is so frequently urged
upon his flock in the matter of repentance. 1075 This focus on the unfolding of
God’s will in providence as an aid and a warning for repentance, goes to show just
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how central a doctrine the will of God was for Boston. It is a guide in his own
life, a pastoral key for understanding and coping with affliction, and a pastoral
tool to provide evidence of the need to repent. Boston mentions that those people
who abound in sinful lifestyles do so in the face of multitudes of calls from
providence to turn from their sin. There is no excuse at the final judgment for the
impenitent, as both providence and the word of God are called as witnesses to
bear testimony against them. Providence itself testifies against those nations that
are without the Scriptures.1076 God’s delay in executing judgment on people for
their sins is an act of merciful love in order that they might repent but the
wickedness of mankind uses that grace as a means to revel in sin. This was the
subject of one of Boston’s sermons (summer, 1728) from Eccles.8:11. 1077 Boston
begins by highlighting the special place of providence within Ecclesiastes, where
Solomon teaches lessons from his observations of it, some of which are difficult
to reconcile. 1078

What is Boston trying to reconcile?

The observation of

providence that the wicked that are arrogant and rich go down to their graves in
honour, and they avoid any justice their wicked lives deserved. How can these
things be in the world of a Sovereign Righteous God? Boston’s answer is that
there is a judgment coming and none will avoid it. He speaks on texts such as Ps.
50:21, that although God has kept silent concerning mankind’s sin he has not been
inoperative, but having passed perfect judgment on sin (Ps. 37:13), he waits to
execute his judgment with detailed precision (Eccl. 11:9). Although many people
presently laugh about ‘getting away’ with their wickedness, God also laughs at
their foolish thoughts, knowing the end from the beginning. 1079 Boston’s message
to his flock is that judgment is coming, and God’s will shall be universally
exonerated by every living being, and seen and declared to be holy, just, righteous
and pure.
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Boston’s eschatological observations of God’s will being displayed in the final
judgment are matched by his keen understanding of how God’s will operates in
the present. Boston’s insights into the methods of providence used by God bring
the subject of God’s will once more to the fore. There are two methods of
providence in God’s dealings with wicked people regarding his judgment of them;
these are the ‘swift’ and the ‘slow’ method. Boston takes his prompt for the swift
method of providence from Mal. 3:5 - ‘I will come near to you in judgment, and I
will be a swift witness against the sorcerers.’ Sometimes God answers a sinner’s
wickedness with instant judgment, at other times even at the thought of the
wickedness. 1080 The point is made most forcibly in Boston’s own words, and in
this extended quotation below take notice of the broad range of his biblical
examples.
Sometimes the execution trysts with the very doing of the ill
work, so that the sinner is taken away with the stroke in his sin.
Thus fared it with Nadab and Abihu offering strange fire (Lev.
10:1-2); with Zimri and Cozbi cut off in the act of uncleanness
(Num. 25:8); and with Herod, who was eaten up of worms for
his atheism and blasphemy (Acts 12:23).
Sometimes as the ill work is done out and ended, the execution
begins. So it fared with Sennacherib’s blasphemous letter. He
had writ it, and was read; so his sin was completed; and that
very night the Lord smote his army, and soon after himself (2
Kgs. 19:14, 35).
Sometimes the execution keeps pace with the ill work, and the
one goes on as the other does; judgment in the several degrees
following hard at the heels of the sin. So it fared with Hiel, in
his building of Jericho (1 Kgs 16).
Sometimes execution begins with the sinner’s beginning to reap
the fruit of his sin when he leans upon his wall, a serpent bites
him. So it fared with Ahab taking possession of Naboth’s
vineyard (1 Kgs. 21:18-19). And so it fared with the lusters in
the wilderness (Ps. 78: 30-31).
Sometimes when one’s sin begins to work, in its bitter fruits and
effects on the other, it recoils on the sinner himself. So it fared
with Judas the traitor (Matt. 27: 3-5). It is a sport to some to do
mischief to others; but before all be done, it may, in the just
1080
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judgment of God, come as heavy on themselves as their
neighbour.1081
There are enough examples of God’s immediate execution of judgment in his
providence to warrant a respect for God and foster in Boston’s flock the need for
repentance.
5.7.3 God’s will in relation to his other attributes

What God is like and how God works has not always been easy to reconcile for
some people. In discussing the ways of God in providence, Boston always sheds
light on what God is like. When Boston speaks about ‘kinds’ of providence he is
first referring to the two general ways providence operates, namely, favourably or
crossly. Boston lists Job 5:6; Amos 3:6; Ps. 9:16; Isa. 26:11; Job 35:9-10, 36:13;
Gal. 6:17; Isa. 27:9, as examples of how a ‘cross’ providence works. He reminds
his readers that providence operates under a holy sovereign God and yet may
include affliction, judgment, the rod, and even evil. Cross providences are often
used by God as a call to repentance.1082

Whereas ‘favourable’ or ‘smiling’

providences are experienced by those who depend upon God with humble hearts
and lessons are learned by those things which come upon them as a result of
providence. Secondly, within both of these kinds there exists ‘great and small
lines.’ Great lines are represented by those acts of God which unmistakably issue
from his hand (2 Chron. 16:19-20), and the small lines of providence represent the
minute details of life. Thirdly, there are the common and uncommon kinds of
providence, the former denoting such things as the pattern of seasons, while the
latter is concerned with miracles and great deliverances. Boston also notes that
the way providence falls out needs to be read with a careful eye, given that some
good things fall on the wicked and some troubles are encountered by the good,
since the wheat and the tares are still growing together.1083 These thoughts are
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also found in Turretin’s Institutes, which had some influence on Boston.1084 If the
ways of God are divorced from the being of God, they can all too easy look
unjust, and Boston combats this in his attempts to explain why God works as he
does.
There is a ‘slow method’ of providence where God takes account of mankind’s
wickedness, passes sentence upon it but delays the execution of the sentence for a
time. Boston admits there ‘are times in which holy Providence, as it were, winks
at ungodly sinners (Acts 17:30),1085 times where wicked acts have seemingly gone
unnoticed by God.1086 Because of this delayed judgment, many people delve
further into their wickedness reassuring themselves that they have successfully
evaded judgment; they perceive the delay as a license for indulging in ungodly
living. All these people are doing, Boston says, is slowly tightening the noose
around their own necks unawares. ‘None go to the highest pitch of wickedness all
of a sudden, but by degrees.’1087 Boston therefore exhorts his people to flee from
sin and to repent, to stop adding to the evidence of their trial of judgment that is
sure to come but desist immediately. This is all just another way of Boston telling
his people that they need to observe providence correctly. A true understanding
of God’s will leads to repentance, and acknowledges the gracious, patient hand,
that provides the means to do it.
The correct view of God’s will, which understands that it can not be separated
from God’s other attributes of justice, mercy, patience, love, etc, enables a person
to avoid the errors that appear on the face of God’s providential dealings with the
1084
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world.

Boston clearly warns, ‘We will account for this slow method of

providence. And there is much need to do it, because there is a mystery of
providence in it that is not easy to unriddle, and among men there are sad blunders
about it.’1088 For example, some people may view the apparent lack of immediate
justice from God as a sign that God does not care, is unjust, or cannot intervene.
By the very nature of providence, it may appear on the surface of things that
God’s people suffer more difficulty than the children of the devil. 1089 Boston does
not downplay the way things can appear, the wicked often do prosper in their
wickedness, but he takes issue with the wrong interpretation of the way things
appear. Notice how the reality of the unfolding of providence has troubled some
of the best of saints. It is difficult and puzzling to grasp, especially when faith
wanes and we rely only on experience. Boston mentions Jeremiah (Jer. 12:1-2),
Habakkuk (1:2-4), and Asaph (Ps. 63), who were all caused to stumble at the
prosperity of the wicked as a ‘knotty piece of the book of providence.’ 1090 These
occasions were when the saints failed to comprehend God’s will in its entirety, the
temporal unfolding of providence eclipses the eternal decree. Boston says it is
one of the common faults of humanity to compartmentalize God’s will but when
this occurs it distorts a proper view of God’s will as it exists in its relation with all
the divine perfections.
When God’s will is viewed in separation from the divine attributes, errors occur.
Boston says that there is universal confusion regarding the unfolding of divine
providence, people are especially prone to see discrepancies between the patient
mercy of God and his divine perfections. 1091 Boston proceeds to remind his
congregation of four divine perfections which are essential for keeping a balanced
1088
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view of the will of God in his dealings with the world. The first of these is the
Lord’s omniscience whereby he sees every act of his rational creatures either good
or bad. Secondly, God is holy and hates sin. Thirdly, God is just (shall not the
judge of all the earth do right? Gen. 18:25), and will certainly punish sin. Lastly,
the Lord is good, and will do good things for his people. We can subsequently
rest assured that every sin (which God sees) will be punished (because he is holy)
since he is just (and will judge sin), and all this is for the benefit of God’s people
(as he is good). At another point when questions arise regarding the method of
providence, Boston again points his hearer to other divine perfections and
attributes of God for a more balanced understanding:
Though the slow method seems strange to us short-sighted
creatures, it is not at all strange being viewed in the glass of the
infinite perfections of the divine nature. A thing will appear in a
shallow river, that being cast into the sea will appear no more.
We wonder at the slow method of providence, while we look to
men; but we will cease to wonder if we look to God. God is
eternal, from everlasting to everlasting (Ps. 90:2) ... In God’s
eternal duration there are no differences of time; all is present to
him. Time is for measuring created beings, but not the infinite
being ... He sees exactly the time appointed for execution
against every impenitent sinner, and will not let pass beyond
that, one moment.1092
When Boston therefore preaches about the necessity of repentance a good deal of
some of his sermons is concerned with understanding the will of God, being
acquainted with the ways of God as his will unfolds in providence, and
understanding God’s will in relation to God’s being as a whole.

Boston devotes a considerable time to explaining the reasons behind why God
holds back from punishing sin immediately. These further reasons for the slow
method of providence are closely tied to Boston’s understanding of the
perfections of God. In his first consideration, he says the slow method is utilized
to help produce repentance and stop people dying in their sin, so illuminating the
merciful nature of God. After all, if everyone was judged for their sins after the
manner of Ananias and Sapphira (Acts 5:1-11), with such a speed of the sentence
1092
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being carried out, people would count it as oppression. 1093 So it is to mankind’s
benefit that God delays his coming judgment but more importantly, it is to God’s
glory that he acts as he does.1094 By the slow method of providence God’s
longsuffering and patience are colourfully spread across the canvass of life, his
universal good-will is made visible as well as his ‘overcoming goodness’ whereby
he brings forth good out of other’s evil. Coupled with these perfections Boston
says, ‘Justice is his act, his strange act; but mercy is what he has a peculiar delight
in. He is slow to anger, but ready to forgive. This is written in very legible
characters in this method.’1095 Boston masterfully shows that God does ordain
everything that comes to pass, and as everything does come to pass his divine
perfections are manifested even the way he deals with and responds to sin. The
subject of God’s will is used by Boston to pastorally help his parishioners make
sense of the world and their own personal circumstances as the divine perfections
work out all things to the glory of God, and to show to them their absolute need to
repent.
Boston’s second consideration for the slow method of providence concerns God’s
knowledge of mankind’s posterity. Boston was not one to beat around the bush,
and he openly states that some people exist for no other reason than to try others,
yet even in these people, generations may be born from them who prove to be
elect and loved of God. In this way and for this reason, God includes them in his
plan of providence. 1096 Something similar is seen with David’s sin. Solomon was
born from an adulterous relationship where his mother’s husband was murdered
by his father, and so sometimes God punishes people for their sins by providing
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them with enough years to see the ruin of their family. 1097 Some people are left in
their sin and left to see the results of it, being strangers to God’s discipline they
are given over to their sinful desires.
Boston’s third consideration for the use of the slow method of providence deals
with the discipline that God lovingly meets out to his children. 1098 Boston’s
thinking in The Crook in the Lot is at work again when he deals with repentance.
What men and women encounter under the hand of God are means bearing
messages.1099 Boston says, God is calling people to repentance, and he is calling
them through the cross providences in their lives, each affliction bearing a
message from the divine will. Such was the case of Balaam when God confronted
his sin and caused him to turn, and God was speaking by the same method to the
whole nation in Boston’s opinion.1100 As God ordains everything that comes to
pass, nothing that falls out under providence hits a person at random but is
governed by God’s will to a particular end. Boston basically says ‘heed the call’
of God’s will in your life. To accomplish this end, God sometimes uses the
ungodly in the slow method of providence as a trial for the refining of his people.
Connected to this is the idea that the slow method of providence is also used for
the hardening of sinners.1101 In his marvellous characteristic way with words
Boston says, ‘For as the godly are eyesores to the wicked, so the wicked are often
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as whetstones and files to the godly.’1102 Boston notes the general course of the
way of the world; that the children of the kingdom receive adversity but the
friends of the world prosper under its smile.
Both the swift and the slow judgments of God are necessary in Boston’s view. It
is as these methods are employed in the government of the world under the
providence of God that people are left without excuse for their wickedness and
refusal to repent.
The swift method is necessary to show, that there is a God to
judge upon the earth ... For as ordinary as the slow method is,
there are never wanting instances now and then of swift process
against ungodly sinners: which is necessary to bear testimony to
the being of a God, and of a providence concerned in human
affairs. And there are as many of these, as may give sufficient
warning to all. The slow method is necessary, to show there is a
judgment to come.1103
Once more, this is an observational point regarding the mechanics of providence
but it is a well made point. Boston appeals to his listener’s knowledge of how
God governs things in the world. The natural course of events testifies to a God
who will bring every person into judgment sooner or later, the important thing is
to repent before that judgment arrives. 1104
In one of Boston’s own applications of these things as he taught his people on the
need to repent, he makes a bold and thought-provoking statement. ‘There cannot
be such worth in outward prosperity, nor such evil in affliction, as we generally
imagine. For a holy, wise God would never heap what is really best on the objects
of his wrath, and what is really worst on the objects of his love.’ 1105 The only
right response is to question whether or not this is true. I think the answer
depends on whether we view our earthly lives purely in their temporal form or
whether an eternal dimension is also added. Boston of course, incorporates the
1102
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eternal dimension, and from that perspective his statement is true. In light of
God’s children inheriting the eternal kingdom of heaven, earthly prosperity is not
worth anywhere near the value placed on it by the world (Lk. 12:18-20), and the
severest trials and afflictions of the saints will appear as mere inconveniences in
light of the glory that will follow (‘For I consider that the sufferings of this
present time are not worth comparing with the glory that is to be revealed to us.’
Rom. 8:18). If we could but momentarily glimpse things from the heavenly
Father’s intention, our estimation of possessions would plummet whereas our
attitude towards our trials would be transformed (Heb. 12: 6-11). It would be
wrong however to forget that we have no experience yet of the eternal dimension,
our entire basis of knowledge is derived from temporal experience. From this
angle we ought not to downplay the reality that, ‘For the moment all discipline
seems painful rather than pleasant’ (Heb. 12:11). This may make the unbeliever’s
life in many ways easier, but ‘easier’ is not necessarily ‘better,’ it is easier to
make toast than a roast dinner but the added burdens that go into making the latter
meal are the very things which make it ‘better.’ Boston is aware of the crux of
this argument and he recognizes it is only when a person seeks to understand the
way of providence by faith that they will achieve a right perspective of their
circumstances. Boston comments,
Consider there may be a mystery in the dispensations of
providence; but there can be no iniquity, error, or mistake ...
Silently adore that wisdom and the deep design of providence
which you cannot see through, that certainly are in the slow
method God uses with some ungodly sinners, evil-workers.
Though you cannot see how God’s glory can miss to suffer by it,
believe that God will doubtless get glory by it. 1106
Viewed in and of itself, providence can be interpreted in many varied ways.
Boston says that providence may well appear strange as people try to observe it,
but the word of God always focuses the skewed perspective, and prove the unity
of his works with his word.1107 When providence is observed correctly however,
Boston argues that it makes good sense to repent, and to obstinately refuse is ‘to
1106
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deny the true tribute to our Sovereign Lord and King,’ 1108 who requires it by right
and will punish the unrepentant.
5.7.4 Conclusion to Boston’s Repentance
Boston’s message is, repent while the door of mercy is still open - do not delay.
God’s sovereign will can harden or soften a sinner, but in his merciful goodness
God calls people to repentance through the government of his world via
providence, providing numerous opportunities for the wicked to turn from their
ways. Boston’s appeals for repentance often flow out of his doctrine of God’s
will: if God is omnipotent, omniscient, and omnipresent, it is hopeless to pretend
God will let us escape from paying the price our sins deserve. His observations of
providence in the life of the believer once more turn our attention to the will of
God in trials and afflictions; idea’s presented afresh from his Memoirs and The
Crook in the Lot. When we understand things from the perspective of God’s will,
earthly enticements diminish but the discipline of the Father becomes an esteemed
prize. We can confidently say that Boston pastorally applies his doctrine of God’s
will primarily in the areas of acknowledging God, observing providence,
suffering/trials, and submitting to them, and there is a strong presence of those
applications when he deals with the necessity of repentance.
5.8 Boston’s pastoral application of God’s will in his correspondence
If God’s will unfolding in providence in the life of Boston is an important part of
his theology and worldview, as we have suggested, the crowning evidence would
be that it was clearly displayed in his private correspondence. This is what would
be expected if his Memoirs are a good reflection of his personal life and his
sermons and books a good reflection of his public ministry. In a series of letters
to his close friend Mr Hog, we get an honest picture of Boston’s harsh home-life,
especially with the frequent mentions of his wife’s condition and his own poor
1108
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health. The pastoral applications we identified in his sermons and published
works are evident again as he writes to his friends and parishioners.
In one letter regarding prosperity and providence (14th December 1724),1109
Boston clearly instructs his friend that when things take an unexpected turn for the
worse we ought to believe God plans it with good for us in mind, since everything
God does is the best that can be done. On top of this temporal perspective, when
God’s children reach heaven the eternal perspective will prove that to be the case
beyond all doubt. This exhortation for an eternal perspective does not mean that
people cannot have seasons of blessed insight to their temporal afflictions in the
present. After stating that the dark cloud that has hung over his wife shows no
signs of dispersing, Boston acknowledges that God is in control of the entire
situation and as Boston observes God’s ways with his wife’s affliction, he submits
to God’s infinite wisdom and resolves to trust the great Governor of affairs. He
writes (8th August 1724),
She has not wanted seasonable supports from a higher hand; and
when several coals were by wise and holy Providence cast in
together into our furnace, she who behoved to be waited on and
served before, was even helped to wait on, and be very helpful
to others in distress; and then the clouds returned after the rain,
and now she comes little out of the bed at all. But all is
necessary, and He is infinitely wise who has the managing of all
in His hand ... In that respect it is medicinal; it shines with many
gracious purposes about it; and, end as it will, one may have the
confidence of faith, that it shall end well. 1110
The continual confrontation in Boston’s life of poor health while he trusts in God
leads him to the place where he sees absolutely no discord between God’s
goodness and love against human trials and affliction. Boston walked the road of
painful health so long he eventually arrives at the conclusion that afflictions are in
fact part of God’s goodness and love for his people. In one letter regarding his ill
health (June 1724), Boston writes that he has ‘been in the furnace of affliction’
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which issues from ‘the rod of a kind and gracious God on myself and family.’ 1111
This is a telling passage which shows that Boston’s pastoral application of God’s
will was first and foremost applied to his own life before he ever ventured to
minister to other people. In one letter to Mr Hog to comfort him over his wife’s
tender condition (25th April 1726), Boston makes no hesitation in saying that
health or infirmities of people are a work of sovereign disposal, and a work to be
adored.

If this is too challenging for his friend to accept he immediately

encourages him to recognize that Christ himself was a man of sorrows and
acquainted with grief and that they will one day reign with Christ because they
have suffered with him. 1112
Nearly all of Boston’s letters to Mr Hog and letters to others 1113 mention
afflictions of some sort and the over-riding Lord’s hand in the situation, whether
that’s concerning health, poverty, or spiritual affliction.

Boston is under no

illusion that due to mankind’s sinful nature, the natural reaction to experiencing
affliction is to rail against God but he also declares the need to acknowledge that
affliction comes from God.1114 As we have seen in his Memoirs, sermons and
books, Boston emphasizes the need to submit to God’s will, and in his private
correspondence that same theme is strongly stated showing our previous
conjectures to be correct. On the 21st of May 1726, in a letter to his friend Mr
Hog concerning the death of one Hog’s children, Boston, making mention of the
six children he lost himself, wrote,
Ah! ah! why are we thus not fully satisfied and acquiescing in
the wise management of the great Counsellor, who puts clouds
and darkness round Him, bidding us follow at His back through
the cloud, promising an eternal uninterrupted sunshine on the
other side. “Lord, increase our faith,” is a petition we need to be
oft putting up. But I hope the Lord has taught you and your
spouse resignation to the will of Him who does all things well.
1111
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But I find it is a difficult lesson to learn: the flesh still spurns
and rises against the rod.1115
This was only six years before Boston passed away and he is still writing about
his personal struggle to submit to the will of God, although in other letters he
writes how pleased he was for God to carve out whatever lot he deems is best for
him. 1116
It is not only submission to God’s will Boston’s discusses, all of the issues we
have raised under the pastoral applications of Boston’s doctrine of the will of God
appear at some point within his letters. There are, as we would expect, numerous
references to providence, 1117 and direct parallels made with the biblical accounts
of Jacob and Job where providence appeared to be destroying them before it
turned their fortunes around (22nd July 1727).

He speaks of the Lord’s

prerogative to bring into the lives of his children the afflictions that best suit them
for their sanctification, and work in their suffering. 1118

This process of

sanctification is worked out by means within the divine decree, afflictions being
one of those means. 1119 Boston also notes that his observations of providence
revealed to him that his most godly friends were all under affliction at one
particular time. 1120 In a study focused on a specific subject such as God’s will, it
is easy to forget that Boston’s main emphasis in life and work and the whole
reason for his theology surrounding God’s will, was his love for and interest in
Christ as the revelation of the one true God. This is brought to our remembrance
in his letter to Mr Hog on 21st November 1730, in the twilight of his years. 1121
The overall tone of Boston’s discussions of God’s will shine through in his letters
where he talks about God as the ‘Sovereign Manager’ and the one who ‘carves out
1115
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lots’ for people. 1122 There is also the repeated point that everything God does as
the result of his eternal counsel is good and done well. 1123
We see then, that the doctrine of the will of God that was often on Boston’s own
mind and clearly displayed in his Memoirs, became a prevalent subject in his
preaching ministry, widely popularized in his published works, and continued up
until his death to be a matter of significance within his private correspondence.
Subservient only to his love for God in Christ, God’s will appears to be the one
thing that continually commanded his attention for the duration of his adult life.
Other subjects were very important too, such as covenant theology, as this appears
frequently in his sermons and dogmatic studies but rarely in his personal
reflections or correspondence. Boston seemed to be able to compartmentalize
covenant theology to the theological teaching aspect of his life, whereas the will
of God was perhaps more prevalent in his private life than it was in his public
ministry, which we have shown to be littered with references. We can say with
confidence that God’s will unfolding in providence preoccupied Boston’s
thoughts and theology in a way that remarkably influenced how he practiced his
pastoral care of his flock.

5.9 - Is it legitimate to use the doctrine of providence in the manner practiced by
Boston?
Can we say with clarity and detail that Boston’s pastoral use of his doctrine of
providence is used legitimately? There is no single word answer to this question,
some areas of Boston’s use of the doctrine of providence are legitimate, whereas
others seem less so. We shall seek to answer this question with the aid of how
Boston dealt with the case study of the man born blind in Jn. 9. Boston does
legitimately use his doctrine of providence when he ascribes all things to be
within God’s control because God is Sovereign. This is at the essence of the
1122
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Reformed doctrine of God’s will. Boston is therefore correct to attribute all the
trials of life to be within the plans and purposes of God. When Christ suffered for
the sins of the world it was part of God’s plan (Isa. 53:10). The question that
follows concerns the way in which God brings about our trials in his providence.
Boston differentiates between different ‘crooks’ as we have seen. 1124 Concerning
the man born blind, Boston attributes his blindness to God’s providence. 1125 The
way in which different dispensations of providence fall out are described by
Boston, and in the case of the man born blind his trial was not sinful or a direct
result of personal sin (other than that all suffering is ultimately linked back to the
Fall). 1126
There are pure and sinful crooks, which are mere afflictions, clean
crosses-grievous indeed, but not defiling. Such was Lazarus’ poverty,
Rachel’s barrenness, Leah’s tender eyes, and the blindness of the man
born blind. Now, the crooks of this kind are of God’s making, by the
efficacy of His power directly bringing them to pass and causing them
to be ... The man was “born blind, that the works of God should be
made manifest to him” (John 9:3) ... Such crooks in the lot are of
God’s making in the most ample sense, and in their full
comprehension, being the direct effects of His agency. 1127
Boston is right to apply his doctrine of providence in this way. Being blind in and
of itself is not a sin or the direct result of a sin. Other trials however, what Boston
names ‘sinful crooks,’ God ordains to happen via means, causation and human
free will, but they go against God’s revealed will.
Boston’s practical use of his doctrine of providence is Reformed in theology and
biblically warranted, apart from his private habit and public recommendation of
‘observing providence’ to determine present and future decisions. 1128 This is the
one aspect of his application of providence that I would to say is not legitimate.
Every person is guided to some extent by their circumstances, but Boston appears
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to place too great an emphasis on mere circumstances than is biblically legitimate.
This being the case, Boston could at times draw erroneous conclusions from the
events of his life.
Providential dispensations arrive at their destinations via different roots. Some
are caused directly by God willing them to be so (the man born blind), others are
the result of natural causation and means (Eli’s frailty due to old age, 1 Sam.
4:12ff), whereas others are due to the sinful actions of mankind (crucifixion of
Christ). That Boston sought to distinguish and understand how providence
worked reveals the extent of his desire to submit to it as unto God. Boston
pastorally applied his doctrine of providence successfully and legitimately, apart
from his emphasis on the need to constantly observe providence which almost
eclipses at times the priority of being led by God’s Word.
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Chapter 6 - Conclusion
6.1 The Reformed Expression of Boston’s doctrine of the will of God

We have covered a lot of ground doctrinally, historically and pastorally, but let us
now draw the threads together. Our intention has been to examine the Reformed
doctrine of the will of God and its pastoral application in the theology of Thomas
Boston. We have sought to understand what Boston’s doctrine of the will of God
was, together with the ways that doctrine was used by Boston pastorally. It was
necessary to establish Boston’s doctrine of the will of God before understanding
how he then utilized that doctrine pastorally in his preaching and writing.
We began by examining Boston’s Memoirs to see the dramatic extent to which his
understanding of God’s providence influenced Boston’s private life and ministry.
We established that to fully understand Boston one had to appreciate the extent to
which God’s will and God’s providence formed a central theme of his life and
theology. The preoccupation of providence in Boston’s understanding of his own
life and circumstances looks certain to have been influenced by his reading of
Flavel’s The Mystery of Providence, which was written the year Boston was born.
Significant details of Flavel’s manual are found in Boston’s Memoirs, with not
only the same theological points being made, but with the same stresses and
emphases duly recorded. Boston’s Memoirs appear to demonstrate a genuine
dependence upon Flavel’s work.
Boston’s doctrine of the will of God was not his own invention. He was a
Minister of the Church of Scotland, prizing its confessional standard as pure and
true.

The WCF was wholeheartedly adopted by Boston including its strong

emphasis on the sovereign will of God and all that this encompasses. Boston
assented to the Confession’s teaching because he understood it to be a
confessional statement of orthodox Reformed theology. Boston’s doctrine of the
will of God comes after the formulations of Calvin and the early Reformers on the
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subject and everything that led to its confessional status and form at Westminster,
and it follows squarely within the Reformed tradition.1129 Boston identified a
continuity between what he taught, what was expressed in the WCF, what Calvin
and the magisterial Reformers expressed, with conformity to scriptural truth. We
also established that Calvin’s doctrine of God’s will largely followed in the
footsteps of some of the most influential figures of the Christian Church, such as
Aquinas, Lombard, Bernard and Augustine. Therefore we can say that Boston’s
doctrine of God’s will, being representative of influential individuals and a major
Reformed confessional statement, is a good reflection of historic Reformed
Christian teaching on God’s will. This then is the first point: Boston’s doctrine of
the will of God is Reformed in substance and expression.
Having established that Boston’s doctrine of God’s will is Reformed and of great
importance for understanding the man, what can we say about the content of that
doctrine? Boston’s doctrine of God’s will, following in the footsteps of Calvin
and the WCF, is one that believes that God is sovereign. We have seen that we
can only know of God what he has decided to reveal to us but in the Scriptures we
find an omnipotent God whose will ordains and decrees everything that happens.
These actions of God remain incomprehensible to human finite understanding,
God’s reasons being known only to himself, there being no higher reason than the
will of God. In the eternal divine perfection of God’s being there is his counsel,
this is what we term the will of God. God’s counsel is what governs and controls
all his actions or decrees. It is from God’s counsel that the world was created and
created in the way it was, with the inclusion of the fall, sin, suffering, redemption,
and all that seemed most fitting to the infinite wisdom and knowledge of God.
The actualization of God’s will in creation is his providence, whereby nothing
occurs which is not part of his eternal decree so that even his permission is a part
1129
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and history, the consistency of thought regarding God’s will is nothing short of incredible.
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of his active willing. As the first cause of all things God brings to fulfilment his
eternal plan by the use of means and second causes working in human beings
according to their created natures. The WCF and Boston however are favourable
towards the term ‘permission’ on the understanding it is not a ‘bare’ permission.
God has ordained the existence of evil from which he deemed it appropriate to
bring forth good. Boston acknowledges that sin and evil are self-originating
within God’s rational creatures, God being the first cause of all things but not the
sole cause. In sum, Boston agrees with Calvin, ‘God, therefore, ordained that
which should come to pass, because nothing could have been done had He not
willed it to be done.’1130
We also showed that a great many Reformed theologians thought about God’s
will as an attribute, either labelling it such, including it under the attribute of
God’s sovereignty, or discussing it in direct relation to God’s other attributes in a
way that suggested it was an attribute. This leads us to offer the following
succinct definition: God’s will is one of his attributes whereby God according to
his own counsel, knows, plans, and executes all things.
The complex nature of God’s will from the finite perspective of humanity results
in Boston acknowledging its singular nature as dwelling in the simplicity of God’s
essence, whilst employing distinctions as a necessary tool for our comprehension.
The most helpful distinction for our understanding of God’s single will is that of
‘secret’ and ‘revealed.’ Everything mankind needs to know about how to live
before God is revealed in the Scriptures, most commonly expressed in commands,
which constitute the revealed will of God. The secret will of God speaks about
those things that God does and knows he will do, which he has not shared with
mankind. The distinctions are used for our comprehension of God’s will but they
are one and the same thing within the singular simple counsel of God.
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We demonstrated that speaking about the divine counsel of God simply as ‘God’s
will’ at all times necessarily leads to confusion, and I suggested the term should
be limited in use to refer to God’s revealed law and what he deems to be good for
humanity, or as an expression of human submissiveness, or as a title of a subject
area. This would enable profitable discussion of God’s will to proceed with less
confusion than has previously ensued.

Three further distinctions under the

‘secret’ aspect of God’s will ought to be adopted. I suggested it would be useful
if we spoke of God ‘willing,’ ‘ordaining,’ and ‘permitting’ certain things,
indicating what each of these entailed within the singular will of God. I proposed
that the use of the term ‘cause’ was rarely helpful for contemporary discussion of
God’s will unless it was preceded by the terms ‘First’ or ‘secondary,’ which
clarified its meaning. These distinctions can then be used for clarity of definition,
instead of just using ‘God’s will’ without identifying which of the far ranging
meanings is intended.

My terminological proposals would bring a clearer

foundation of understanding on which to build a shared knowledge of God’s will.

We have therefore, via the theology of Thomas Boston and the Reformed
tradition, defined what God’s will is regarding its intrinsic nature and designated
its specific locale for discussion within the subject area of the attributes of God.
We have made suggestions towards a unified understanding of terminology on
God’s will, which I believe would engender future meaningful discussion in an
area that is frequently misunderstood for the very reason that people currently
employ the generic term ‘God’s will’ in multifarious ways. Further discussions
on God’s will, could incorporate these suggestions whilst remaining faithful to the
Reformed tradition as expressed in it’s historic confessions and by its influential
advocates.
6.2 Boston’s pastoral application of God’s will
It was Boston’s understanding of the will of God, as it unfolded in providence in
his own life that made him the man he was and led him in his ministry. Boston’s
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introspective character helped many people who were experiencing affliction as is
evidenced by the popularity of The Crook in the Lot.

As Watson testified,

‘Without doubt, he was in body the weakest, and in life the most tried, minister to
be found in Scotland.’1131 It was precisely because of this, that he was able to
pastorally apply Scripture about God’s will with genuine empathy and acute
understanding, and often from heartfelt experience.

The years he spent

comforting his wife in her distress led to similar care being exercised towards his
parishioners, as he assured them of the love of God and reminded them that
everything that came from God’s hand was necessary for their good and his glory.
The death of six of his children and the appalling life expectancy of children and
people in general in his Etterick parish, coupled with their abject poverty,
provided Boston with ample opportunities to minister to the afflicted. Boston’s
life was spent wrestling with and submitting to God’s sovereign will, and
although he ministered to his flock’s temporal afflictions, he did so with an eternal
perspective, knowing that ‘no eye has seen, nor ear heard, nor the heart of man
imagined, what God has prepared for those who love him’ (1 Corinthians 2:9 ).
Submission to the will of God was not a one off act for Boston; it was a continual
learning process.
Through the pastoral applications of Boston’s ministry, this thesis has
demonstrated that the doctrine of God’s will is profitable for daily life. Although
the doctrine of the will of God can be complex, there is a need to acknowledge
that it is essentially practical and useful, and this should be the primary
recognition as opposed to notions of it being controversial or problematic. Boston
utilized his doctrine of the will of God in his private life frequently and on the
whole, successfully. There were times when Boston drew erroneous conclusions
from his observation of providence, these seemed to flow from his tender
conscience but could add to his melancholy.

Similarly, the expectation

concerning his parishioners’ ability to ‘read’ providence after his example may
1131
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have been too high. Nevertheless, Boston’s frequent pastoral applications of
God’s will throughout his ministry across numerous sermons would have shaped
his parishioners, and the inhabitants of Etterick must have found this emphasis
helpful given their loyalty to Boston and the growth of his flock. 1132

We identified four leading areas of pastoral concern where Boston applied his
doctrine of the will of God. These were, i. the need to acknowledge that God is
God, and all that this encompasses regarding his sovereignty and Lordship, ii. the
recommendation to observe providence knowing that God ordains whatsoever
comes to pass, iii. a realization that affliction and trials are governed by God’s
hand and are incorporated into his plan for the sanctification of his people and the
glory of his name, and lastly, iv. Boston pleads with his people, from the very
depths of his heart, to submit to the will of God, in its revealed form as expressed
by God’s commands in Scripture, and in its ordaining form, that the lot of each
and everyone is known and orchestrated by God. These four points are the direct
result of Boston pastorally applying his doctrine of God’s will. We cannot grasp
all that God does nor identify reasons for his actions but God knows all things and
does all things well, else the Apostle Paul’s words, ‘and we know that for those
who love God all things work together for good’ (Romans 8:28), are void of truth.
The submission Boston exhorts his people to obtain is not a resignation to
hopelessness or inaction.

It is a submission that brings us full circle to

acknowledge that God is God. The four specific issues identified above are
expressed by Boston in his personal reflections, sermons, published works and
private correspondence, from 1702 onwards.

This highlights the continual

importance of the doctrine of God’s will for Boston in every area of life and
suggests its practical emphasis.
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6.3 Some observations

The first and possibly most important result of this thesis has been in identifying
that to understand Boston correctly it is necessary to understand his doctrine of
the will of God as it unfolds in providence. It is an unmistakably central part of
his life and theology. Secondly, through the lens of Boston we have revealed the
practical impact of the Reformed doctrine of the will of God. No-one will deny
that God’s will can be a complex subject but one has to ask if its reputation for
being a difficult subject has grossly overshadowed its use for beneficial and
practical pastoral care. Is this possibly a result of academic theology focusing on
the philosophical and metaphysical aspects of God’s will rather than on the
biblical and practical aspects?1133 We have already identified that some books
dealing with the subject of God’s attributes fail to discuss a single biblical text,
and others very few. Boston’s doctrine of the will of God was not simplistic but it
was thoroughly biblical and accompanied by copious references to Scripture, and
because of this Boston had no reservations about pastorally applying the doctrine.
Boston for example, does not belittle what anyone suffers, their suffering is real
and it hurts but he is able to point them to Christ who suffered more than anyone,
yet this was according to the will of God. If this happened to God’s Son, his
beloved, the one in whom he was well pleased, then we can submit ourselves to
the Father’s hand knowing that he does all things well.

Another result of this investigation has shown that certain aspects of the will of
God prove more useful within pastoral ministry than others.

The pastoral

applications of predestination and election are little in comparison with God’s
Sovereignty and providential care.

This is not to say that election and

predestination are not pastorally helpful or practical. On the contrary, it is really
in the pastoral and practical domain that election and predestination ought to be
predominantly discussed, given their placement and context within Scripture. I do
not believe election and predestination are revealed in Scripture in order to work
1133
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out systems of salvation or for understanding why some are saved and others not.
We cannot stress metaphysical ideas to the detriment of biblical revelation.
Scripture already reveals why some are saved and others are not and it is a matter
of faith (Acts 15:9; 16:31; Rom. 3:22; 5:1; 9:30; 10:9; Gal. 2:16; 2:20; 3:8; 3:11;
Eph. 2:8; Phil. 3:9; 2 Tim. 3:15; 1 Jn. 5:4-5; etc), all other thoughts are
speculation.1134 The very few references to divine election and predestination that
assure believers of the love of God for them should not be used as a starting point
for formulating systems of theology.

We conclude that election and

predestination ought not to be taken out of their contexts in which they remain
comforting and helpful pastoral tools, albeit in the narrow area of assurance.
Thirdly, related to the previous point, discussion around the subject of God’s will
has often tended to polarize either God’s sovereignty or mankind’s freedom. The
Reformed tradition has often found itself defending God’s absolute sovereignty,
for example, against Arminianism. Similarly there have been debates surrounding
Open Theism which has sought to emphasize human freedom. It needs to be
acknowledged that there is a tension in Scripture, which speaks of God’s absolute
sovereignty but also of mankind’s freedom and responsibility. The Bible speaks
of God’s definite plan and foreknowledge (Acts 2:23) and of God predestinating
and choosing people before the world began (Eph. 1:4-5), but these are alongside
verses which say that Jesus stands at the door and knocks and whoever opens the
door he will accept (Rev. 3:20) and that Christ is the Saviour of all men,
especially those who believe (1 Tim. 4:10). We must not silence one strand of
thought to emphasize another. This is where Calvin was wise; stating both sides
of a paradox without relieving the tension. Some people will not be satisfied with
this conclusion but we cannot know the incomprehensible will of God in any
more depth than it has been revealed in Scripture. Boston believed that God’s
will was sovereign and that he ‘ordains whatsoever comes to pass’ but he was at
the forefront of defending the right to preach the Gospel to all men in the
1134
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knowledge that God so loved the world that he sent his only begotten Son, that
whosoever believed in him may receive eternal life. Boston followed Calvin in
maintaining the tension of God’s sovereignty and mankind’s freedom. I believe
Calvin and Boston managed to do this because they were at pains to be faithful to
Scripture.

6.4 Final word
This thesis on Thomas Boston’s doctrine of the will of God and its pastoral
application has therefore revealed some important findings.

The historic

Reformed tradition has a doctrine of God’s will that is not only biblical and robust
but is of paramount importance for practical Christian living. The doctrine of
God’s will has profound value within a pastoral context. I think Boston was right
to adopt the historic Reformed doctrine of God’s will as an accurate reading of
Scripture, and I believe that the way he took what was dogmatic and applied it
practically is an abiding lesson for pastorally applying Reformed theology. In our
present age where individualism is in vogue and autonomy stressed, I cannot help
thinking that Boston’s personal and pastoral emphasis on submission to the will of
God is not only valid for contemporary society but also necessary. Failure to do
this is to reject following Christ (Matt. 26:39; 6:10; Jn. 6:38) and to refuse to
acknowledge that God is indeed God. We have demonstrated a new awareness
that providence as the unfolding of God’s will was such an influential aspect of
Boston’s life and ministry, and is significant for understanding him fully. We
have revealed Boston’s doctrine of the will of God and how he utilized it for
pastoral application within his ministry.

Boston died of a scorbutic disease

(scurvy) on the 20th May 1732. The fact that almost three hundred years later
new editions of his books on doctrine and pastoral care are still being printed
speak to his significance and the need for future engagement with his theology.
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Appendix 1 - Terminological proposals regarding God’s will
What we say and how we say it, identifies what we believe, so it is critical to
choose our words to explain God’s will with due care and attention. Value
judgments need to be made about each term used to explain the will of God, in
order that what we want to say about God’s will is understood by the actual words
we use to say it. Let us go over the terms we have engaged with in this thesis,
assessing their necessity and usefulness in our present day.
I believe I have shown that to simply speak of God’s will, is not useful to clearly
express what we mean by that term. A number of words may be used to add
clarification to what we actually mean when we speak of God’s will. 1135 I think it
would be best if we limited the term ‘God’s will’ to, i) speak about how God
wants us to behave according to his revealed law in Scripture, his will reflecting
what he knows to be good for us. ii) A term of expression used to denote human
submissiveness to God’s ways. For example, ‘it was the Lord’s will’ or ‘the will
of the Lord be done.’ iii) As a general subject heading, i.e., we have been
discussing ‘God’s will.’
I would suggest the Reformed distinctions of ‘revealed’ and ‘secret’ to describe
the doctrine of God’s will are the two most helpful terms for clarifying discussion
on the subject. Not only are they simple, self-explanatory terms, but they reflect
the testimony of Scripture that God has revealed some things to his creation, and
hidden other things from them. Of near equal worth are the terms ‘ordains’ and
‘permits’ in relation to God’s decree.

You may ask why God ‘ordaining’

something is better than saying God ‘wills’ something? The answer is, ‘ordains’
speaks about God’s official ordering of a thing to occur in advance, it does not
necessarily mean he approves of it or desires it, which the term ‘will’ can more
1135
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likely communicate. Therefore God can ordain Christ’s death whilst disapproving
of his murder having prohibited murder in his law. ‘Permission’ is another useful
term because although what God permits proceeds from his singular will, it
further underscores the fact that some of what God ordains to occur he does not
approve of according to his holy, righteous self, and his revealed law. A result of
my proposals would mean that God ordains everything (nothing has existence
apart from God), permits some things (he allows his rational creatures to disobey
him in their freedom) and wills other things (reveals to mankind how it is they are
to live their lives).
I would suggest the above terminology helps to clarify a description of God’s will.
This can be summarized as follows:
a) God ordains all things. His ordaining all things includes all of creation with
their appropriate natures, good and evil, and every event.
b) God is the first cause of all things. 1136 As the first cause, everything created
derives its origin from God, all existence and being are God’s good gift, and
whatever beings do, whether good or evil, they would not be able to do without
existing, including the use of all secondary causes.
c) God permits evil. Although God’s permitting is an active willing on God’s
part, he does not cause evil, in the sense of performing sin, nor cause others to do
it in separation from secondary causes, and neither with violence being forced on
the freedom of the creature (2 Sam. 24). The use of the term ‘permission’ makes
a distinction in God’s will similar to Aristotle’s ‘efficient’ and ‘final’ causes.
d) God’s will reveals to mankind how they are to live their lives. It also expresses
his desire for, and what he values as being, good. Hence a verse such as 2 Pet.
3:9, which speaks about God not wanting anyone to perish but to come to
repentance, reveals what is good for mankind, repenting and not perishing.
All of these distinctions originate in the ‘one’ will of God; he is the first cause of
all that he ordains, he ordains what he wills, and he wills what he permits, so his
1136
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‘will’ is executed in different ways and the terms ‘ordain,’ ‘first cause’ and
‘permit,’ help to distinguish these aspects. God’s will is therefore single with
distinctions.

What this achieves is a contemporary expression of removing

culpability of sin towards God. In saying that God ordains all things and is the
first cause of all things, it is then far more intelligible to say that God does not
‘cause’ evil, but permits it.

The desire to comprehend that single

incomprehensible will cannot but result in a definition of multiple parts.
Given the close association of ‘cause’ with ‘blame’ in contemporary language, I
think the best course of action is to avoid the term whenever possible. Even if one
adopts Aristotle’s fourfold scheme of causation one would have to clarify which
of the four ‘causes’ is being referred to, not to mention the need for explaining the
other three uses of the term, to distinguish the present use of any particular one.
There rarely arises an occasion when the term ‘cause’ is the best way of
expressing what we mean in relation to God’s will.
That said, I think it is helpful to speak of God as the ‘First Cause’ and of
‘secondary causes,’ for when ‘cause’ is prefixed with either ‘first’ or ‘secondary’
it becomes obvious that the person using those terms is not talking about blame
but something deeper, something that expresses a multiple of causes is in
existence. I believe ‘First Cause’ is useful and necessary to stress that every
action, good or evil, every component in a chain of consequences, and even
existence itself, relies upon God as First Cause. It is a term that for me, expresses
the truth that there only exists two things, God and that which he has created. The
use of ‘secondary causes’ is helpful to distinguish the actions of God’s created
rational beings from God, and to establish the order that exists within God’s
creation. The latter makes natural consequences possible (it rains, the ground gets
wet) and stops the creation dissolving into chaos. I believe I have steered a course
which enables meaningful discussion on the doctrine of God’s will to proceed and
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develop, whilst acknowledging the complexities that exist in speaking about such
a profound subject.1137
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Descriptive complexities exist in the academic world of theology, it is no wonder they appear
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complexity of the doctrine of God’s will in the passage above. Boston says God ‘foresaw’ the fall
of man but that all things are ‘present’ to him and nothing future, and God foreseeing what was
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Appendix 2 – Examples from the Memoirs which illustrate Boston’s practice of
using his doctrine of providence
p.11 – Boston’s conclusion of his observation of providence when he sees an open
coffin is that God is speaking to him concerning life’s frailty.
p.13 – All the trials of life he faces are viewed as issuing from the providence of
God.
p.15 – Boston retrospectively views God’s plan of providence in his life as
equipping him for his ministry.
p.16 – Boston’s observation of providence in his own trying circumstances leads
him to acknowledge the grace of God in his life.
p.18 – Boston attributes the ordering of his education to the providence of God.
p.19 – The learning of short-hand writing Boston attributes to the providence of
God since it became so beneficial in his ministry preparation.
p.28 – Boston views providence as the source of leading him in various
employments.
p.30 – Providence leads Boston from one employment to another.
p.32 – Boston views providence as the reason why he spent a period of time at
home.
p.33 – Boston observes the work of providence retrospectively in his student
years.
p.39 – Boston views his rejection of the post at Dunse as a hard exercise in
submission to the providence of God.
p.41 – Providence teaches Boston not to set his heart on a particular place to be a
minister.
p.47 – Boston tries to ‘read’ providence in order to determine where God wants
him to become a minister.
p.64 – Boston seeks to submit to the providence of God when a period of ill health
looks likely to end in his death.
p.72 – Boston observes that providence has organized his circumstances so as to
relieve him of certain anxieties.
p.73 – Boston tries to observe providence in order to be led where to preach.
p.76 – Boston attributes to providence the time he came across Flavel’s work on
providence which greatly helped him.
p.80 – Boston observes providence and applying his observations to his
circumstances he finds guidance.
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p. 83 – When Boston submits to the providence of God regarding his call to
Simprin it brings him peace.
p.85 – Boston seeks to submit again to the providence of God regarding his call to
Simprin.
p.87 – Boston uses his observation of providence to guide him in life.
p.89 – Boston acknowledges that God directs his providence to our lives in areas
where we need to be challenged.
p.94-5 – Boston retrospectively observes God’s providence in his life and rejoices
in God’s guidance of his life.
p.95 – Providence declared ‘a rock of comfort’ to Boston as he faces his trials.
p.99 – Boston uses providence to guide him to certain texts to preach on.
p.102 – Boston ‘reads’ providence (that is, circumstances and weather conditions)
to decide on when to travel.
p.121 – Boston uses his doctrine of providence to give thanks to God because of
his current situation.
p.134 – Boston applies his observations of providence to comfort his own heart.
p.137 – Boston views his own trials as coming from God’s providence.
p.142 – Boston achieves peace during the near death of his father when he
submits to the providence of God.
p.148 – When Boston submitted to the providence of God it reduced his
unnecessary fears.
p.150 – Boston uses his observation of providence to decide when to do things.
p.153 – Boston looks for what lessons God is teaching him through his trials
which are sent by the providence of God.
p.168 – Boston positively applies his observations of providence to give God
thanks in his situation.
p.182 – Boston puts certain trying circumstances down to providence and because
of that he manages to be thankful for them.
p.184-85 – When Boston is deciding on whether he is called to Etterick he
repeatedly observes providence to ascertain an answer.
p.197 – From Boston’s observation of providence he admits it looks unlikely he
will be called to Etterick.
p.198 – Boston both observes and applies the providence of God to his life.
p.205 – Boston ‘reads’ providence into the incident of the forgotten presbytery
meeting.
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p.208 – Boston seeks to submit to the providence of God and when he did things
turned out well regarding his call to Etterick.
p.212 – Boston understands that the provisions for his family are the work of the
providence of God.
p.221 – Boston is greatly encouraged to note that God in his providence leads him
to subjects to preach upon.
p.227 – The preaching of the Fourfold State in sermon form is observed by
Boston as an act of providence.
p.229 – Boston notes that he does not want to trust in circumstances so as not to
make a Bible out of providence.
p.235-36 – Boston rejoices greatly in God despite difficult trials because he
believes they issue from the providence of God.
p.237 – Boston observes that trials prematurely cut short do not produce the fruit
that providence intended.
p.240 – Boston deeply desires to submit to God’s providence noting that his trials
come from God’s hand.
p.242 – Boston observes the providence of God at work in his friendships.
p.248 – Boston resigns his will to God’s in faith when providence confused him
and this helped to ease his heart.
p.251 – Boston views providence leading him in his ministerial work.
p.254 – Boston seeks to ‘read’ providence in the matter over whether or not to
publish his sermons.
p.256 – Boston submits to providence even though it brought him sorrow to his
heart.
p.261 – Boston trusts in the providence of God hoping to something of the secret
design contained within his present circumstances.
p.265 – Boston attributes the unfolding of providence as the reason for his
decision to confirm an oath.
p.268 – Boston views the smallest details of life as having a design governed by
providence to try the patience of God’s children.
p.277 – Boston uses providence to lead him in the ordering and timing of his
ministry.
p.279 – Boston goes ahead with the publication of some of his works when he
sees God’s providence leading him to it.
p.281 – By observing providence Boston is lead to times of prayer and fasting.
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p.282 – Boston describes the normal way in which providence works in his life by
bringing situations to a low point before adding great blessing.
p.289 – The meeting of a stranger who helps Boston is ascribed to providence.
p.291 – Boston relies upon the providence of God to make certain decisions.
p.293 – Boston understands that it is God’s providence that leads him out of
trouble.
p.297 – When impending disaster turns out to be a false alarm, Boston views this
episode as a ‘kind providence’ sent by God.
p.300 – Boston looks to providence to lead him in his preaching.
p.304 – The providential death of a young mother of four leads Boston to preach
on Zech. 12:12.
p.308 – Boston observes providence and declares that it is ‘sweetly surprising’
regarding his management of affairs.
p.310 – Boston is lead by providence when seeking a place for his son to stay in
Edinburgh while he studies.
p.312 – Boston speaks of his desire to be led by providence in all matters of life
rather than lead his own affairs.
p.315 – Boston is openly happy when he knows he has followed the providence of
God.
p.316 – Boston speaks in a church assembly after being prompted by providence
to do so.
p.318-19 – Boston observes and confirms the ‘practical usefulness’ of providence
when his daughter is healed of a nose related injury.
p.321 – Boston observes a trial whereby an number of his elders die as a trial
issuing from the providence of God.
p.328 – Boston can at times view the design of providence as a rebuke, both to
himself and the whole parish.
p.333 – Boston attributes the death of some close friends to the providence of God
and concludes from his observation of providence that he should not
publish the Fourfold State.
p.335 – Boston wrestles with not wanting to disregard providence as he considers
to publish the Fourfold State.
p.337 – Providence seems to compel Boston to undertake certain tasks.
p.340 – Boston attributes surprising circumstances to providence.
p.343 – Boston understands favourable situation as blessings of God’s providence.
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p.346 – Boston trusts that Holy Providence always leads his affairs.
p.350 – Boston attributes meeting Mr Hog to a kind providence.
p.352 – Boston retrospectively observes why providence has delayed the
publication of some of his work.
p.354 – Amidst all the trying circumstances surrounding his decision to publish
the Fourfold State Boston testifies to the leading of providence.
p.356 – Boston understands the providence determines the number of those who
are attending an Assembly.
p.359 – Boston observes that providence is guiding the course of the Assembly.
p.360 – In deciding what to preach on Boston looks to providence for guidance.
p.361 – Boston gains insight into the direction of church affairs which he
attributes to providence.
p.364 – Even in Boston’s unfulfilled desires he observes providence at work.
p.370 – Boston has difficulty in observing providence regarding his going to
Penpont.
p.371 – When Boston becomes lost he attributes to providence the way he was
guided home safely.
p.371 – When Boston recalls God’s providence in his life since childhood, it
causes him to be thankful.
p.372 – Boston attributes his discovery of the importance of the Hebrew accents
to providence.
p.374 – Boston observes providence turning a potentially difficult situation into
one of comfort and order.
p.375 – Even when Boston makes alterations to his house he is guided by his
observation of providence.
p.377-78 – Visitors and letters from friends are viewed as kind providences.
p.379 – Boston understands that all people are under the providence of God.
p.384 – Boston views his painful illnesses as issuing from the providence of God.
p.385 – Boston observes providence and understands years later why he acquired
certain books years before.
p.388 – Boston attributes to kind providence his being led to preach.
p.393 – When Boston is lead to produce a productive workload by being kept
homebound due to illness, he observes the kindness of providence.
p.394 – Providence guides Boston into useful circumstances.
p.397 – The provision of Boston’s family needs are attributed and trusted to the
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providence of God.
p.399 – Boston grows in his understanding of how God works in his life via
his observation of providence.
p.405 – Providence is seen to be the means of provision in the Boston household.
p.406 – When Boston and his family are preserved from an earthquake, this is put
down to the providence of God.
p.408 – Boston is led to a case of adultery and he observes that this is providence
teaching both himself and his congregation to be humble.
p.413 – Again, Boston attributes to providence the guidance he gets on selecting
texts from which to preach.
p.414 – Boston seeks to be sensitive to the providence of God in his pastoral
visits.
p.415 – When Boston looks for accommodation when attending the Assembly, he
observes providence and is led to a place to stay.
p.416 – Providence directs every aspect of Boston’s work and life which causes
him to be very thankful.
p.418 – Despite being confused at times Boston gives thanks for providence for
wonderfully leading him in life.
p.420 – Boston observes providence directing the course of one his meetings.
p.423 – Boston views his personal trials as a part of God’s providence for his life
making up for his lack of public persecution.
p.427 – All of Boston’s everyday affairs he observes are guided by providence.
p.437 – Boston knowing that providence guides all his affairs in life, seeks to
submit to the will of God in all things.
p.438-9 – Boston observes that a time of bitter illness is the work of providence.
p.440 – Boston observes that a quick dispatch of one his essays is due to
providence.
p.443 – Boston observes providence guiding him in his ministry and through
trying circumstances God is blessings him.
p.446 – Boston observes that providence seemed to always bring about trials
when he preached at Penpont.
p.477 – Boston observes the Bible always matching up with providence and
leading the people of God.
p.448 – A delay in Boston’s life is viewed by him as providence teaching him
patience.
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p.449 – When Boston is seriously ill he observes the providence of God bringing
him help.
p.453 – Boston attributes a good journey to the providence of God.
p.454 – Boston observes that providence simultaneously tries and delivers him in
life.
p.457 – Boston has hope because providence leads him to certain passages of the
Bible.
p.461 – Boston observes that providence leads God’s children in ways that they
would not choose for themselves but are nevertheless good for them.
p.463 – Boston uses the circumstances of providence to help lead his decisions.
p.464 – Boston observes the Lord determining a blessing for his people via
providence.
p.465 – Boston observes that providence can bring short-term trials to people
which can result in long-term blessings.
p.467 – Boston observes that providence can look set to be against a certain work
before turning and blessing it mightily.
p.469-71 – How Boston attributes to providence the curious incident of the pea.
p.472 – The observation of the leading providence in Boston’s ministry causes
him to rejoice in God’s mercy.
p.475 – Boston was pleased after observing how providence had kept him from
loving money and secular affairs.
p.499 – Boston observe providence working his wife’s illness, that although it
causes great trials at times it also produces great blessing.
p.501 – Boston observes that health and infirmity are due to providence.
p.502 – Boston laments the fact that he does not always trust God’s providence.
p.503 – Affliction is an ordinance that comes from the providence of God.
p.504 – Boston observes the way of providence that God’s children are brought
into seeming disaster before he turns things around to greatly bless.
p.506 –Around the year 1729 Boston observes how providence has brought many
trials into the lives of his close friends.
p.508 – Boston comforts others by telling them that in glory we shall all observe
that providence acted in our favour at all times.
p.509 – Initial disappointments in Boston’s life are later acknowledged to be wise
conducts of providence.
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p.511 – In the observation of providence the Christian can be clearly guided by
God.
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